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PREFACE

The central nervous system (CNS) represents the organ with the highest struc
tural and functional complexity. Accordingly, uncovering the mechanisms leading
to cell diversity, patterning and connectivity in the CNS is one of the major chal
lenges in developmental biology. The developing CNS of the fruitfly Drosophila
melanogaster is an ideal model system to study these processes. Several principle
questions regarding neurogenesis (like stem cell formation, cell fate specification,
axonal pathfinding) have been addressed in Drosophila by focusing on the relatively
simply structured truncal parts ofthe nervous system. However, information process
ing (e.g., vision, olfaction), behavior, learning and memory require highly special
ized structures, which are located in the brain. Owing to much higher complexity
and hidden segmental organisation, our understanding ofbrain development is still
quite rudimentary. Considerable advances have been made recently in bringing
the resolution of brain structures to the level of individual cells and their lineages,
which significantly facilitates investigations into the mechanisms controlling brain
development.

This book provides an overview of some major facets of recent research on
Drosophila brain development. The individual chapters were written by experts
in each field. V. Hartenstein et al survey the generic cell types that make up the
developing brain and describe the morphogenesis ofneural lineages and their relation
ship to neuropil compartments in the larval brain. Recent findings on anteroposterior
regionalization and on dorsoventral patterning in the embryonic brain are reviewed
in the chapters by R. Lichtneckert and H. Reichert and by R. Urbach and G. Technau,
respectively. Both processes show striking parallels between Drosophila and mouse.
Photoactivated gene expression as a means for tracing cell fate through embry
onic brain development is demonstrated in J. Minden's chapter. At present, the best
characterized neural network on the developmental, structural, and functional level is
the chemosensory system, to which three chapters are devoted: R. Stocker's chapter
covers the design of the larval chemosensory system and shows that it prefigures
the adult system. V. Rodrigues and T. Hummel summarize recent findings on the
specification and connectivity development ofthe adult olfactory receptor neurons.
P.Laissue and B. Vosshall review the molecular biology, neuroanatomy and function
of the adult olfactory system. A further focus of research is the visual system, with
the optic lobes comprising about half of the adult fly brain. The genetic and cellular
principles which direct the assembly ofthe optic lobes are highlighted in the chapter
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by K. Fischbach and P. Hiesinger. The central brain harbors distinct neuropils like
the central complex and the mushroom bodies, as well as "diffused neuropils" which
lack clearly demarcated structures. K. Ito and T.Awasaki review the organization of
the adult central brain and show how its complex architecture evolves from clonally
related neural circuits.

This book will be helpful to those who want to study brain development in the
fly. As knowledge extracted from the Drosophila model has often proven to be of
more general relevance, comparative aspects are included in most chapters. There
fore, this book should also be useful for researchers working on brain development
in other organisms and on brain evolution, as well as for instructors and advanced
students in the field of developmental neurobiology.

I would like to thank the authors for producing an excellent series of thought
ful reviews, Ronald Landes for encouraging me to edit this volume, and Cynthia
Conomos for continuous support.

Gerhard M Technau, PhD
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CHAPTER 1

The Development ofthe Drosophila
Larval Brain
Volker Hartenstein,* Shana Spindler, Wayne Pereanu and Siaumin Fung

Abstract

I n this chapter we will start out by describing in more detail the progenitors of the nervous
system, the neuroblasts and ganglion mother cells.Subsequentlywe will survey the generic cell
types that make up the developing Drosophila brain, namely neurons, glial cells and tracheal

cells.Finally,we will attempt a synopsis ofthe neuronal connectivity ofthe larval brain that can be
deduced from the analysis ofneural lineages and their relationship to neuropile compartments.

Synopsis ofthe Phases and Elements ofDrosophila Brain Development
The Drosophila brain is shaped during three developmental phases that include the embryonic,

larval and pupal phase. In the earlyembryo, a population ofneuroblasts (primary neuroblasts; Fig.
lA, top) delaminates from the neurectoderm and generates, in a stem cell-like manner, the glia
and neurons that differentiate into the fully functional larval brain (primary neurons and glia).
Each neuroblast produces a highly invariant lineage ofcells that, at least temporarily, stay together
and extend processes that fasciculate into a common bundle (primary axon tract; Fig. IB). After
a phase ofmitotic dormancy that lasts from late embryogenesis to the end ofthe Ist larval instar,
the same neuroblasts that had proliferated to form primary neurons during the embryonic period
become active again and produce a stereotyped set ofsecondary lineages (Fig. lA, center). Neurons
of the secondary lineages are delayed in regard to morphological and functional differentiation.
They form short, unbranched axons that fasciculate in secondary axon tracts (Fig. IC). During the
pupal phase (metamorphosis) secondary neurons mature and, together with restructured primary
neurons, form the adult brain (Fig. lA, bottom).

The mature Drosophila brain ofthe larva and adult is ofthe ganglionic type (Fig. IB, C). Cell
bodies of neurons and glial cells form an outer layer, or cortex, around an inner neuropile that
consists of highly branched axons and dendrites, as well as synapses formed in between these
processes. Because the neuropile is virtually free ofcell bodies, it is extraordinarily compact. The
typical insect neuron has a neurite that projects throughout a large part ofthe neuropile (Fig. IB;
see also section 'The Generic Cell Types ofthe Drosophila Brain' below) . Tufts ofterminal arbors
(dendritic and axonal) branch off the neurite close to the cell body (proximal branches) and at
its tip (terminal branches; Fig. IB). Dendritic and axonal branches are assembled into neuropile
compartments. Long axons are bundled into tracts that interconnect these compartments (Fig. IB,
C). Glial sheaths envelop the cortex surface (surface glia), groups ofneuronal cell bodies (cortex
glia) and the neuropile (neuropile glia). Neuropile glial cells also form septa that subdivide the
neuropile into several distinct compartments.

*Corresponding Author: Volker Hartenstein-Department of Molecular Cell and Developmental
Biology, University of California LosAngeles, LosAngeles, California 90095, USA.
Email: volkerhwrncdb.ucla.edu

Brain Developmentin Drosophila melanogaster, edited by Gerhard M. Technau.
©2008 Landes Bioscience and Springer Science+ Business Media.
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Figure1. Drosophila brain development. A)Schematic drawings of head of early embryo (top),
larval brain (center left), neuroblast lineage (center right) and adult brain (bottom). Primary
brain neuroblasts (dark lilac) delaminate from the head neurectoderm and produce primary
lineages that form the larval brain (light lilac). In the late larva neuroblasts start producing
secondary lineages (orange) that are integrated with the primary neurons into the adult brain.
(B, C) Schematic cross sect ions of one brain hemisphere of early larva (B) and late larva (e).
Primary neuroblasts and neurons are shaded lilac; secondary neuroblasts and neurons are
in orange. Two clusters of primary neurons are highlighted to show projection of neurites.
Glia cells are colored green.
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In this chapter we will start out by describing in more detail the progenitors of the nervous
system, the neuroblasts and ganglion mother cells. Subsequently we will survey the generic cell
types that make up the developingDrosophila brain, namely neurons, glial cells and tracheal cells.
Finally, we will attempt a synopsis of the neuronal connectivity of the larval brain that can be
deduced from the analysis ofneural lineages and their relationship to neuropile compartments.

Progenitors ofthe Drosophila Brain: Neuroblasts
and Ganglion Mother Cells

The Primary Phase ofNeuroblastActivity in the Embryo
The brain ofinsects and some other arthropod taxa is formed by a unique type ofstem cell-like

progenitor cell called a neuroblast. Neural progenitors ofthis type are not found in vertebrates or
(as far as known to date) other invertebrate phyla. Neuroblasts delaminate from the embryonic
neurectoderm and form a cell layer sandwiched in between the ectoderm and mesoderm (Fig.2A).
The pattern ofneuroblasts is invariant. Thus, each neuroblast forms a uniquely identifiable cell that
appears at the same time and position in every individual ofa given species. Neuroblast patterns
are very similar even when comparing different insect species such asDrosophila and grasshopper.
Neuroblasts appear in two broad regions of the embryo. The head (procephalic) neurectoderm,
located in the anterior-dorsal part of the ectoderm, gives rise to neuroblasts that form the brain
(Fig. 2B). The ventral neurectoderm, stretching out along the trunk ectoderm, produces the
neuroblasts of the ventral nerve cord. Neuroblasts are organized segmentally, with each segment
givingrise to an identical segmental set, called neuromere, ofapproximately 25 neuroblasts per side.
The brain, a composite structure formed by the fusion ofseveral modified neuromeres, contains
approximately 100 neuroblasts per side.1

,2

After delamination from the ectoderm, neuroblasts form a layer oflarge, rounded cells inside
the embryo. Soon these cells proliferate in what is known as a stem cell mode (Fig. 2C). Thus,
whereas most cells in an embryo divide symmetrical, with both daughter cells being ofabout the
same size and fate, neuroblasts divide asymmetrically into one large and one small daughter cell
with very different fates. The large cell (still called a neuroblast) continues dividing in the stem
cell mode for a variable number of rounds ofdivisions. Most primary neuroblasts in the embryo
divide 5-8 times, with a cell cycle duration of45-60min;3 secondary neuroblasts may divide 50
times or more (V.H., unpublished). The small cell resulting from a neuroblast mitosis, called a
ganglion mother cell (GMC), typically divides only one more time 60-90min after its birth.' The
two daughter cells of the GMC become postmitotic and differentiate into neurons or glial cells.
Since the mitotic spindle of neuroblasts is typically directed perpendicular to the plane of the
neuroblast layer,ganglion mother cellsand immature neurons form a stack on top ofthe neuroblast
from which they originated (Fig. 2A,C). In this manner, all cells of a neuroblast lineage remain
spatially close to each other and are arranged along a spatio-temporal gradient. Neuroblasts and
ganglion mother cells are situated externally at the brain surface (Fig. 2D,G), adjacent to the last
born (youngest) neurons. Early born (old) neurons are the most remote from the neuroblast,
bordering the nascent neuropile. The layered organization ofthe brain cortex can be analyzed in
detail by using molecular markers that are expressed at different stages ofneuroblast proliferation
and neuronal differentiation (Fig. 2G,H).4

Secondary Neuroblasts and GMCs ofthe LarvalBrain
The last rounds of primary neuroblast division occur at embryonic stages 14-15 (Fig.2E);

after that stage, only GMC divisions are recognizable for another 2-3 hours (Fig. 2F). Neuroblasts
become mitotically inactive and shrink in size, so that they cannot be recognized in first instar
brains (Fig. 3A). A small set ofneuroblasts, including the four mushroom body neuroblasts and
one ofthe basal anterior neuroblasts (for classificationofneuroblasts and their lineages, seesection
'Neuroanatomy ofthe Developing Drosophila Brain' of this chapter), escape the general arrest of
neuroblast activity and continue to proliferate throughout the early larval period (Fig. 3A,B).s
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Figure 2. Primary neuroblasts and ganglion mother cells. A) Schematic cross section of early
embryo showing ventral neurectoderm (nee), mesoderm (rns), neuroblast layer (nb) and gan
glion mother cells (gmc). B) Schematic of blastoderm fate map (bottom) and adult fly CNS
(top). Anlage of ventral neurectoderm (vnec) gives rise to ventral nerve cord wh ich becomes
the thoraco-abdominal ganglion (tag) and subesophageal ganglion (seg) of the adult brain.
Procephalic neurectoderm (pnec) gives rise to the supraesophageal ganglion (spg)of the adult
brain . C) Asymmetric division of neuroblast (nb) into second order neuroblasts (nb', nb".... )
and ganglion mother cells (grnc.t gmc2 ... .). Ganglion mother cells divide one time equally
into two neurons (neLl , ne1.2). D-F) Lateral views of embryonic brain (br) and ventral nerve
cord (vnc) at stage 12 (D), stage 15 (E) and stage 16 (F). Mitotic neuroblasts (nb) and ganglion
mother cells (grnc) are labeled with antiPhosphohistone (a marker for mitosis). The proliferat
ing cells form a dense layer at the outer surface of the brain (D). The last primary neuroblast
divisions take place during stage 15 (E); at stage 16, only scattered divisions of GMCs and optic
lobe progenitors (01) occur. G, H) Lateral views of embryonic brain at stage 12 (G) and 16 (H).
The transcr iptional regulator Castor (Cas; red) is switched on at the stage when neuroblasts
undergo their third or fourth division." From that stageonward, Cas is expressed continuously
in primary neuroblasts and, transientl y, in their progen y. Double-label experiments using Cas
and Elav (green) as markers visualize an inner cortex of Elav-positive, postmitotic neurons,
an outer layer of Cas-positive neuroblasts and GMCs and an intermediate layer of late born
neurons that are already positive for Elavand still expressCas. Other abbreviations: ex, cortex;
np, neuropile; pn, primary neurons . Bar: 20 urn.

During the roughly one day period encompassing the second larval instar, the remainder of the
neuroblasts are also reactivated (in a pattern that ha s not yet been studied in detail), so that during
the entire third instar the entire complement ofneuroblasts is proliferating.
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Figure 3. Secondary neuroblasts and ganglion mother cells of the larval brain . A-E) Posterior
view of larval brains (A,B) 24 h after egg laying (AEL), first instar; C) 48 h AEL, second instar;
(D, E) 72 h AEL, early third instar) labeled with antiPhosphohistone. In early larva (A, B) neu
roblasts (nb) and GMCs of mushroom body are labeled; proliferation is also detected in the
primordium of the optic lobe (01). More neuroblasts begin secondary phase of proliferation
during the second instar (C); during early third instar (D, E), all neuroblasts are active . (F-H :
Confocal sections of larval brains 48 h AEL (F), 72 h AEL (G) and 120h AEL (H; inset in H
shows secondary lineages at higher magnification). Labeling of neurons with anti-Elav (green)
and neuroblasts, GMCs and young secondary neurons (sn)with antiCas (red). Cas is expressed
transiently in secondary neuroblasts when they reactivate (F); at later stages, Cas is found in
GMCs and newly born secondary neurons (G, H; inset in H). Note size difference between
primary neurons (pn in H) and secondary neurons. Legend continued on following page.
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Figure 3, continued from previous page. I-M: BrdU pulse chase experiments visualizing the
correlation between birth date and neuron location. J-M show confocal cross sections of
dorsal brain hemisphere of 3rd instar larva. Glia cells (labeled green by Nrv2-Gal4 driving
UAS-GFP) outline the brain surface (sgsurface glia), the cortex (cg cortex glia; co cortex) and
the neuropile surface (ng neuropile glia; np neuropile). Larvae were fed with BrdU during
time intervals indicated by gray bars in time line (panel I; numbers indicate days after fertiliza
tion). The location of BrdU labeled neurons (red in J-M) within the cortex correlates with the
time of BrdU incorporation: early born neurons occupy a deep location in the cortex, late
born neurons are superficial. N) Confocal section of late embryonic brain showing expres
sion of the transcription factors Hunchback (Hb; green) and Pdm (red) in primary neurons
(pn) born during the first and third round of division of neuroblasts. 0) Confocal section
of early third instar larval brain. Hb and Pdm are not reactivated in secondary neuroblasts,
but stay expressed in primary neurons (presumably the same that had turned on expression
in the early embryo) located in the deep cortex. P, Q) Confocal section of early third instar
larval brain. Secondary lineages (sn), glia and optic lobe (IDA: inner optic anlage; OOA
outer optic anlage) are labeled with antiShg (DEcadherin) antibody (blue). Cas expression
(red in Q) overlaps with secondary lineages; Pdm (red in P) is restricted to primary neurons
near neuropile. Other abbreviations: br, brain; es, esophagus; np, neuropile; oln, optic lobe
neurons; sgmc, secondary GMC; PI, pars intercerebralis; SAT, secondary axon tract; vnc,
ventral nerve cord Bar: 20 Jim

Labeling ofneuroblasts and GMCs ofthe larva reveals that these cells, just like their embryonic
counterparts, are located at the brain surface (Fig. 3A-E).6-S The orientation ofthe mitotic spindle
in secondary neuroblasts appears to be much more variable than in primary neuroblasts, ranging
from parallel to perpendicular relative to the brain surface.6.9 This could in part be due to the
fact that the mechanism controlling spindle orientation could be quite different: in the embryo,
neuroblasts are in contact with the epithelial neurectoderm and "inherit" from the neurectoderm
a protein complex, the Inscuteable complex, that remains apical and plays a role in tethering the
mitotic spindle to the membrane in such a way that results in a vertical orientation.P'" Secondary
neuroblasts in the larva have no contact with the ectoderm (or epidermis); rather, they are sur
rounded on all sides by a glial layer (see below). Thus, the mechanism that controls the mitotic
spindle orientation, as well as the onset and frequency of mitosis, is likely to be controlled by
glia-neuroblast inreracrions.I'" Within the secondary neuroblast, protein complexes orienting
the spindle appear to be the same as in the embryo. Thus, members ofthe Par complex, including
Baz, Par,6 and aPKC, localize to an apical crescent along with Inscuteable, while Miranda and
Prospero localize to the basal crescent (Fig.4E).6.9

Despite the variability of neuroblast mitotic spindle orientation, the larval brain cortex is
organized into concentric layers where the location of a neuron reflects its birth date. This cor
relation between birth date and location ofa neuron can be visualized by pulse chase experiments
in which BrdU is fed to larvae at different time intervals (Fig. 3I-M), or with the expression of
molecular markers such as Cas, Pdm or Hb (Fig. 3F-H, N_Q).l4 Primary neurons are the deepest
cells (Fig. 3H, 0, P), bordering the neuropile; late born secondary neurons are superficial, sur
rounding the neuroblasts (Fig. 3H, M, Q).

Control ofDrosophila Neuroblast Proliferation
As described in the previous section, the Drosophila brain undergoes two periods of growth

through the activation and quiescence oflarval neuroblasts. Interestingly, not all neuroblasts are
active at a given time and many sustain extended periods ofquiescence before larval division. The
molecular factors that control the length ofneuroblast quiescence; re-entrance into the S phase
ofdivision; the amount ofdivision to occur; and the life-span ofthe neuroblast are all important
issues that must be addressed in order to understand brain growth. In recent studies, light has been
shed on a few key molecular pathways that appear to influence neuroblast activities (reviewed
inl3.ls.l6). Both negative and positive regulators of proliferation cooperate to ensure the proper
expansion of the central nervous system as the larva enters puparium formation and eventually
adulthood (Fig. 4E).
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Among the negative regulators ofneuroblast proliferation are the Hox genes and Anachronsism
(Ana), a glycoprotein that is secreted from a subpopulation of surface glial cells and is required
for retaining neuroblasts in the G 1 phase of the cell cycle. In ana mutant larvae, both the optic
lobe and central brain neuroblasts begin proliferation prematurely,'? Because Ana originates in
adjacent glial cells, the idea that glial cells act similar to a stem-cell "niche" by mediating neuroblast
re-entrance into the cell cycle is tempting. While Ana temporarily delays the onset ofdivision, the
posterior Hox genes restrict neuroblast proliferation by inducing apoptosis in neuroblasts." Thus,
once neuroblasts ofthe abdominal neuromeres (and, by inference, other neuroblasts as well) have
reached the correct number of cell divisions, a pulse ofAbdA expression initiates programmed
cell death, thereby delimiting the number ofneuroblast divisions.

A key player in the mechanism that initiates neuroblast division is Trol, the Drosophila ho
mologue of mammalian Perlecan, a large multidomain heparan sulfate proteoglycan residing
in the ECM.1

9 Like mammalian Perlecan, Drosophila Trol has been shown to mediate signals
through the FG F and Hedgehog pathways.20 In the larval central nervous system, Trol is required
for neuroblast re-entrance into S-phase. Cell division maintenance, however, does not appear to
be influenced by Trol expression. Epistasis experiments initially suggested that Trol acts down
stream of Ana, by inhibiting Ana or members of an Ana pathway in the quiescent neuroblast."
Later studies found, however, that induction of Cyclin E rescues the trolmutant phenotype, but
does not phenocopy ana mutants.22.23Therefore, it is likely another mechanism exists, alone or in
conjunction with the Trol pathway, to act as a negative regulator of ana-mediated repression of
neuroblast division (Fig. 4).

Given the importance of cell-cell interactions in regulating neuroblast proliferation it comes
as no surprise that adhesion molecules and the molecular networks they form part ofplaya role
(Fig. 4). Drosophila E-cadherin (DEcad) has a widespread expression in neuroblasts, secondary
neurons and glial cells and expression of a dominant negative D E-cadherin leads to reduced
neuronal proliferation, resulting in the absence of neurons and axon tracts." Because this effect
can be phenocopied by expressing the dominant-negative construct in glial cells alone, DEcad
most likely mediates interactions between neuroblasts and the glial "niche" during neuroblast
proliferation? Grainyhead, a transcription factor present in all post-embryonic neuroblasts,
has been shown to directly increase DEcad expression in proliferating neuroblasts." APel and
APC2, a pair of cytoplasmic proteins that bind to the cadherin-catenin complex and playa role
in the context of Wg/Wnt signaling, have been found to be involved in Drosophila neuroblast
proliferation as well."

The Generic Cell Types ofthe Drosophila Brain

Neurons
The use of molecular markers or Dil injections reveals that the large majority ofDrosophila

larval brain neurons conform to the prototypical architecture which is typical for insect neurons
(Fig. SA).26 Neurons are unipolar and project their single axon centripetally towards the neuropile.
At or near the point where it crosses the boundary between cortex and neuropile, the neurite gives
offa collateral that forms a tuft ofhigher order branches (proximal branches). After continuing for
various distances within the neuropile, the neurite ends in a tuft ofterminal branches. The neurite
can be bifurcated or trifurcated, in which case it produces multiple tufts ofterminal branches. In
many cases where entire lineages of neurons were labeled, neurites of neurons of a given lineage
behave alike, traveling together in a cohesive axon bundle (the primary or secondary axon tract)
and branching in the same or closely adjacent neuropile compartments.

The intrinsic neurons of the mushroom body (Kenyon cells) are a good example to illustrate
these principles (Fig. SB).27-30 Initially, these cells,formed by four contiguous neuroblasts, send their
axons in a tight bundle straight anteriorly. Subsequently, proximal (dendritic) branches form near
the cell body. The distal tip ofKenyon cell axons trifurcate, forming the dorsal lobe, medial lobe
and the spur. Larval Kenyon cells also exemplify the more general point (how general it is remains
to be seen through future anatomical studies) that neurons belonging to one lineage have a similar
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Figure 5. Architecture of Drosophila brain neurons. A) Schematic section of early larval
brain (ex cortex; np neuropile. One neuron is highlighted in red (cb cell body ; pb proximal
branches; tb and tb' terminal branches. B-E: Photographs of early larval brain primary neurons
injected with Dil (w hite; blue arrows indicate injection sites; white arrows show midline). B)
Kenyon cell of mushroom bod y (M B). ex calyx ; ml medial lobe; ped peduncle; sp spur. C)
DPL-type neuron located in postero-lateral cortex. The example shown forms short proximal
branches in the BPL compartment and projects a single neurite with terminal branches in
the CPL compartment. D) baso-anterior (BA) neuron with proximal dendritic tuft innervating
the neuropile of the antennal lobe (BA compartment); the neurite then bifurcates and sends
one branch across the antennal commissure (aco) to the contralateral antennallobe and one
branch through the antenno-cerebral tract (act) towards the calyx (CX)and CPLcompartment.
E) dorso-anterior-medial (DAM) neuron, forming short proximal branches in the ipsilateral
dorso-anterior (DA) compartment, close to the location of the cell body; the neurite bifurcates
and one branch continues ventrally towards the ipsilateral tritocerebral (Tri) and subesopha
geal neuropile; the second branch crosses the midline in the ventro-anterior commissure
(vac) and descends towards the contralateral tritocerebrum/subesophageal neuropile. F, G)
Z-projection of confocal sections (F) and schematic drawing (G) of third instar larval brain
showing Sine ocul is (So) primar y neurons (BLVpn) and secondary neurons (BLVsn; red). The
BLVpn has proximal brances (pb) in the CPLd compartment and a set of terminal branches
(tb) in the more medially located DP compartment; the axon continues across the midline
to form a second set of terminal branches in the contralteral hemisphere (not shown). H)
expression of GFP in entire Sine oculis (So)-positive lineage (red) and of the dendritic marker
Nod (green) in proximal branches, supporting the idea that these branches are dendrites .
Other abbrev iations: DLPsn) So-positive neurons of the DLP lineage; cgl, cortex glia; met,
medial cervical tract ; 01, optic lobe; olp, opt ic lobe pioneer ; SAT, secondary axon tract ; seg,
subesophageal ganglion Bars: 20 urn
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projection pattern. Thus, dendritic branches ofKenyon cells remain in close contact and, together
with axonal trees ofafferent fibers (mainly derived from the antennallobe), form a compact neu
ropile compartment, called the calyx.Tightly packed axonal branches ofKenyon cells, along with
the dendritic trees ofpostsynaptic cells," give rise to the peduncle, lobe compartments and spur
ofthe mushroom body. Figure SC - E show three additional examples ofDil filled neurons whose
branching pattern conforms to the same prototype. Preliminary data show that many secondary
lineages that differentiate during the pupal period conform to the mushroom body lineages with
regard to their proximal branching (V.H. and WP., unpublished). Thus, proximal arborizations
of most (if not all) neurons belonging to a given lineage appear to share in the same compart
ment. Terminal axonal arborization, on the other hand, are typically more diverse. Previous work
on primary lineages ofthe ventral nerve cord had also shown that (terminal) arborizations in this
part of the CNS are also quite diverse within a given lineage.32.33

In very few instances, such as the Kenyon cells or some olfactory interneurons, has it actually
been shown that proximal branches of central neurons correspond to dendrites.tv" Molecular
differences between dendrites and axons have been reported that in principle can be used to
distinguish between the two. For example, the minus-end directed microtubule binding protein
Nod 1 accumulates in the dendrites ofbipolar sensory neurons and the mushroom body's Kenyon
cellsand therefore potentially represents a marker ofdendrites in the CNS.36As shown in Figure 5,
Nod1-GFP driven in a small subset ofprimary neurons that belong to the sine oculis (so) expressing
BLVllineage also accumulates in the subset ofneurite branches that are close to the cell bodies,
indicating that these branches are dendrires.F'"

Figure 6 illustrates how the branching pattern ofneurons belonging to a lineage evolves over
time. To label lineages, the FLP /FRT technique was used." Each panel shows a member of the
DAL lineages, a group oflineages located antero-Iaterally in the brain (for more detail see section
'Neuroanatomy of the Developing Drosophila Brain' of this chapter), at different stages of its
development. A lineage at embryonic stage 14 (12-14h; Fig. SA,A') appears as a cluster ofcontigu
ous cell bodies capped by a neuroblast, sending a short, unbranched PAT towards the center of
the brain primordium. A late embryonic clone (16h; Fig. 6B,B') still exhibits a compact PAT,but
short branches have appeared close to the cell body and, in many cases,at the PAT tip. In the early
larva, branching ofaxons has increased dramatically (Fig. 6C,C'). Furthermore, the close packing
ofcell bodies and their axons has loosened up, although cells and neurites ofone lineage are still
close to each other. A similar picture presents itselfif clones induced in the embryo are visualized
in late larvae. Primary neurons branch over much ofthe neuropile; in addition, secondary lineages
have now been added. Secondary neurons are alwaysexternally adjacent to the primary neurons.
The secondary axon tract penetrates into the thicket ofprimary branches, suggesting that interac
tions between the primary axons and SAT exist. Clones induced in the early larva and visualized
in the late larva (Fig. 6E) contain exclusively secondary neurons, demonstrating the immature,
unbranched nature ofsecondary axons. Proximal and terminal branches ofsecondary neurons are
formed starting at 12h ofpupal development (Fig. 6G). Most lineages have proximal ("dendritic")
branches restricted to one compartment, or part thereof By contrast, terminal branches are typi
cally more widespread, but can also be fairly restricted, as in the case of the DAL lineage shown
whose terminal arbors are restricted to a layer of the ellipsoid body.

Glial Cells
Neurons of the Drosophila brain are supported by a complex scaffold of glial cells that is es

tablished during late embryonic stages. Insect glial cells fall into three classes,39-42 each ofwhich
is represented in the larval brain (Fig. 7A-F). Surface (subperineurial) glia form a sheath around
the surface ofthe brain (Fig. 7A). Cortex glia are located in the brain cortex and form a tightly-nit
three-dimensional scaffold that encapsulates neuronal cellbodies, ganglion mother cellsand neuro
blasts (Fig. 7B). Neuropile glia surround the neuropile and form septa around individual neuropile
compartments, as well as major tracts ofneurites (Fig. 7C). Surface glial cells, interconnected by
septate junctions and covered by a thick basement membrane, act as the blood-brain barrier (Fig.
7D).43 Cortex glia fulfill important trophic roles for neuronal cell bodies.f In the larval brain,
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Figure 6. Morphogenesis and branching of neural lineages. A-G are Z-projections of confocal
stacks of brains in wh ich individual lineages were labeled by the FLP/FRT induced activation
of tau-lacZ (green). For each panel (except G), a representative of the dorso-anterior-Iateral
(DAL) group of lineages was selected. G shows the base-lateral-dorsal (BLD) lineage #5. The
neuropile is labeled with anti-DN-cadherin (red). In A-D, lineages were labeled by activat
ing FLP in early embryo (primary lineages, A-C; pr imary plus secondary lineage, D). In E-G,
activat ion of FLP occurred after hatching , resulting in labeling of secondary component of
lineage only. A'-F' schematicall y depict one lineage at the stagecorresponding to the adjacent
confocal images. Primary neurons are in lilac, secondary neurons in orange. A, A': Stage 14
embryo; B, B': Stage 16 embr yo; C, C : early larva; 0 ,0' and E: late larva; F, F' and G: pupal
adult. Abbreviations: b neurite branches; BC baso-central compartment; CA centro-anterior
compartment; cd cell death; cx cortex; eb ellipsoid body; lob lobula neurop ile; nb neuro 
blast; np neuropile; PATprimary axon tract ; pb proximal branches; PIBPprox imal interstitial
branchpoint; pn primary neuron; SATsecondary axon tract; sn secondary neuron; tb terminal
branches. Bar: 20!1m
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Figure 7. Origin and proliferation of glial cells of the Drosophila brain. A-C) Structure of larval
glia . GFP labeled clones (induced shortly after hatching) in late larval brain. All three panels
show Z-projections of frontal confocal sections of late larval brain hemisphere in which glial
clone appears in green. In A and B, glial nuclei are labeled by antiRepo (red); in C, neuropile is
labeled by antiSyntaxin (red). A) Surface glia (sg). B) cortex glia (cg). C) neuropile glia (npg). D-F)
TEM sections of early larval brains. D) glial sheath at the brain surface. Underneath the relatively
electron-translucent surface glia (sg)appears a second layer formed by the surface lamella of the
electron-dense cortex glia (cg). Cortex glia, rather than surface glia, contacts neurons (ne) and
neuroblasts of the cortex at most locations. E) Brain cortex; cortex glial lamella (cg) appears as
electron dense layer in between neurons (ne). Legend coninued on following page.
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Figure 7, continued from previous page. F) Cortex-neuropile boundary, showing prominent,
electron-dense neuropile glial sheath (npg) separating neuronal somata (ne) from bundles of
neurites that constitute the neuropile (np). Tracheae and tracheoles (tr) penetrating the neuropile
are always associated with glial sheaths. (G-L) Embryonic origin of brain glia. G) Schematic map
of stage 11 embryonic head showing approximate location of the clusters of glia progenitors
(outlined in green and red, respectively) in relation to Fas-positive neuropile pioneer clusters
(orange) and the brain neuroblast map.' Glia progenitors giving rise to surface and cortex glia
comprise a dorsal protocerebral cluster (DPSG), ventral protocerebral cluster (VPSG), anterior
deuterocerebral cluster (ADSG) and posterior deuterocerebral cluster (PDSG). Neuropile glia
(longitudinal glia) is derived from a single cluster (BPLG) located in the deuterocerebral neuro
mere. H, I) lateral view of heads of embryos labeled with antiRepo expressed in glia cell nuclei
(brown) and antiFas II expressed in pioneer neurons and their axons (P21, P31, P41, D/T, aCCI
pCC; purple). H) late stage 12. Precursors of neuropile glia, forming the BPLG cluster, migrate
dorsally along the cervical connectives, pioneered by the D/T and P2 clusters. Ventrally, cells
of the BPLG have linked up with longitudinal glia cells of the ventral nerve cord (LGmx, LGlb:
longitudinal glia derived from the maxillary and labial neuromere, respectively). Two major
clusters located in the ventral (VPSC) and dorsal (DPSC) part of the protocerebrum include
precursors of surface glia and cortex glia. I) Late stage 14. Neuropile glia (LG and BPLG)form a
continuous covering of cervical connective (een)and connective of ventral nerve cord (en). Note
group of small sized cells at dorsal front of BPLG (arrowhead); these cells most likely represent
early postmitotic glia cells produced by the proliferating BPLG cluster. Surface glia precursors
derived from the VPSG cluster have spread over the lateral and dorsal brain hemisphere. At this
stagecortex glia cells (CoG), also derived from the VPSG and DPSG clusters, are seen separately
from the more superficial surface glia. J-L) Digital 3D models of brain hemispheres of stage 11
(J), late stage 12 (K) and late stage 14 (L)embryos, illustrating the pattern of different populations
of glia cell precursors in lateral view (seecolor key at top of panel 0) note that cortex glial cells
(dark green) as entities different from subperineurial glia (light green) are indicated only in the
late stage 14 brain (L) because they cannot be distinguished earlier). Structures of the neuropile,
including cervical connective (een), subesophageal commissure (sea), supraesophageal com
missure (sec) and Fasll positive clusters [P1, P21, P3m, P31, P41, optic lobe (01); all shaded grey]
are indicated as points of reference. (M-R) Glial proliferation during larval stages. M and N
show confocal sections of larval brain hemispheres (M:48h AEL, first instar; N) 144h AEL, late
third instar) in which glial nuclei are labeled with antiRepo (red) and glial processes are marked
with Nrv2-GFP (green). Arrowheads point at representative surface glial nuclei; open arrows
at cortex glia, solid arrows at neuropile glia. Note dramatic increase in all three subclasses of
glia between first and third instar. 0) Plot of glial cell number against time (in hours after egg
laying). P) Confocal section of brain of late larva that had been fed BrdU containing medium
for 12h prior to dissection. BrdU incorporation appears in secondary neural lineages, as well
as in all three classes of glial cells (arrowheads: surface glia; open arrows: cortex glia; solid
arrows: neuropile glia). (Q, R) GFP labeled clones of secondary lineages (neuroblasts indicated
by open arrowheads) with adjacent glial cells in third larval instar brains. Q shows surface glia
(sg)forming part of secondary lineage (arrowhead). In R, cortex glia (cg; open arrow) is located
di rectly adjacent to secondary Iineage (arrowhead). Other abbreviations: ex cortex; np neuropile;
01 optic lobe Bars: 20,...,m (A-C); O.S,...,m (D-F); 10,...,m (G-L)

the meshwork ofcortex glial processes ("trophospongium") is required for stabilizing the position
of neurons in the cortex and for extension of secondary axon tracts? Neuropile and surface glia
play numerous roles in axon pathfinding and targeting.45

-
48 Glial septa formed by neuropile glia

are essential to establish and stabilize neuropile compartments, such as the glomeruli formed by
neurites ofolfactory receptors and interneurons in the antennal Iobe."

The glial cellsofthe early larval brain (primary glia) arise from a small number ofneuro-glioblasts
that are active during the embryonic period. Neuro-glioblasts ofthe ventral nerve cord have been
identified on a single cell basis,32,33 a feat not yet achieved for the brain. Here, precursors ofneuropile
glia form a prominent cluster, the baso-posterior cluster, (BPLG)50 that consists ofapproximately
20 cells and is located at the base ofthe brain primordium (Fig. 7G,]). During late embryogenesis,
these cells spread out dorsally along the inner surface of the extending neuropile. Precursors of
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Figure 8, legend viewed on following page.
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Figure 8, viewed on previous page. Formation of the trophospongium by cortex glia. A-D)
Schematic cross section of brain cortex at different larval stages(A: 1st instar; B2nd instar; C early
3rd instar; D late 3rd instar), illustrating formation of the trophospongium. Cortex glial cells (cg)
are in green, neuroblasts (nb) and secondary neurons (sn) in shades of orange, primary neurons
(pn) in lilac, neuropile (np) in gray. Numbers 1-4 indicate birth order of secondary neurons (1:early;
4: late). E) Z-projection of serial horizontal confocal sections of embryonic brain hemisphere in
which glial cells are labeled green by GFP reporter construct activated by the gem-Gal4 driver.
Neuropile (np) is labeled with antiDN cadherin antibody (red. Cortex glia (cg) is represented by
slender, radial cells extending throughout the cortex (cx) from the neuropile (np) to the brain
surface. Hemocytes (he) surrounding brain also express gem-gal. 4 (F-I) Confocal sections of
brain hemispheres of first instar (F,G) and late third instar (H,I). Glial cells are labeled (green)
by GFP reporter activated by the nrv2-Gal4 driver. Neurons are labeled by anti-Elav antibody
(red). By the first instar, cortex glia have formed a meshwork of lamelliform processes that form
more (arrow) or less (arrowhead) complete sheaths around primary neurons. At later stages(H,
I) all primary neurons (pn) and the first born secondary neurons (located deep in the cortex) are
individually surrounded by glial sheaths; secondary neuroblasts (nb) and their latest progeny
(sn) located near the brain surface are enclosed within large glial chambers. J) Confocal sec
tion of cortex of late third instar brain labeled with antiBP106 (red, marks secondary lineages)
and nrv2-Gal4 driving GFP (green; glia). Secondary lineages (sn) and their axon tracts (SAT)
are encapsulated by cortex glia. (K,L) Confocal section of cortex of late third instar larval brain
labeled with antiShg (DE-cadherin; red) and nrv2-Gal4 driving GFP. DE-cadherin is expressed
in secondary neuroblasts and the latest born neurons (snl in K), as well as the SAT formed by
these cells. Note enclosure of the Shg-positive cells in large, undivided glial chambers ("super
ficial chambers"; sc); earlier born neurons located in deep cortex are individually surrounded
by glial septa ("deep chambers"; dc). Cortex glial septa (arrows in L) also flank the SAT in deep
cortex. Other abbreviations: npg, neuropile glia; 01, optic lobe. Bars: 20 urn

surface glia (approximately 25-30 in the hatching larva) and cortex glia (approximately 10) also
originate in a small number ofdiscrete clusters which migrate outward to populate the entire brain
(Fig. 7H,I,K,i).50 This pattern suggests that, similar to what has been found in the ventral nerve
cord, glial cells are produced by only few neuro-glioblasts.

Glial cell numbers increase slowly during the first halfoflarval development, but show a rapid
incline in the third larval instar. Overall, glial cell numbers increases from about 30 to more than
100 for surface glia, from 10 to 160 for cortex glia and from 20 to about 90 for neuropile glia
(Fig. 7M-0).51 This increase in cell number is at least in part due to the mitotic divisions ofglial
cells.Thus, feeding BrdU to larvae at different stages results in clusters oflabeled cells that include
all three types ofglial cells (Fig.7P). Moreover, a small fraction oflate larval glial cellscan alwaysbe
seen in mitosis using a marker that labels phosphorylated histone H3. However, the low frequency
ofphospho-histone positive glial cells, as well as the finding that glial cellslabeled by clonal induc
tion were almost always in close contact with neural lineages (Fig. 7Q,R), indicates that the bulk
ofadded glial cells stems from the proliferation ofsecondary neuro-glioblasts located at the brain
surface. This is also supported by the shape of the glial growth curve, which is almost horizontal
during early larval life (when neuroblasts are mitotically quiescent) and becomes steep during the
third instar when neuroblasts divide (Fig. 70).

The trophospongium is formed by cortex glial cells, highly branched and lamellated cells
whose processes undergo extensive rearrangements during development (schematically shown in
Fig. 8A-D). Cortex glia appear in the stage 16 embryo as elongated, radially oriented cells most
ofwhich extend from the brain surface to the neuropile (Fig. 8£).51,52 Subsequently lateral pro
cesses are formed, leading up to the three-dimensional, honey-combed structure revealed by the
larval clones shown in Figure 7B. Shortly after hatching these processes are still modest, forming
relatively large chambers that enclose multiple primary neurons (Fig. 8F,G). At subsequent stages,
process density increases, so that by the second instar each primary neuron is completely enclosed
by cortex glia. Cortex glia also form a superficial lamella that extends underneath the surface glial
layer. Thus, from the second instar onward, the glial layer covering the brain is composed of an
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outer, electron-light lamella ofsurface glia and an inner, extremely thin and electron-dense lamella
formed by cortex glia (Fig. 7D).

Beginning with the second instar, dividing neuroblasts produce secondary neurons that form
an outer cortex of increasing thickness around the inner layer of primary neurons. During this
phase, the growth ofthe trophospongium and neuroblast proliferation must be coordinated in a
complex manner. Close to the brain surface, individual chambers ofthe trophospongium are large,
containing a neuroblast, undivided ganglion mother cells and 20 to 40 neurons (Fig. 8C,D,H-K).
Each superficial trophospongium chamber corresponds to part ofone secondarylineage, such that
the neurons newly formed by one neuroblast over a certain period oftime are "received" into one
chamber, thereby isolating them from other lineages. At deeper levels, chambers become smaller,
such that older secondary neurons (like primary neurons before) become individually enclosed
by glia. This implies that there is a dynamic rearrangement ofglia processes at the transition zone
from large chambers to small chambers.

Tracheal System ofthe Brain
Gas exchange in the insect body is mediated by a branched network ofair-filled tubes called

tracheae. In the brain and ventral nerve cord, tracheae form an anastomosing plexus at the cor
tex-neuropile surface (perineuropilar plexus).53 From this plexus, several branches sprout into the
neuropile and the cortex (see below). Tracheae develop from a bilateral set ofmetameric invagina
tions ofthe embryonic ectoderm.54 Each tracheal invagination subsequently forms a stereotyped
set of primary branches (Fig. 9A). One branch, called ganglionic branch (GB), grows towards
each neuromere ofthe ventral nerve cord in the late embryo (Fig. 9B, arrowhead" I ").55 Advancing
medially, GBs pass underneath the neuropile of the ventral nerve cord (Fig. 9B, arrowhead "2")
and then form a 180-degree turn around the medial and dorsal surface ofthe neuropile (arrowhead
"3" and "4"). During larval stages, the advancing tips of the GBs close the circle and fuse with a
more proximal part of the same or adjacent GBs. A similar pattern of ring- (or noose-) shaped
tracheae is generated in the brain. Here, one main trachea, the cerebral trachea (CT), branches
off the first tracheal invagination in segment T2 (Fig. 9A). After reaching the medial surface of
the brain neuropile in the embryo (Fig. 9B, arrowhead "5") the CT gives off multiple branches
(the primary tracheae ofthe brain) that grow laterally and medially around the neuropile surface
to eventually meet and fuse.

Figure 9C-G show Z-projections ofconfocal sections that illustrate the growth ofthe tracheal
network in the larval brain. Panels 8H-K show the tracheal system of an early third instar brain
(when all primary and secondary branches are in place) in the form of 3D digital models. In
the late embryo the cerebral trachea is visible as a thick, posteriorly directed branch of the first
segmental trachea that belongs to the second thoracic segment (Fig. 9C,D). The CT follows the
medial surface ofthe brain where the neuropile is covered by a layer ofsurface glia (Fig. 9C). The
cerebral trachea and all ofits branches are embedded in a glial layer. During the first larval instar,
all ofthe primary brain tracheae become established. First, around the time ofhatching, the CT
splits into a laterally and a ventrally directed trunk (Fig. 9D,E). By the beginning of the second
instar (48h after egg laying, AEL; Fig. 9F), the lateral trunk gives rise to the centro-medial tra
chea (CMT), centro-posterior trachea (CPT) and baso-Iateral trachea (BLT). The ventral trunk
bifurcates into the baso-medial trachea (BMT) and the lateral and medial baso-central trachea
(BCTl, BCTm).

By the early third instar two to three secondary tracheae enter the center ofthe neuropile. They
include the trachea ofthe mushroom body (TMB), the trachea ofthe antennocerebral tract (TAC)
and the internal dorsal transverse trachea (DT; not alwaysfound). The mushroom body trachea in
most casesbranches offthe BCT trachea. The trachea ofthe antennocerebral tract (TAC) typically
constitutes a branch ofthe CPTm trachea. In addition to the TAC and TMB tracheae which are
directed inward, into the center ofthe neuropile, a number ofsecondary tracheal branches project
outward into the cortex and the optic lobe (Fig. 9).
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Although the main, primary tracheal branches described above can be recognized faithfully
in all brains, the higher order branching pattern is highly variable. For example, the secondary
trachea towards the mushroom body (TMB) may branch off the BCTm in one hemisphere and
the CPT in the other hemisphere of the same brain. This is similar to the reported variability in
higher order branching patterns ofepidermal tracheae and strikingly contrasts with the invariant
pattern ofneuroblasts, neurons and axon tracts in the brain.

Neuroanatomy ofthe Developing Drosophila Brain:
The Systems ofLineages, Tracts and Compartments

Pattern ofPrimary Pioneer Tracts
As described in section 'Secondary Neuroblasts and GMCs ofthe Larval Brain' of this chap

ter, the brain ofthe late embryo is formed by approximately 100 lineages per side whose neurons
adhere to each other and, at the onset of neuropile formation (stage 13), appear as cone shaped
clusters distributed rather evenly over the periphery of the brain (Fig. lOA). Axons formed by
neurons of the same lineage typically form one bundle, the primary axon tract (PAT; Fig. lOA,
B, C). The pattern ofPATsappears highly invariant and provides essential information about the
structure of the evolving neuropile (see section 'Synopsis ofLineages, Compartments and Fiber
Tracts of the Larval Brain' below). To describe the pattern ofprimary lineages and their PATs, a
scaffold ofpioneer axon tracts laid down by early born neurons of a subset of lineages has been
utilized. 52,56,57 We will first introduce the pattern ofpioneer tracts, to then relate the primary and
secondary lineages to this pattern. Fig. 10D shows the FasII-positive pioneer neurons in relation
ship to neuromere boundaries, visualized by an engrailed-IacZ reporter construct; panell0E is a
schematic map ofpioneer neurons in the late embryonic brain.

Longitudinal pioneer tracts: Three longitudinal tracts (connectives) pioneer the neuropile
of the ventral nerve cord.56,58 By the end of embryogenesis, each of these three connectives has
split into a dorsal and ventral component.v" The connectives of the ventral nerve cord continue
anteriorly into the two preoral neuromeres that form the basal brain, the tritocerebrum and
deuterocerebrum (Fig. 10E).56.59.60 The medial connective continues as the medial cervical tract
(MCT); the intermediate connective as the lateral cervical tracts (LCT) and the lateral connec
tive as the posterior cervical tract (PCT), respectively.The MCT is organized by the large D/T
pioneer cluster, located in the deutero-tritocerebral boundary region. Ascending D/T axons reach
the P2 clusters, located in the antero-dorsal deuterocerebrum, that pioneer the ventral fascicle
of the supraesophageal commissure (vSEC; Fig. IDE). The LCT is formed by axons ofD/T and
PI that extend laterally adjacent of the MCT. Three tracts to and from the "corner points" ofthe
basal brain converge upon Pl. The horizontally directed baso-medial protocerebral tract (BMPT)
connects posterior and anterior realms ofthe basal brain (PI to/from P4m). The centro-anterior
protocerebral tract (CAPT) and dorso-posterior protocerebral tract (DPPT) originate from the
P3c and P3m clusters, respectively,both located in the boundary region between deuterocerebrum
and protocerebrum (shaded light blue in Fig. IDE).

Transverse pioneer tract: The dorsal and lateral protocerebrum consists oflineages whose PATs
form transverse (commissural) fiber systemsconnecting the two brain hemispheres. These transverse
systems are quite separate from the longitudinally oriented MCT, LCT and PCT systems and are
pioneered by the lateral protocerebral tract (LPT). The LPT is formed by several medio-Iaterally
arranged clusters ofpioneer neurons (PSI, P4I, P31) that extend from the optic lobe primordium
(0 L) to the dorsal midline, where they establish the dorsal fascicle of the supraesophageal com
missure (dSEC in Fig. 10E).

Mushroom body: The massive fiber tract formed by the mushroom body neurons (MB) in
terconnects the posterior protocerebrum with the proto-deuterocerebral boundary domain. This
tract (peduncle; indicated by gray hatched line in Fig. 10E) converges upon the PI cluster, but
then makes a sharp turn medially, pioneering the medial lobe ofthe mushroom body.
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Figure 9. Development of the larval brain tracheal system. (A, B) Embryonic origin of the ce
rebral trachea and ganglionic tracheal branches. Both panels show Z-projections of confocal
sections of embryos (lateral view, anterior to the left) labeled with antiCrb (green)to visualize
tracheae . AntiDN-cadherin (red) labels neuropile and other embryonic structures. A) Stage
14. Cerebral trachea (CT) and dorsal pharyngeal trachea (dPT) form a V-shaped, anteriorly
directed branch of the first segmental trachea (I) that grow around the posterior surface of
the brain (br). Other branches of the first segmental trachea are the dorsal branches (DB) of
segments T2 and T1 (formed later than stage 14), the ventral ganglionic branches (GB) of seg
ments T1 and T2 and the ventral pharyngeal trachea. The location of the anterior spiracle is
indicated by violet circle. B) Stage 15 late. Segmental tracheae have fused, primary branches
have increased in length and some secondary branches have been initiated. Note position
of the cerebral trachea (CT) and dorsal pharyngeal trachea (dPT). The cerebral trachea has
reached the medial surface of the brain neuropile (arrowhead "5"). Legend continued on
following page.
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Figure 9, continued from previous page. Ventral ganglionic branches contact the ventral
surface of the neuropile of the ventral nerve cord (vc; arrowhead "1"). During later stages
ganglionic branches will extend underneath the neuropile, turn dorsally (hatched blue line;
arrowheads "2" and "3") and then laterally (solid blue line, arrowhead "4"). Anastomoses
(ana; gray hatched line) will interconnect ganglionic branches of neighboring segments. C)
Z-projection of a confocal stack of brain of late embryo in which tracheae are visualized by the
expression of btl-Gal4 driving UAS-GFP (green); the neuropile is labeled with antiDN-cadherin
(red) and glial cells are labeled by antiRepo (blue). (D-G) Z-projections of confocal stacks of
brains of stage 16 embryo (D), first instar larva (E), second instar larva (F) and early third instar
larva (G). Tracheae are visualized by the expression of btl-Gal4 driving UAS-GFP (green);
the neuropile is labeled with antiDN-cadherin (red). (H-K) Digital 3D models of right brain
hemisphere showing neuropile compartments in grey and major tracheae in different colors.
Models of the top row (H, I) represent posterior view (dorsal up, lateral to the right); second
row (I,K) shows dorsal view (dorsal up, lateral to the right). In models of left column (H, J),
coloring indicates depth of tracheae: Tracheae forming the perineuropilar plexus (surround
ing the neuropile surface) are depicted in green; secondary branches turning externally into
the cortex of the central brain are shown in light blue; optic lobe tracheae in purple. Two
secondary branches turning centrally into the neuropile are shown in red. In models of right
column (H,K) neuropile is also semi-transparent and each primary brain trachea together
with its belonging secondary branches is depicted in its own color (see color key at bottom
of panel), which allows one to follow the trajectories of tracheae. For description of pattern
of tracheae see text. Abbreviations: BA baso-anterior (antennal) neuropile compartment; BC
baso-central neuropile compartment; BAT baso-anterior trachea; BCT baso-central trachea;
BCTI lateral baso-central trachea; BCTm medial baso-central trachea; BCvT baso-cervical
trachea; BlT baso-Iateral trachea; BlTI lateral branch of baso-Iateral trachea; BPl baso-pos
terior lateral neuropile compartment; BMT baso-medial trachea; BPM baso-posterior medial
neuropile compartment; CA centro-anterior neuropile compartment; CMT centro-medial
trachea; CMTa anterior branch of centro-medial trachea; CMTi intermediate branch of
centro-medial trachea; CMTp posterior branch of centro-medial trachea; CPI centro-posterior
intermediate neuropile compartment; CPl centro-posterior lateral neuropile compartment;
CPM centro-posterior medial compartment; CPT centro-posterior trachea; CPTm medial
branch of centroposterior trachea; CPTi intermediate branch of centro-posterior trachea;
CPTI lateral branch of centro-posterior trachea; CT cerebral trachea; CX calyx of mushroom
body; DA dorso-anterior neuropile compartment; dl dorsal lobe of mushroom body; DP
dorso-posterior compartment; DOT dorsal oblique trachea; ml medial lobe of mushroom
body; DTTe external dorsal transverse trachea; DTTi internal dorsal transverse trachea; INT
intraneuropilat tracheae of ventral nerve cord; ngl neuropile glia; OlTa anterior optic lobe
trachea; OlTI lateral optic lobe trachea; OlTp posterior optic lobe trachea; p peduncle of
mushroom body; ph pharynx; PNPbr perineuropilar plexus of brain; PNPvc perineuropilear
plexus of ventral nerve cord; SEG subesophageal neuropile; SET subesophageal tracheae; sp
spur of mushroom body; TAC trachea of the antenno-cerebral tract; ThT thoracic trachea;
TMB trachea of the mushroom body. Bars: 20 11m

Pattern ofLineages and Their Axon Tracts
Primary lineages and PATs:Marking the evolving neuropile oflate embryos with global mark

ers such as Synaptobrevin-GFP fusion protein driven by elav-Gal4 reveals that PATs are rather
uniformly directed awayfrom the surface and extend centripetally towards the center ofthe brain
primordium (Figs. 10A,B; lIA).17.38,52 As a result, the direction ofmost PATscorrelates with the
location of the corresponding primary lineage. PATsof lineages located at the posterior pole of
the brain primordium project anteriorly, those ofdorsal lineages ventrally and so on. PATsline up
with the neuropile pioneer tracts in whose vicinity they are located. Thus, for example, lineages
grouped around P3c align their PATswith the CAPT tract; posterior lineages close to P4m project
PATsclose to the pioneer tract (BMPT) formed by this cluster and so on. Figs. 11 and 12 show
the pattern ofprimary lineages and PATs.

Compartments: Up to stage 15, PATsconsist ofmostly short, unbranched axons that converge
in the center ofthe brain primordium (Fig. lOA). The assembly ofPATsrepresents the "nucleus"
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ventral ,--
nerve cord

Figure 10. Patterning of the brain neuropile . A,B) Schematic horizontal sections of brain
hemisphere illustrating neuropile formation . Neuroblasts (nb) produce lineages compris ing
precursors of primary neurons (pn) and glial cells (gl). At the stage shown in A (stage 13-15
of embryonic development) primary neurons have formed short axon stumps organized in
bundles, with each bundle belonging to one lineage (primary axon bundle, PAT). Early dif
ferentiating neurons (neuropile pioneers; ppn) establish scaffold of pioneer tracts. Primary
axon tracts orient themselves around the pioneer tracts and form the early nucleus of the
neuropile (np). Legend continued on following page.
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Figure 10, continued from previous page. Branching of primary axons (neb; stage 16-17; B)
leads to an increase in neuropile volume. C) Confocal horizontal section of stage 13 embry
onic brain hemisphere double labeled with anti-Acetylated tubulin (all differentiating neu
rons; yellow) and antiFasll (neuropile pioneers, green). Primary axon bundles (PAT) converge
radially towards the center of the brain. Note, at this confocal level, anteriorly directed axon
bundles, emanating from lineages localized in the posterior cortex and extending parallel
to the fasll-positive P41 pioneer neurons. 0) Z-projection of confocal parasagittal sections
of stage 13 embryonic brain double-labeled with antiFasll (pioneer tracts; green) and an
engrailed (rhx25)-lacZ reporter construct (red). Engrailed expression domains demarcate the
posterior boundary of the deuterocerebrum (eO), the tritocerebrum (eT) and the mandibular
segment (eMO). The small engrailed-positive "head spot" (eP) indicates a point located on the
otherwise undefined protocerebral-deuterocerebral boundary. E) Schematic lateral view of
embryonic brain (anterior to the left; dorsal to the top), showing Fasll positive pioneer tracts
in relationship to dorso-ventral and antero-posterior axis and to neuromere boundaries. Other
abbreviations: BMPT baso-medial protocerebral tract; CAPT central anterior protocerebral
tract; ex cortex; OPPTdorso-posterior protocerebral tract; dSEC dorsal supraesophageal com
missure; dSEC dorsal supraesophageal commissure; O/T deuteroltritocerebral Fasll cluster;
LCT lateral cervical tract; LPT lateral protocerebral tract; MB mushroom body; MCT medial
cervical tract; OL optic lobe; Pl, P2, P3l1m/c, P4m/l, P5 Fasll positive pioneer clusters; PCT
posterior cervical tract; vSEC ventral supraesophageal commissure. Bars: 20 urn

from which the brain neuropile is formed. Neuropile formation proceeds by branching of the
PATs (Fig. lOB; see also Fig. 6B). These axonal and dendritic branches make up the content of
the emerging neuropile compartments. Using the reproducible pattern ofPATsand FasII-positive
neuropile pioneer tracts as landmarks, the discrete neuropile compartments defined for the larval
brain can be recognized already in the embryo (Fig. 13A-C; see also section'Synopsis ofLineages,
Compartments and Fiber Tracts ofthe Larval Brain' below). 52 Between early and late larval instar,
compartments grow substantially through additional branchingofprimary neurons, aswell as the
"invasion" of the neuropile by SATs(Fig. 13D-I). Branching ofsecondary lineages, as well as the
metamorphic reorganization ofprimary neurons, lead to changes in compartmental shape and the
addition ofnew (adult-specific) compartments; however, these changes notwithstanding, the basic
pattern ofneuropile compartments ofthe larval brain can be followed throughout metamorphosis
into the adult brain (Fig. 13J-L).

Secondary lineages and SATs: Primary neurons of the brain and ventral nerve cord form the
functional circuitry controlling larval behavior. During the early larval period, the brain grows
only slowly, mainly due to increased branching of primary neurons. Starting during the second
instar, neuroblasts become reactivated and produce secondary lineages. Similar to primary axons,
axons ofa given secondary lineage fasciculate with each other, thereby forming a discrete second
ary axon tract (SAT) within the brain cortex and neuropile. SATs penetrate the neuropile glial
sheath, or travel along the neuropile surface for variable distances (Figs. lIB; 12C).38In terms of
overall number and trajectory, secondary and primary lineages show many similarities and we
have adopted a nomenclature that suggests correspondences between lineages.38,52 Thus, we as
sume that, for example, the primary BA lineages are generated by the same neuroblasts that later
form the secondary BA lineages. Likewise, PATsofprimary BA lineages show similar trajectories
than SATsofthe larval secondary BA lineages. However, one should point out that lineage tracing
and the analysis of molecular markers that are continuously expressed from the embryonic to
the late larval period are needed to establish in detail the link between a primary lineage and its
secondary counterpart.

Secondary tract systems in the larval and pupal neuropile: Within the neuropile, tracts ofsev
eral neighboring lineages converge to form larger "secondary tract systems" (Fig. 11C,D).53 Some
secondary tract systems extend along the glial sheaths in between neuropile compartments; others
penetrate the center ofcompartments, typically following the above described pioneer tracts laid
down by primary axons at an earlier stage (Fig. 11E).57 Each secondary lineage forms a tract with
an invariant and characteristic trajectory within the neuropile. That is to say,a given SAT reaches
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Figure 11 , legend viewed on following page .
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Figure 11,viewed on previous page. Pattern of lineages and their axon bundles in the embryonic
and larval brain. A) Z-projection of horizontal confocal sections of a representative late stage 15
brain hemisphere (lateral to the right), double labeled with antiFasl1 (green; neuropile pioneer
neurons) and UAS-synaptobrevin-GFP driven by elav-Gal4 (red; primary lineages). Shown are
a subset of lineages of the basal brain. B) Z-projection of frontal confocal sections (lateral to
the right) of late larval brain labeled with the BP1 06 antibody (secondary lineages and their axon
tracts; red) and a choline-acetyl transferase-(Chat)-GaI4; UAS-GFP construct (primary neurons
and neuropile; green). Subset of lineages and SATs at a central level (level of supraesophageal
commissure and medial lobe of mushroom body visible at the left margin of panel) are shown.
C) Z-projection prepared from frontal confocal cross sections of BP1 06 labeled late larval brain.
Fiber tracts within the central part of the neuropile (level of supraesophageal commissure), formed
by the confluence of secondary axon tracts labeled by antiBP106, were identified on the basis
of location and axonal trajectory. 0) 30 digital model of larval brain neuropile (posterior view)
showing pattern of secondary axon tract systems (posterior view). Surface of neuropile and
mushroom body are shaded light and intermediate grey, respectively. Commissural tracts forming
the supraesophageal commissure are dark gray. Longitudinal tract systems are colored yellow,
transverse systems blue; circumferential systems around mushroom body (lobes, peduncle) are
red; circumferential systemsaround antennallobe (BA compartment) are olive; external systems
(at neuropile surface) are bright green; medial cervical tract is violet. E) Spatial relationship of
secondary axon tract systems to primary systems, laid down in the embryo. 30 digital model
of brain neuropile (grey) in posterior view. Secondary tract systems are rendered in light blue.
Red lines schematically indicate the trajectory of primary axon tracts in the late larval brain
as visualized by antifasll." Secondary tract systems are annotated in black letters, primary
systems in red. Note that the majority of secondary tract systems follows the flow of primary
axon tracts. Abbreviations: ABT, antero-basal tracts (= crAN, veBC et al): ACT antenno-cerebral
tract; BA, baso-anterior lineages; BAlp, baso-anterior lineages, postero-Iateral subgroup; BC,
basal central compartment; BLA, basal lateral anterior lineages; BLAd, anterior baso-Iateral
lineages, dorsal subgroup; BLAv, ventral baso-Iaterallineages, ventral subgroup; BLAvm, ante
rior baso-laterallineages, ventromedial subgroup; BLO, dorsal baso-laterallineages; BLP, basal
lateral posterior lineages; BLV,basal lateral ventral lineages; BLVa, ventral baso-Iaterallineages,
anterior subgroup; BPL,basal postero-lateral compartment; BPM, basal postero-medial compart
ment; CAPT, centro-anterior protocerebral tract; crAN, circumferential tracts of antennal lobe;
crMB, circumferential tracts of the mushroom body (I lateral; mlv, ventral of medial lobe; pp,
around proximal peduncle; pv, ventral of peduncle; pvl, ventro-lateral of peduncle); CX, calyx
of mushroom body; OA, dorsal anterior compartment; OPC, dorso-posterior commissures;
OPLal, lateral dorso-posterior lineages, antero-Iateral subgroup; OPLc, lateral dorso-posterior
lineages, central subgroup; DPLd, lateral dorso-posterior lineages, dorsal subgroup; OPMI,
medial dorso-posterior lineages, lateral subgroup; OPMm, medial dorso-posterior lineages,
medial subgroup; OPMpm, medial dorso-posterior lineages, postero-medial subgroup; O/Ta,
O/TI, complex of pioneer clusters at deuteroltritocerebral boundary; exBL, external baso-Iateral
tract system; exOL, external dorso-Iateral tract system; exVT, external vertical tract system;
LCOTd, lateral commissural optic tract (= trPd); LCTco, commissural component of LCT (=
trBL); loBM, baso-medial longitudinal tract system; loC, central longitudinal tract system (=
ACTet al): loOL, longitudinal dorso-lateral tract system; 100M, dorso-mediallongitudinal tract
system; meB, median bundle; MCT, medial cervical tract (= meB); MOT, medial optic tract (=
exBL, crMBpp et al ); ped, peduncle of mushroom body; P51/m, ventral protocerebral pioneer
neuron cluster; Tr, tritocerebrallineages; trBL, transverse baso-Iateral tract system; trCM, trans
verse centro-medial tract system; trOL, transverse dorso-Iateral tract system; trPd, transverse
postero-dorsal tract system; VAC, ventro-anterior commissures; veBC, vertical baso-central
tract system; VPC, ventro-posterior commissures. Bars: 20 urn

the neuropile at a characteristic position and then joins one or more (in case the tract branches)
secondary tract systems.

Secondary neurons differentiate during the pupal period, sending out proximal and terminal
branches that form synapses. Most ofthe secondary tract systems formed by secondary lineages in
the larva remain visible throughout the pupal period and evolve into the long fiber tracts that have
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Figure 12. Neural lineagesof the brain and their projection patterns. (A,B) 3D digital models
of one late embryonic brain hemisphere. Landmark structures shown in gray are the outline
of the brain and the Fasll-positive neuropile pioneer clusters (D/T, P1 , P21, P3m/l, P4m/I).
Different groups of primary lineages and compartments are rendered in different colors.
A shows a dorsal view of right hemisphere; medial to the left, anterior to the top. In B,
cell bodies of lineages of dorsal hemisphere (DAM, DAL, DPM, DPL) are omitted to show
ventral lineages (BA, CM, BLA, BLD, BLP, BLV), as well as emerging neuropile in the center
of the brain. C) Model of secondary lineages of late larval brain. Similar to the embryonic
brain hemisphere shown in panel B, dorsal lineages are omitted and only basal lineages
are shown, following the same color code as in B. D) Correspondence between pupal sec
ondary axon tracts and adult fiber tracts (frontal views; ventral to the bottom). Photograph
at the top shows Z-projection of confocal sections of pupal brain (72h apt) labeled with
antiBP106 (red, labels secondary axon tracts) and antiDN-cadherin (green, labels neuropile
compartments). Photograph at the bottom shows section of adult brain (from http ://web .
neurobio.arizona.edu/Flybrain/htm I/atlas/siIver/frontal/index.htmI)where f bersarevisualized
through silver impregnation. Numbers 1-10 point out specific BP106-positive pupal tracts
and adult fiber bundles with highly similar topology. Legend cont inued on following page.
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Figure 12, continued from previous page. E-L)Topography of major fiber systems formed by
the different groups of lineages. Each panel schematically shows dorsal view of one brain
hemisphere in which mushroom body (mb) and compartments are shaded gray. In each panel,
location of group of primary lineages is depicted as a lightly colored circle; the corresponding
secondary lineage group is shown as darkly colored domain surrounding sphere. Similarly,
trajectories of PATs formed by primary neurons are shown in light color, SATs are rendered
in dark colors. Note close spatial relationship between primary and secondary lineage tracts.
Most fiber systemsare annotated with two different abbreviations. The upper one corresponds
to the name introduced for the larval tracts." The lower abbreviation refers to the name of
a tract in the adult fly brain" that we propose develops from the corresponding larval fiber
system shown here. Abbreviations: act, antenno-cerebral tract; ad c, antero-dorsal commis
sure; ar c v bo, commissure of ventral body; BA, basal anterior lineages and baso-anterior
compartment; BAmd, basal anterior lineages, medio-dorsal subgroup; BAmv, basal anterior
lineages, medio-ventral subgroup; BC, baso-central compartment; BCv, baso-cervical com
partment; BLA, basal lateral anterior lineages; BLAd, basal lateral anterior lineages, dorsal
subgroup; BLAv, basal lateral anterior lineages, ventral subgroup; BLD, basal lateral dorsal
lineages; BLP, basal lateral posterior lineages; BLV, basal lateral ventral lineages; BLVp, basal
lateral ventral lineages, posterior subgroup; BPL, baso-posterior lateral compartment; BPM,
baso-posterior medial compartment; CAPT,centro-anterior protocerebral tract; cc, primordium
of central complex; c I ho, commissure of lateral horn; CM, central medial lineages; CMd,
central medial lineages, dorsal subgroup; c op fo, commissure of the optic foci; CPd, central
posterior dorsal lineages; CPd, central posterior ventral lineages, dorsal subgroup; CPv,central
posterior ventral lineages, ventral subgroup; crMBmlv, circumferential tracts of the mushroom
body, ventral of medial lobe; DAC, dorso-anterior commissures; DAL, dorsal anterior lateral
lineages; DAM, dorsal anterior medial lineages; DC, dorsal commissure; d h t, dorsal horizontal
tract; dl, dorsal lobe of mushroom body; DPC, dorso-posterior commissures; DPL, dorsal
posterior lateral lineages; DPLc, dorsal central lateral lineages; dlplc/dpll central fascicles of
dorso-posterior lateral lineages; DPM, dorsal posterior medial lineages; DPPT,dorso-posterior
protocerebral tract; D/Tm complex of pioneer clusters at deutero/tritocerebral boundary; eb,
ellipsoid body; exBL, external baso-Iateral tract system; exDL, external dorso-Iateral tract
system; fasc op fo, fasciculus of the optic foci; fr m c, frontal medial commissure; in ant con,
inter antennal connective; in v bo con, inter ventral body connective; LCT, lateral cervical
tract; I d h t, lateral dorsal horizontal tract; I ho, lateral horn; I intr case, lateral intracerebral
cascades; 10BM, baso-mediallongitudinal tract system; 10C, central longitudinal tract system;
10DL,longitudinal dorso-Iateral tract system; 10DM, dorso-mediallongitudinal tract system;M,
mushroom body lineages; MCT, medial cervical tract; meB, median bundle (= part of MeT); m
fasc medial fascicle; m intr, case medial intracerebral cascades; ml, medial lobe of mushroom
body; P1 complex of pioneer clusters in anterior deuterocerebrum; P2 cluster in dorso-medial
deuterocerebrum; P3c, pioneer cluster in proto-deuterocerebral boundary domain; P31, P41v
dorsal protocerebral pioneer clusters; P4m, postero-medial pioneer cluster; PSm ventral,
protocerebral pioneer cluster; ped, peduncle of mushroom body; pi, pars intercerebralis; p t
v bo, posterior tract of ventral body; s ar, superior arch; su e c, sub-ellipsoid commissure; su
oes v-I fasc, subesophageal ventro-lateral protocerebral fascicle; trBL, transverse baso-Iateral
tract system; trCM, transverse centro-medial tract system; trDL, transverse dorso-Iateral tract
system; trPd, transverse postero-dorsal tract system; VAC, ventro-anterior commissures; VPC
ventro-posterior commissures; Bars: 10 urn (A, B); 20 urn (C)

been identified for the adult brain (Fig. 12D).261herefore, the detailed analysis ofsecondary axon
tracts will eventually allow for a systematic effort to unravel connectivity of the adult brain.

Synopsis ofLineages, Compartments andFiber Tracts ofthe LarvalBrain
We will provide in the following a briefdescription ofthe topology oflineages in the Drosophila

brain. Lineages were grouped by location and axon tract projection as described in detail in Pereanu
and Hartenstein and Younossi-Hartenstein et al.38,52 A three dimensional model ofa fraction ofthe
lineages visible in the late embryo and third-instar larva is depicted in Figure 12A-C. Panels E-L
ofFigure 12 present schematic sketches depicting the major trajectories of lineages. Some of the
tracts that are visible in the larval period can be tentatively assigned to tracts ofthe adult fly brain
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Figure 13, legend viewed on following page.
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Figure 13, viewed on previous page. Compartments of the brain neuropile. Each row of panels
corresponds to one developmental stage (A-C: Stage 15 embryo; D-F: first instar larva; G-H: late
third instar larva; J-L: adult). Panels of left column (A, D, G, J) show Z-projections of confocal
sections (A, D: horizontal; G, J: frontal) in which neuropile is labeled green byantiDN-cadherin
(A) or ChaT-GFP. The remainder of panels show 3D digital models of compartments in posterior
view (middle column; B, E, H, K; lateral to the right) and medial/sagittal view (right column; F,
I, L); panel C of right column represents dorsal view (anterior to the top). Each compartment
is consistently shown in its own color. Fasll-positive tracts are rendered dark grey. In E and F,
compartments are rendered semi-transparent to allow for clearer view of tracts. In H, I, K, L,
the baso-cervical, baso-posterior medial and centro-posterior medial/centro-posterior inter
mediate compartments and their adult counterparts are omitted from the models for clarity. In
medial views (F, I, L), red ovals demarcate position of commissural tracts. Note formation of
central complex compartments (CC in L)that expands within the space flanked by commissures.
Abbreviations: ACO, antennal commissure; ACT, antenno-cerebral tract; BA, baso-anterior (an
tennal) compartment; BC, baso-central compartment; BCv, baso-cervical compartment; BLPT,
baso-Iateral protocerebral tract; BMPT, baso-medial protocerebral tract; BPL, baso-posterior
lateral compartment; BPM, base-posterior medial compartment; CA, centro-anterior compart
ment; CAPT, centro-anterior protocerebral tract; CC, central complex; CLH, commissure of
the lateral horn; CMB, chiasm of median bundle; COF, great commissures of optic foci; CPI,
centro-posterior intermediate compartment; CPL, centro-posterior lateral compartment; CPM,
centro-posterior medial compartment; CX, calyx compartment; DA, dorso-anterior compart
ment; DAC, dorso-anteriorcommissures; dl, dorsal lobe of mushroom body; DP,dorso-posterior
compartment; DPCa, DPCp, anterior and posterior component of dorso-posterior commissures;
DPPT, dorso-posterior protocerebral tract; LCT, lateral cervical tract; LOCTd, dorsal larval optic
commissural tract; LOCTw ventral larval optic commissural tract; LPT,lateral protocerebral tract;
MCT, medial cervical tract; MEB, median bundle; ml, medial lobe of mushroom body; 01, optic
lobe; P1, P4m/1 Fasll positive pioneer clusters; PCT, posterior cervical tract; ped, peduncle of
mushroom body; SEG, subesophageal ganglion; SVLF, sub-esophageal ventro-Iateral fascicle;
VAC, ventro-anterior commissures; VPC, ventro-posterior commissures. Bars: 10 urn (A-F); 30
urn (G-L)

(Fig. 12D),26and in these cases, the term for the larval tract shown in Figure 12E-L is followed by
the term describing the corresponding adult tract.

I>euterocerebrunn
Primary lineages falling into the realm of the deuterocerebrum, as defined by the expression

domain ofengrailed, comprise the BA group (Fig. 12A-C,E). It is possible that the CM lineages
(Fig. 12A-C,F), located at a postero-medial-basal position, also have a deuterocerebral origin,
although this needs to be confirmed by future lineage tracing. The axon bundles formed by these
two groups of lineages are oriented preferentially along the antero-posterior axis, BA bundles
growing posteriorly, CM bundles anteriorly (Fig. 12E,F). In addition, many BA and CM lineages
emit collateral transverse fiber tracts that cross in the brain commissures and/or contribute to the
primordium ofthe central complex (Fig. 12E,F). The BPM compartment appears as an elongated
neuropile domain surrounding these deuterocerebral axon tracts (Fig. 13A-F). The BA ( = anten
nal) compartment represents the anterior part ofthe deuterocerebral neuromere. It evolves as an
anterior "alcove"ofthe BPM, pioneered by the PATsofthe medial BA lineages (Figs.12E, 13C,F).
Branches offibers around the MCT tract develop into the BCv compartment (Fig. 13B,C) which
is located medial to the BPM.

Major axon tracts formed by BA lineages are the antennocerebral tract that connects the deu
terocerebrum to the calyx of the mushroom body and the antennal commissure in between the
antennallobes (BA compartments; Fig. 12E). Both of these connections grow into prominent
fiber bundles of the adult brain. The prominent larvalloC fiber system, formed by CM lineages
as well as BA lineages, most likely gives rise to the posterior tract of the ventral body described
for the adult flybrain (Fig. 12E,F).26 Commissural branches ofthe loC grow towards the primor
dium ofthe central complex (see below) and cross in the commissures closelyassociated with this
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structure, called VAC3/4 in the larva and sub-ellipsoid commissure/interventral body connective
in the adult.26

Lineages ofthe Deutero-Protocerebral Border Region
Two engrailed expressing lineages derived from the engrailed "head spot" define the boundary

between deuterocerebrum and protocerebrum in the late embryo and larva (Fig. 12B,C).52,59 In the
late larva, one ofthese en-positive lineages corresponds to DALv;3 the other one shifts dorsally and
forms the D PLam lineage." We define the region flanked by horizontal lines drawn through these
two lineages as the "deutero-protocerebral boundary region". Two groups oflineages, DAM and
DAL, fall within this boundary region. Axon tracts of the DAM lineages are primarily oriented
postero-medially, crossing in the ventral part ofthe brain commissure; branching of these axons
form the major contribution of the CA and DA compartments ofthe brain (Figs.12G; 13A-C).
Among the DAM neurons are some that have axons descending into the subesophageal ganglion
via the median bundle (Fig. 12G; see also Fig. 4 for Dil labeled DAM neuron). Larval SATsof
the DAM group also form part ofthe dorsomedian longitudinal tract (loDM) that interconnects
anterior and posterior domains within the medial brain (Fig. 12G). This fiber system may well
constitute the forerunner ofthe dorsal horizontal tract ofthe adult brain."

Tracts ofthe DAL lineages are closelyassociated with the lobes and peduncle ofthe mushroom
body (Fig. 12H); they form a major part ofthe "circumferential mushroom body systems" ofthe
larval brain (Fig. IIB,D). Most SATsof the DAL lineages pass through and/or terminate in the
BC compartment ( = ventral body in the adult brain) and the primordium ofthe central complex
(trCM, DPCl; Fig. 12H). A number of tracts cross dorsal of the central complex primordium
(DAC3, the future arched commissure ofthe ventral body) or ventral ofit (VAC3 /4; sub-ellipsoid
commissure/inter ventral body connective). These trajectories support the idea that many ofthe
neurons that innervate the central complex and interconnect this structure with the ventral body
are derivatives of the DAL lineages.

Several DAL tracts have ventrally directed branches that follow the central anterior protocer
ebral tract (CAPT) which is established already in the late embryo.52,57 We surmise that this con
nection between brain (Le.,supraesophageal ganglion) and ventral nerve cord (i.e., subesophageal
ganglion) will develop into the fiber bundle called subesophageal-ventro-lateral tract in the adult."
The contribution ofascending and descending fibers to this fiber system has not been investigated
in detail. It seems likely that many ofthe lateral deuterocerebral descending neurons identified by
Strausfeld and collaborators are derivatives ofthe DAL lineages."

Lineages ofthe Dorsal Protocerebrum
Two groups of lineages, DPM and DPL, occupy the dorsal surface of the brain. Their axon

tracts form the bulkofcommissural and longitudinal connections ofthe dorsal protocerebrum that
constitute the D P and CPL compartments (differentiated into superior-medial and inferior-medial
protocerebrum, superior-lateral and inferior lateral protocerebrum and lateral horn in the adult
brain; Figs. lIB; 12A,I,J; 13C,G,J).26 The tracts formed by the DPLc and DPLllineages that
penetrate into the protocerebrum in ventro-medial direction are likely the forerunners of the so
called "medial and lateral intracerebral cascades"ofthe adult brain (Fig. 12]).26 The longitudinally
directed fiber massesproduced by D PM and D PL lineages,Le., the loD M and loD L, foreshadow the
dorsal horizontal tract and lateral dorsal horizontal tract ofthe adult protocerebrum (Figs.11B,D;
121,J).26 The most conspicuous commissure ofthe adult dorsal protocerebrum is the commissure of
the lateral horn, in addition to a number ofunnamed commissural tracts posterior to this system.
These fiber systems are likely descended from the DPC2/3 commissures that are formed in the
larva by SATsof (among others) the DPM and DPL lineages (Fig. 13H,K).

Lateral Protocerebral Lineages
Lateral protocerebrallineages (BL) have tracts that radially converge towards each other and

form the BPL compartment (Figs.llA; 12K; 13A-C). In the larva, the SATsof the BL lineages
form the system ofexternal tracts (exBL,exDL, exVT; Figs. 11C, D; 12K). The BPL compartment
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undergoes enormous growth and diversification duringmetamorphosis, mainly due to the in-growth
ofaxons from the lobula of the optic lobe (compare BPL in Fig. 13G and]). BL lineage-derived
neurons along with the optic lobe afferents form the so called optic foci of the adult brain.P The
external fiber systemsofthe larva develop into the longitudinal and vertical connections in between
optic foci. Two transverse systems, the trDLand trBL, carry branches ofBL SATs.The trBL and its
continuation, VPC2, can easilybe recognized as the forerunner ofthe large commissure ofthe optic
foci defined for the adult brain (Fig. 11C,D; 13K).26The fate ofthe trDL, a massive fiber system
ofthe larval dorso-lateral protocerebrum (Fig. 11C), is unclear.

Lineages ofthe Posterior Protocerebrum
Lineages located at the posterior pole of the brain, including the mushroom body (MB) and

CP lineages, project anteriorly and interconnect the dorsal protocerebrum with the deutero-pro
tocerebral boundary region and the deuterocerebrum (Fig. 12A,B,L). The central compartments
ofthe neuropile, CPM, CPI and the mushroom body, arise as cylindrical domains around the axon
tracts ofthese posterior lineages (Figs. 12B; 13A-F). MB lineages give rise to the calyx, peduncle
and lobes ofthe mushroom body whose development has been studied in detail in several recent
papers.27-30,62,63 CP lineages are close to the mushroom body and give rise to two main fiber systems.
One is directed anteriorly, parallel to the peduncle and appears to end close to the BC compart
ment (ventral body). The other crosses over the proximal peduncle and then turns anteriorly and
medially towards the primordium ofthe central complex. While crossing, these axons (the trPd)
follow the trajectory that is taken by the commissure ofthe lateral horn (Figs. lID; 12L).

Outlook
Adressing fundamental problems ofneurobiology in Drosophila offers many advantages, aswell

as some disadvantages. Among the latter is the small size ofneurons and the fact that establish
ing functional relationships between neurons, recordings have to be made from often minuscule
neurites within the neuropile, rather than nerve cell somata. Due to these anatomical features
(shared among many invertebrate animals) we still know very little about synaptic relationships
between neurons in the central nervous system. On the other hand, thanks to the abundance of
molecular markers and genetic techniques, it is now possible to map individual cell types of the
Drosophila nervous system throughout development with an a.ccuracythat is unparalleled in the
animal kingdom, with the possible exception of the nematode C. elegans. Recent work sum
marized in this chapter has started to lay the groundwork to map neurons and their connections
relative to discrete landmarks, such as neuropile compartments and lineage tracts. Given sufficient
enthusiasm and support from the neurobiological community, the goal ofreconstructingneuronal
circuitry in its entirety, rather than in a few representative neuronal subsets like the mushroom
body, is within reach.
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CHAPTER 2

Anteroposterior Regionalization ofthe Brain:
Genetic and Comparative Aspects
Robert Lichtneckert" and Heinrich Reichert

Abstract

Developmental genetic analyses of embryonic CNS development in Drosophila have
uncovered the role of key, high-order developmental control genes in anteroposterior
regionalization ofthe brain. The gene families that have been characterized include the

otd/Otx and ems/Emx genes which are involved in specification of the anterior brain, the Hox
genes which are involved in the differentiation of the posterior brain and the Pax genes which
are involved in the development of the anterior/posterior brain boundary zone. Taken together
with work on the genetic control ofmammalian CNS development, these findings indicate that
all three gene sets have evolutionarily conserved roles in brain development, revealing a surprising
evolutionary conservation in the molecular mechanisms ofbrain regionalization.

Introduction
In most animals, the central nervous system (CNS) is characterized by bilateral symmetry

and by an elongated anteroposterior axis, both ofwhich are established very early in embryonic
development. During embryogenesis, regionalized anatomical subdivisions appear along the an
teroposterior axis, also referred to as the neuraxis. These subdivisions are most prominent near
the anterior pole, where the complex structures that comprise the brain are generated. As the
brain differentiates, the neuraxis often bends and species-specific flexures arise, which in later
stages tend to distort the original anteroposterior coordinates ofthe CNS. However, when this is
taken into account and the neuraxis is reconstructed, remarkable similarities in anteroposterior
regionalization ofthe CNS in animals as diverse as arthropods and vertebrates become apparent.
A full appreciation ofthese similarities comes from combined comparative neuroanatomical and
molecular genetic studies carried out in Drosophila and mouse, which reveal that comparable,
evolutionarily conserved developmental patterning mechanisms operate in regionalization ofthe
embryonic CNS.1,2

Here we review recent findings on the developmental genetic control of anteroposterior re
gionalization in the embryonic CNS in Drosophila and compare these findings with investigations
carried out on regionalization of the embryonic murine CNS. The similarities in the expression
patterns of key developmental control genes together with the comparable functions of these
genes during CNS development in flies and mice suggest a common evolutionary origin of the
mechanism of embryonic CNS regionalization. Given the current molecular-based phylogeny
ofbilaterian animals, it seems likely that these features ofbrain development in arthropods and
vertebrates were already present in the common bilaterian ancestor from which protostomes and
deuterostomes evolved (Fig. 1).3 This, in turn, challenges the classical view of an independent
origin ofprotostome and deuterostome brains.
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic relationship of Bilateria. Simplified version of the new molecular-based
phylogeny showing a selection of bilaterian phyla with the Cnidaria as outgroup. Bilaterian
phyla are grouped according to major cladistic classifications. The phylogenetic tree suggests
that evolutionarily conserved, homologous features of mouse and 0" melanogaster already
existed in the common ancestor of all bilaterian animals.

The early embryonic CNS of both insects and vertebrates is composed of longitudinally ar
ranged subdivisions that can be grouped into two major parts, an anterior cephalized brain which
rapidly forms prominent morphological specializations and a posterior nerve cord-like structure.
In insects, the embryonic brain consists ofa supraesophageal ganglion that can be subdivided into
the protocerebral (b1),deutocerebral (b2) and tritocerebral (b3) neuromeres and a subesophageal
ganglion that is subdivided into the mandibular (sL), maxillary (s2) and labial (s3) neuromeres
(Fig. 2A). The neuromeres of the developing ventral nerve cord extend posteriorly from the
subesophageal ganglion into the body trunk." In vertebrates, the anterior CNS develops three
embryological brain regions; the prosencephalon or forebrain (presumptive telencephalon and
diencephalon), the mesencephalon or midbrain and the rhombencephalon or hindbrain. The
developing hindbrain reveals a metameric organization based on eight rhombomeres and parts
of the developing forebrain may also be metamerically organized.V The developing spinal cord
extends posteriorly from the hindbrain into the body trunk.

The topologyofthese embryonic neuroanatomical regions is reflected in the regionalized expres
sion along the neuraxis ofkey developmental control genes which appears to be largely conserved
between insects and vertebrates. Thus, the anterior CNS ofDrosophila and mouse is characterized
by the expression of the genes ortbodenticle (otdIOtx) and emptyspiracles (ems/Emx). Similarly,
the posterior CNS ofboth species exhibits a conserved and highly ordered expression pattern of
the homeotic (Hox) gene family. Finally, expression of the Pax2/5/8 genes defines a third CNS
region between the anterior otdl Otx and the posterior Hox domains, thus revealing a tripartite
ground plan of embryonic CNS development in both vertebrates and insects. In the following
we consider the roles ofeach ofthese three sets ofdevelopmental control genes in anteroposterior
regionalization of the CNS.
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Figure 2, Schematic representation of expression patterns and mutant phenotypes of otd and
ems in the embryonic CNS of Drosophila . A) Lateral view of the anterior portion of the em
bryonic CNS. Because of morphogenetic processes, such as the beginning of head involution,
the neuraxis (dashed line) of the embryonic brain curves dorsoposteriorly withing the embryo.
Accordingly, in the following, anteroposterior coordinates refer to the neuraxis rather than the
embryonic body axis. The major anteroposterior CNS regions are subdivided by white lines.
B-D) Schematic representations of the embryonic brain with anterior towards the left and
posterior towards the right. B) In the wild type (wt) brain the otd gene is expressed throughout
most of the protocerebrum (b1)and the anterior part of the deutocerebrum (b2). Expression of
ems in the brain is restricted to the anterior part of the deutocerebrum and the anterior part
of the tritocerebrum (b3). The segmentally reiterated expression patterns of both otd and ems
are omitted for clarity in this schematic. C) In otd mutant embryos (otd '!') the protocerebrum
and the anterior deutocerebrum are absent (indicated by dashed lines). D) Mutational inac
tivation of ems (ems'!') results in the absence of the deutocerebrum and anterior part of the
tritocerebrum. Abbreviations: bl , protocerebrum; b2, deutocerebrum; b3, tritocerebrum; sl ,
mandibular neuromere; 52, maxillary neuromere; s3, labial neuromere; SbEC, subesophageal
ganglion; SpEC, supraesophageal ganglion; VNC, ventral nerve cord.

The Cephalic Gap Genes Otd/Otx and Ems/Emx
Control Anterior Brain Development

The ortbodenticle(otd) and emptyspiracles (ems) homeobox genes belong to the cephalic gap
genes in Drosophila together with tailless (tll),buttonhead (btd)and sloppypaired(sip) .At the early
blastoderm stage of embryogenesis, the cephalic gap genes are broadly expressed in overlapping
anterior domains under the control ofmaternal genes."?The functional inactivation ofanyofthese
transcription factors results in gap-like phenotypes where structures ofseveral head segments are
missing.'?'!' In addition, the cephalic gap genes tll, otd, emsand btdhave been shown to play es
sential roles in early brain development. By the time ofneuroblast delamination, their expression
domains become restricted to specific subsets of neural progenitors in the anterior procephalic
neuroectoderrn.P'!' Mutational inactivation ofa given cephalic gap gene results in the deletion of
a specificbrain area, indicating the requirement ofthese genes in earlyspecification ofthe anterior
brain prirnordium.P'"

The cephalic gap gene otd encodes a transcription factor with a bicoid-like homeodomain
and is required for head development and segmental patterning in the fly embryo . In the early
blastoderm stage embryo, otd is first expressed in a broad circumferential stripe in the anterior
region. During gastrulation, however, expression becomes more and more restricted to the ante
rior procephalic neuroectoderm, where otd is expressed in most delaminating neuroblasts of the
presumptive protocerebrum (b 1) and anterior deucocerebrum (b2 ).12.13 This expression domain
corresponds largely to the otdexpression pattern detected at later embryonic stages in the brain 14
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(Fig. 2B). Interestingly, otd expression is not observed in the anterior most protocerebral region.
An additional, segmentally reiterated expression pattern ofotd is found at the ventral midline of
the fly embryo in mesectodermal cells that willgive rise to neurons and glia of the ventral nerve
cord (not shown in Fig. 2B). Comparable to otd, the homeobox gene ems is first expressed in a
broad stripe posterior and adjacent to otd in the early blastoderm stage embryo. In the procephalic
neuroectoderm and in the subsequently formed early embryonic brain ems expression becomes
restricted to two stripes in the anterior parts ofthe deutocerebral (b2) and tritocerebral (b3) neu
romeres (Fig. 2B). In the ventral nerve cord emsexpression is also found in a segmentally repeated
pattern (not shown in Fig. 2B).14.1S

Mutational inactivation ofeither otd or ems results in striking embryonic brain phenotypes in
which large brain regions are absent. In the otd mutant the entire anterior part ofthe brain is lack
ing (Fig. 2C) and mutant analysis has shown that most protocerebral neuroblasts and part ofthe
adjacent deutocerebral neuroblasts are absent in the procephalic neuroectoderm.P'" In addition to
the gap phenotype in the anterior brain, otd mutant flies exhibit impairments in the development
ofvisual structures as well as midline defects in the ventral nerve cord," Ubiquitous overexpres
sion ofotd in a null mutant background at specific stages preceding neuroblast formation is able
to restore anterior brain structures and ventral nerve cord defects." Similarly, loss-of-function of
the emsgene results in a gap-like phenotype in the embryonic brain due to the absence ofcells in
the deutocerebral and tritocerebral neuromeres (Fig. 2D). Additionally, axon pathfinding defects
can be observed in the ventral nerve cord ofems mutant embryos. These phenotypes are rescued
by ubiquitous overexpression of ems during specific early embryonic stages. IS Mutant analysis
for both otd and ems shows that the absence of cephalic gap gene expression in the procephalic
neuroectoderm correlates with the loss in the expression ofthe proneural gene lethalofscute (lsc)
and the ability to form neuroblasts in the mutant domain.13In summary, otd and emsare expressed
in adjacent and slightly overlapping domains in the anterior embryonic fly brain. The function
of these cephalic gap genes is required for the formation of specific regions of the anterior brain
primordium.

Based on homology between homeobox sequences, orthologs of the Drosophilaotd and ems
genes have been isolated in various vertebrates includingzebrafish, mouse and humans.17.18 In mouse,
the two vertebrate orthologs ofthe otd gene, Otxl and Otx,2 are expressed in nested domains of
the developing head and brain. Otxl transcripts first appear at approximately 8 days post coitum
(dpc), whereas Otx2 expression is detectable earlier at the prestreak stage (5.5 dpc) within the entire
epiblast andvisceral endoderm prior to the onset ofgastrulation. Subsequently, the domain ofOtx2
expression becomes restricted to the anterior region ofthe embryo, which includes a territory fated
to give rise to forebrain and midbrain, defining a sharp boundary at the future midbrain-hindbrain
boundary. Otxl expression is nested within this Otx2 domain and subsequently becomes spatially
and temporally restricted to the developing cortex and cerebellum. Interestingly, the domain of
Otx2 expression does not include the most anterior brain region, which is similar to the expres
sion pattern ofotd in the embryonic fly brain.F'" Analysis of Otxl mutants does not reveal any
apparent defects in early brain development. However, later in development loss ofOtxl function
affects cortical neurogenesis and causes epilepsy. In addition, the development ofeye and inner ear
is impaired.Fr" In contrast to Otxl mutant mice, Otx2 null mice die early in embryogenesis and
lack the rostral brain regions including forebrain, midbrain and rostral hindbrain due to defective
anterior neuroectoderm specification.17. 21

A comparison ofthe role ofthe otdf Otx genes in early brain patterning in Drosophila and mouse
reveals striking similarities suggesting an evolutionary conservation of otdlOtx gene function.
An interesting confirmation of the functional conservation in patterning the rostral brain can
be carried out in cross-phylum rescue experiments. Ubiquitous overexpression ofeither human
Otxl or human Otx2 in an otd mutant fly embryo restores the anterior brain structures absent in
the otd null mutant." Similarly, overexpression ofDrosophilaotd in an Otxl null mouse embryo
fully rescues epilepsy and corticogenesis abnormalities (but not inner ear defects).17.22 Moreover,
overexpression of a hybrid transcript consisting of the fly otd coding region fused to the Sf and
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3' UTRs of Otx2 restores the anterior brain patterning in Otx2 null mutant mice including the
normal positioning ofthe midbrain-hindbrain boundary."

Asis the case for the otdlOtxgenes, two vertebrate orthologs ofthe Drosophila emsgene, Emxl
andEmx2, have been identified. Emxl andEmx2 expression in the mouse CNS is restricted to the
forebrain, where largely overlapping expression patterns are seen. Whereas, Emxl expression only
begins after neurulation, Emx2 is already detectable around 8.Sdpc in the rostral neural plate. 19,24,25

Within the developing neocortex, Emx2 isexpressed in a high caudomedial to low rostrolateral gra
dient, which iscontrasted by an opposed gradient ofPax6gene expression. Mutational inactivation
ofEmx2 results in an expansion ofthe rostrolateral brain areas at the expense ofthe caudomedial
neocortical areas.An opposite shift in regional identity is seen in the Pax6Ioss-of-function mutant.
In the Emx2 and Pax6double mutant, the cerebral cortex completely loses its identity and instead
acquires characteristics ofbasal ganglia.26.27 WhereasEmx2 mutant mice die immediately after birth,
Emxl mutant animals are postnatal viable and show rather subtle phenotypes that are restricted
to the forebrain.28

,29 The regionalized expression patterns ofthe ems/Emx genes in the developing
brain ofDrosophila and mouse are remarkably similar, as is their ability to confer regional identity
to the cellsofa specific domain in the brain. Moreover, overexpression ofa mouse Emx2 transgene
in an emsmutant background can rescue the brain phenotype offlyembryos. 15 Takentogether, the
similar spatiotemporal expression patterns and the high degree offunctional equivalence between
Drosophila and mouse suggest an evolutionarily conserved role ofthe ems/Emx and otdlOtx genes
in anterior brain development.

The Hox Genes Pattern the Posterior Brain
The homeotic or Hoxgenes,encodinghomeodomain transcription factors, were first discovered

ascrucial regulators ofanteroposterior segment identity in the ectodermofDrosophila melanogaster.
Subsequently, Hox genes were found in a wide range ofspecies where they have essential roles in
many aspects ofanteroposterior body axispatterning.30,31 In Drosophila, the Hox genes are arranged
along the chromosome in two gene clusters known as the Antennapedia(ANT- C)and Bitborax
(BX-C)complexes. TheANT-Ccontains the fivemore anteriorly expressedHox genes: labial(lab),
proboscipedia (Pb), Deformed(Dfd), Sexcombs reduced (SO') andAntennapedia(Antp). The BX-C
contains the three posteriorly expressed genes: Ultrabitborax (Ubx), abdominal-A (abd-A) and
Abdominal-B(Abd-B).Interestingly, there exists a correlation between the relative position ofthe
genes within the cluster and their spatial and temporal expression pattern along the body axis;genes
located towards the 3' end of the cluster are expressed more anteriorly and earlier in the embryo
than are genes located towards the S' end. This correlation has been termed spatial and temporal
colinearity." In mammals, Hox genes are arranged into four chromosomal clusters, termed Hox
A-D, which contain between 9 and 11 Hox genes that can be assigned to 13 paralogous groups.
Only the Hox B cluster comprises orthologs of all Drosophila homeotic genes. As in Drosophila,
spatial and temporal colinearity is also observed among vertebrate Hox genes and more posterior
acting genes impose their developmental specificities upon anterior acting genes.32

,33

Hox gene expression in the developing CNS is a shared feature of a wide range ofbilaterian
animals, including protostomes such as insects or annelids and deuterostomes, such as hemichor
dates or vertebrates.r':" Remarkably, throughout the Bilateria, Hox gene orthologs are expressed
in a similar anteroposterior order. In Drosophila, the expressions ofHox cluster genes delineate
discrete domains in the embryonic brain and ventral nerve cord (Fig. 3A). Their anterior expression
boundaries often coincide with morphologically defined neuromere compartment boundaries.
Although the anteroposterior order ofHox gene expression domains largely follows the spatial
colinearity rule known from ectodermal structures, one important difference is noteworthy:
expression ofthe two 3'-most Hox genes ofthe ANT-C is inverted, in that the anterior expression
boundary oflab lies posterior to that ofpb.34 Interestingly, this particularity ofthe Hox expression
pattern in the CNS is common to fly and mouse. In vertebrates, Hox genes are expressed in the
developing hindbrain and spinal cord. The relative anteroposterior order ofHox gene expression
in the CNS ofvertebrates is virtually identical to their arrangement in Drosophila, including the
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inverted order ofthe lab and pb orthologs, Hoxb-l and Hoxb-2 (Fig.3B).38 As more expression data
from different protostome and deuterostome speciesbecomes available, the ordered expression of
Hox genes along the anteroposterior axis ofthe developing nervous system is likely to consolidate
as a common feature ofbilaterian animals.

In Drosophila,mutational inactivation ofeither ofthe homeotic genes lab or Dfd causes severe
axonal patterning defects in the embryonic brain. 34In lab null mutants, axonal projection defects
are observed in the posterior tritocerebrum where lab is expressed in the wild type brain. In the
mutant, longitudinal pathways connecting supraesophageal and subesophageal ganglia as well as
projections in the tritocerebral commissure are absent or reduced. These brain defects are not due
to deletions in the affected neuromere; neuronal progenitors are present and give rise to progeny
in the mutant domain. However, these postmitotic progeny fail to acquire a neuronal identity,
as indicated by the absence of neuronal markers and the lack ofaxonal and dendritic extensions
(Fig. 3A). Comparable defects are seen inDfdmutants in the correspondingmandibularlanterior
maxillary domain, where the gene is expressed in the wild type brain." Thus, the activity of the
homeotic genes lab and Dfd is necessary to establish regionalized neuronal identity in the brain
ofDrosophila.

The mouse lab orthologs, Hoxa-l and Hoxb-l, are expressed in overlapping domains with a
sharp anterior boundary coinciding with the presumptive rhombomere 3/4 border. Functional
inactivation ofHoxa-l results in segmentation defects leading to a reduced size of rhombomeres
4 and S and defects in motor neuron axonal projections but the normal identity ofrhombomere
4 is not altered.'? In contrast, loss ofHoxb-l function has no influence on the sizeofrhombomere
4 but causesa partial transformation into a rhombomere 2 Identity," The Hoxa-L, Hoxb-l double
mutant results in a territory ofunknown identity and reduced sizebetween rhombomeres 3 and S,
suggestinga synergistic action ofthe two genes in rhombomere 4 specification (Fig. 3B).39 Thus, the
concerted activity ofHoxa-l and Hoxb-l has a similar role in the specification ofthe regionalized
neuronal identity as does their ortholog lab in the CNS ofDrosophila.This suggests a functional
conservation ofHox genes, in addition to a similar mode of expression, during nervous system
development ofbilaterian animals and supports the idea ofa common origin ofthe CNS.

Evidence for a Tripartite Organization ofthe Brain
Comparative gene expression studies, as reviewed here for Drosophila and mouse, have been

carried out in numerous protostome and deuterostome phyla.36.41-44 The subdivision of the de
veloping brain into an anterior region specified by genes of the otdlOtx family and a posterior
region specified by genes ofthe Hox family appears to be a universal feature ofbilaterian animals.
In vertebrates and urochordates, a third embryonic domain along the anteroposterior neuraxis,
characterized by overlapping expression ofthe Pax2, Pax5 and Pax8 genes, is located between the
anterior Otx and the posterior Hox expressing regions of the embryonic brain. 4s-47In vertebrate
brain development, this Pax2/5/8 domain is located between the presumptive mesencephalon and
metencephalon, where it plays a crucial role in development ofthe midbrain-hindbrain boundary
(MHB) region or isthmus. Transplantation experiments, in which MHB tissue grafts are inserted
to more rostral or caudal brain regions inducing ectopic mesencephalic-metencephalic structures,
reveal an organizer function of the MHB. This organizer activity on the surrounding neural tis
sue is thought to be mediated by fibroblast growth factor 8 (Fgf8) and Wntl proteins, which are
secreted by cells located in the MHB.4s.47 In early embryonic development ofthe vertebrate CNS,
the homeobox gene Gbx2 isexpressed in the anterior hindbrain just posterior to the Otx2 domain
in the forebrain and midbrain. During gastrulation and early neurulation the MHB is established
at the Otx21Gbx2 interface, where subsequently the expression domains ofother MHB markers
including Pax2/5/8, Fgf8, Wntl and Enl/2 are positioned (Fig. 4C). The two homeobox genes
Otx2 and Gbx2 mutually repress one another and upregulation or downregulation ofeither gene
shifts the position ofthe MHB accordingly.4S.47 Therefore, in vertebrates an antagonistic interaction
between Otx2 and Gbx2 duringearlyembryonic development is involved in the correct positioning
ofthe MHB at their common interface.
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Figure 3. Simplified schematic comparison of Hox gene expression domains and mutant phe
notypes in the CNS of Drosophila and mouse. Schematic representations of the embryonic
brain with anterior towards the left and poster ior towards the right. A) Expression domains of
the homeotic genes of the Antennapedia and Bithorax complexes in the CNS of Drosophila
(seetext for gene nomenclature). In lab null mutant embryos (lab·I .), cells of the posterior part
of the tritocerebrum (b3) are correctly located in the mutant domain, but fail to assume their
correct neuronal cell fate (dashed lines). B) Expression of the Hox genes Hoxb-l to Hoxb-9 in
the developing mouse CNS. Hoxa- F and Hoxb-l'l-double mutant embryos tHoxe-t"; Hoxb-tr;
lose rhombomere 4 identity (dashed lines). Abbreviations: T, telencephalon; D, diencephalon;
M, mesencephalon; 1-8, rhombomeres 1-8; (for other abbreviations see Fig. 2). Modified and
reprinted with permission from : Hirth F et al. Development 1998; 125: 1579-1589. © The
Company of Biologists Limited .
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Gene expression studies indicate that a similar tripartite ground plan for anteroposterior
regionalization of the embryonic brain is also present in Drosophila. The Drosophila genome
contains two genes, Pox neuro (Poxn) and Pax2, which are together considered to be orthologs
of the Pax2/5/8 genes." Remarkably, expression of both orthologs is present at the interface of
otd and the Drosophila Gbx2orthologunplugged (unpg),anterior to aHox-expressing region (Fig.
4A,B).44Although Poxnand Pax2are expressedin a segmentally reiterated pattern along the entire
embryonic eNS, their expression at the otdlunpg interface is exceptional in two ways. The two
genes are expressed in adjacent domains delineating together a transversal stripe ofthe brain and
this is the only position along the neuraxis where expression ofboth genes coincides with a brain
neuromere boundary, the deutocerebral-trltocerebral boundary (DTB) (Fig. 4A,B).44 Analyses
ofeither otd or unpgmutants reveal a mutually repressive function of the two genes during early
brain patterning. Thus, in otd mutant embryos a rostral extension ofthe unpgexpression domain
is observed (in addition to the deletion of the anterior brain). On the other hand, mutational
inactivation of the unpg gene results in a caudal shift of the posterior limit of otd expression."
Therefore, in both Drosophila and mouse, the early interaction of otdlOtx2 and unpglGbx2 is
essential for the correct positioning of an intermediate brain domain characterized by a sharply
delimited otdlOtx2 and unpgl Gbx2 interface and the expression ofPax2/5/8 genes. In contrast to
vertebrates, mutational inactivation of the Drosophila Pax2/5/8 orthologs Poxnor Pax2does not
appear to result in brain patterningdefects. Moreover, to date, there is no evidence ofan organizer
activity at the fly DTB, suggesting that the organizer function at the otdlOtx2 and unpglGbx2

c
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hindbrain

forebrain

midbrain
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I
otdlOtx2

1
Pax 21518

I
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I

B

protocereb rum

ventral nerve
cord
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subesophagea l
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Figure4. Tripartite organization of the embryonic CNS in Drosophila and mouse. A) Expression
of Pax2and Poxnin the brain of stage13/14embryos.At the deutocerebral-tritocerebral bound 
ary (indicated by white arrows), Pax2 (white dots) and Poxn (white asterisks) are expressed
in adjacent domains forming a transversal line in the CNS (immunolabelled with antiHRP
and shown in grey). B,C) The expression of otd/Otx2, unpg/Cbx2, Pax2/5/B and Hoxl gene
orthologs in the developing CNS of Drosophila (B)and mouse (C). (In this schematic, anterior
is towards the top and posterior is towards the bottom.) In both cases,otd/Otx2 is expressed
in the anterior nervous system rostral to a Hox-expressing region in the posterior nervous
system. In addition , a Pax2/5/B-expressing domain posit ioned at the interface between the
anterior otd/Otx2 domain and the posteriorly abutting unpg/Cbx2 expression domain is
common to both nervous systems. Modified and reprinted with permission from : Hirth F et
al. Development 2003; 130: 2365-2373. © The Company of Biologists Limited.
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interface might have emerged after the protostome/deuterostome divergence that separated insects
and vertebrates. In fact, an organizer activity ofthe MHB region has so far only been demonstrated
for vertebrate species within deuterostomes.

In summary, current comparative data indicates that similar genetic patterning mechanisms
act in anteroposterior regionalization ofthe developing brain in Drosophila and vertebrate species
and establish a common, evolutionarily conserved tripartite ground plan. This suggests that a cor
responding tripartite organization ofthe developing brain was already present in the last common
bilateral ancestor of insects and vertebrates.
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CHAPTER 3

Dorsoventral Patterning ofthe Brain:
AComparative Approach
RolfUrbach* and Gerhard M. Technau

Abstract

Development of the central nervous system (CNS) involves the transformation of a
two-dimensional epithelial sheet ofuniform ectodermal cells, the neuroectoderm, into
a highly complex three-dimensional structure consisting of a huge variety of different

neural cell types. Characteristic numbers ofeach cell type become arranged in reproducible spatial
patterns, which is a prerequisite for the establishment ofspecific functional contacts. Specification
ofcell fate and regional patterning critical depends on positional information conferred to neural
stem cells early in the neuroectoderm. This chapter compares recent findings on mechanisms that
control the specification ofcell fates along the dorsoventral axisduring embryonic development of
the CNS in Drosophila andvertebrates. Despite the clear structural differences in the organization
ofthe CNS in arthropods and vertebrates, correspondingdomains within the developingbrain and
truncal nervous system express a conserved set ofcolumnar genes (msh/Msx, ind/Gsh,vnd/Nkx)
involved in dorsoventral regionalization. In both Drosophila and mouse the expression of these
genes exhibits distinct differences between the cephalic and truncal part ofthe CNS. Remarkably,
not only the expression ofcolumnar genes shows striking parallels between both species, but to
some extent also their genetic interactions, suggesting an evolutionary conservation ofkey regula
tors ofdorsoventral patterning in the brain in terms ofexpression and function.

Introduction
The central nervous system (CNS) in Drosophila and in vertebrates can be subdivided into

two main portions, a truncal part (ventral nerve cord (VNC) in Drosophila and spinal cord in
vertebrates) composed of repetitive segmental units and an anterior part, the brain, exhibiting a
less overt segmental composition (Fig. 1).

In Drosophila, the CNS develops from a bilaterally symmetrical sheet ofneuroectodermal cells
on the ventral side ofthe embryo. It gives rise to a fixed number ofneural stem cells, called neuro
blasts (NBs), which segregate to the interior ofthe embryo. NBs which form the VNC and brain
descend from the truncal and procephalic neuroectoderm, respectively (Fig. 2).1,2 In vertebrates,
the CNS forms from a bilaterally symmetrical neuroectoderm on the dorsal side of the embryo.
The whole neuroectodermal sheet invaginates to form the neural tube, which develops into the
spinal cord and brain. Accordingly, the differentiatingNBs do not delaminate but maintain contact
with the epithelial surfaces (for a review see ref 3). Insect and vertebrate NBs divide reiteratively
to give rise to specific types ofneurons (motoneurons, interneurons) and glial cells.

In Drosophila, the border between neurogenic and nonneurogenic ectoderm becomes defined
by two antagonistically acting extracellular factors encoded byshortgastrulation (sog) and decapen
taplegic (dpp). The homologous genes in Xenopus (vertebrates), Cbordin and Bonemorphogenetic

*Corresponding Author: Rolf Urbach-Institute of Genetics, University of Mainz, 0-55099
Mainz, Germany. Email: urbachesuni-mainz.de
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Drosophila

Brain Development in Drosophila melanogaster

Vertebrate

Figure 2. Expressionof Dpp/ BMP4 and Sog/Chordin aswell asof the columnar genessupport
the inversion of the OV body axis. Simplified schemes of cross sections through the trunk
of developing Drosophila and vertebrate embryos (indicated by frames in A,B; neurogenic
ectoderm highlighted in brown) during successive stagesof development (A1-A3 and B1-B3,
respectively). A1 , B1) The border between nonneurogenic (grey) and neurogenic ectoderm
(coloured ) becomes defined by gradients of the antagonistically acting factors Short gastrula
tion (Sog)/Chordin (both in blue) and Oecapentaplegic (Opp)/Bone morphogenetic protein 4
(Bmp4)(both in red).The ectodermal region expressing sog/ch ordin forms the neuroectoderm,
which is dorsal in vertebrates but ventral in Drosophila. OV patterning within the Drosophila
neuroectoderm is achieved by the activity of the columnar genes: msh, ind and vnd (as in
dicated by the colour code), expressed in longitudinal columns at lateral, intermediate and
ventral sites, respectively. A set of homologous genes Msx, Gsh2 and Nkx2 , is expressed in
the vertebrate neuroectoderm in a corresponding medio-Iateral sequence. A2, B2) Two dif
ferent modes of morphogenesis are apparent during ongoing development: The Drosophila
neuroectoderm gives rise to neuroblasts (NB), which delaminate towards the interior of the
embryo to form the ventral nerve cord (vnc). The vertebrate neuroectoderm invaginates to
form the dorsal neural tube. A3, B3) In the vertebrate spinal cord (sp) the columnar genes
are nevertheless expressed in the same dorsoventral order as in the Drosophila ventral nerve
cord . Further abbrev iations: np, neural plate; vNE, ventral neuroectoderm; pNE, procephalic
neuroectoderm.
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protein 4 (BMP4), respectively, basically serve the same function." In both species, the region in
which sog/Chordin is expressed forms the neuroectoderm. Since the neuroectoderm is ventral in
arthropods but dorsal in vertebrates, this has supported the hypothesis that the dorsoventral (DV)
body axisbecame inverted during chordate evolution. This concept suggestsa monophyletic origin
and thus, homology ofthe CNS in protostomes and deuterostomes.t"

Remarkably, despite the clear structural differences in the mature CNS, corresponding DV
subdomains within arthropod and vertebrate neuroectoderm express homologous genes (known
as "columnar" genes; described below). This suggests that aspects ofDV patterning of the neu
roectoderm have been evolutionarily conserved as well, which further supports homology ofthe
arthropod and vertebrate CNS.

The less complex truncal nervous systems in Drosophila and vertebrates (mouse, chick, frog)
have provided useful models to study the mechanisms ofpatterning and the generation ofneural
celldiversity. Many ofthe developmental processes that underlie NB formation, cell fate specifica
tion and pattern formation have been extensively studied in this more accessiblepart ofthe CNS
(for a review see refs. 7-11). How cell diversity and patterning are achieved in the brain ofboth
animal phyla is less well understood.

Here, we compare recent findings on mechanisms that specify DV fates in the early (embry
onic) brain of Drosophila and vertebrates and compare these mechanisms with those acting in
the truncal CNS.

DV Patterning ofthe Truncal Part ofthe eNS
in Drosophila and Vertebrates

DVPatterningofthe VNCin Drosophila
In Drosophila, the truncal neuroectoderm gives rise to the clearly metamerically organized

VNC, which comprises 8 abdominal, 3 thoracic and 3 gnathal segmental units (neuromeres).
The primordium of the VNC (neuroectoderm and NBs) is subdivided along the DV axis into
adjacent longitudinal columns mainly by the activity ofthree homeobox genes (columnar genes).
ventralnervous system defective (vnd) is expressed in the ventral, intermediateneuroblasts defective
(ind) in the intermediate and muscle segmenthomeobox (msh; Drop [Dr]-FlyBase) in the dorsal
neuroectodermal column (Fig. 3A).12-18 Onset oftheir expression is at the blastoderm stage.

The genetic mechanisms establishing and maintaining the sharp borders between the domains
ofcolumnar gene expression in the VNC have been explored in detail. The columnar genes inter
act in a hierarchical cascade of transcriptional repression (also known as "ventral dorninance'T')
according to which vnd represses ind (and msh) in the ventral column and ind represses msh in
the intermediate column. Thus, Vnd determines the ventral border of the Ind domain and Ind
the ventral border of the Msh domain. The ventral border of the Vnd domain is defined by the
mesoderm-specific genes twistand snail(for a review see refs.20, 21). It is lessclearhow their dorsal
borders are established. msh expression seems to be dorsally confined by the repressive activity of
graded levelsofDpp and vnd expression by the Dorsal gradient, which activates vnd.22 The dorsal
border ofind expression may be formed by the limited activity ofEpidermalgrowthfactorreceptor
(Egfr) and Dorsal,21but alsoby the activityofspatiallylocalized repressors,which areyet unknown."
Egfr activity in the ventral and intermediate column regulates the fate ofNBs derived from these
columns and is further necessary for the maintenance ofvnd expression in the ventral column.24

-
26

Furthermore, positional information provided by Dpp/BMP signalling contributes to patterning
the neuroectoderm by repressing columnar genes in a threshold-dependent fashion."

Columnar genes encode key regulators ofNB identity and each column thereby gives rise to a
population ofdistinctly specified NBs. However, whereas vnd,ind and Egfr have also been shown
to be crucial for the formation ofNBs in their respective column, this role appears dispensable for
msh (for a review see ref. 20).
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Figure 3. Genetic interactions controlling DV patterning of the truncal nervous system in
Drosophila and vertebrates. A) Schematic cross section through a Drosophila embryo at the
blastodermal stage. Intensity of red colour indicates gradient of Decapentaplegic (Dpp) which
in the dorsal ectoderm decreasesfrom dorsal to ventral. Dpp isventrally confined by repressive
activity of Short gastrulation (Sog), Intensity of blue colour indicates the gradient of nuclear
Dorsal protein, wh ich increases from dorsal to ventral. Within the neuroectoderm, the proper
spatial doma ins of columnar gene expression are regulated by transcriptional repression: vnd
represses ind (and msh) in the ventral and ind represses msh in the intermediate neuroecto
derm . Vnd and Epidermal growth factor receptor (Egfr)are ventrally delim ited by repressive
activity of snail (from the mesoderm). Msh and SoxNeuro (SoxN) are dorsally repressed by
Dpp. Cleaved Spitz (cSpitz) emanating from mesectodermal cells (framed in pink) activates
EGFR signall ing. Nuclear Dorsal activates vnd, Egfr and msh in a concentration-dependent
manner. Figure legend continued on following page.
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Figure 3, continued from previous page. Egfr signaling in turn activates ind and dichaete
(0) and is necessary for maintainence of vnd. Factors expressed in the ventral, intermedi
ate and dorsal columns are necessary for proper formation and specification of neuroblasts
(NB) in the respective domains (however, msh is dispensable for formation of dorsal NBs).
B) Schematic cross section through an early neural tube, in which dorsal (dpl-6) and ventral
neural progenitor domains (vpO-3, vpMN) developing within the ventricular zone are dis
tinguished and some main genetic interactions which lead to their proper specification are
indicated. These progenitor domains express distinct combinations of transcription factors
and generate interneurons (dpl-6, vpO-3) or motoneurons (vpMN). The concentration of
Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs, intensity of red colour), secreted from the roof plate (rp)
decreasesfrom dorsal to ventral. Patterning of dorsal and intermediate-type neural progeni
tors requires inductive activity of BMPs. Conversely, the gradient of Sonic hedgehog (Shh,
intensity of grey colour), secreted from the floor plate (fp), decreases from ventral to dorsal.
The Shhgradient is interpreted to establish the domains of ventral neuroblasts (vpO-3,vpMN).
Shh also prevents the formation of the repressor form of Gl.l-Kruppel family member 3 (Gli),
which inhibits specification of ventral progenitors domains (vpl, vp2, vpMN). Retinoid acid
(RA) is involved in specification of the ventral neuroblast domains (vpO,vpl, vpMN) as well.
Specification of ventral fates involves additionally the activity of BMP antagonists (Chordin
[CHRD], Noggin [NOG], Follistatin [FST]). The ventral progenitor domains are confined by
selective cross-repression of homeodomain proteins (as shown on the right): Nkx2.2 and
Nkx6.1 complementarily cross-repressPaired box 6 (Pax6)and Developing brain homeobox 2
(Dbx2), respectively. Domains of neuroblasts in the dorsal half of the neural tube are specified
by the activity of Msxl/3 (expressed in dorsal dpl-3), Cshl/2 (expressed in intermediate-like
dp3-5) and by the cross-repressive activity of basic helix-loop-helix proteins (such as Mathl,
Ngnl, Mashl, which are not indicated in the scheme). Msx genes and Csh2 act downstream
of BMP signalling. Note the partial overlap of Csh2 and dorsal Msxl/3 expression suggesting
that Csh2 does not repress Msx genes, which contrasts the situation in Drosophila.

A Comparison with D V Patterning ofthe Spinal Cord in Vertebrates
Vertebrate genes closely related to vnd (Nkx2.1, Nkx2.2), ind (Gshl, Gsh2) and msh (Msxl,

Msx2, Msx3) are engaged in DV patterning of the developing neural plate (Fig. 2) (for a review
see refs. 3,21). However, compared to Drosophila,the genetic interactions which establish their
domains ofexpression are lessclear since the analysisin vertebrates ishampered by the large number
ofextrinsic signalling molecules involved and the inherent complexity ofthe genetic network due
to the existence ofmultiple family members. For example, theMsx gene family in mouse comprises
three copies ofan ancestral msb/Msx gene.28

-
30

Although the spatial expression of the columnar genes in the neural tube closely mirrors the
situation in Drosophila,there are apparent differences regarding the signalling mechanisms that
act upstream. The floorplatelnotochord at ventral and the roofplate at dorsal midline position of
the developingneural tube represent two signalling centres, which induce (noncell-autonomously)
dorsal and ventral neural fates. Similar to the floorplate, the mesectodermal ventral midline in
Drosophila (which is specified bysinglemindedandEgfr) operates as a signalling centre and plays an
important role in the determination ofcell fate in the lateral CNS and later in axon parhfinding.v"
However, in vertebrates, the signalling molecule secreted by the floor plate isSonic hedgehog (Shh) ,
a member of the hedgehog (hh) gene family. Graded Shh activates (or represses) the expression
ofvarious interacting homeobox genes (among which are the vndhomologs Nkx2.1 and Nkx2.2,
as well as Nkx6.1) and specifies the fates ofneural progenitors in the ventral neural tube (vpO-3,
vpMN; Fig. 3B)34 (for a review see refs. 8,35).This contrasts the situation in Drosophila,in which
the VNC is patterned (1)by Dorsal and Egfr, which induce vnd and ind (see above)22 and (2)by
the TGFa homologue Spitz, which is secreted by the ventral midline and leads to graded activa
tion ofEgfr in the neuroectoderm.w" Hh, on the other hand, is expressed in segmental stripes
orthogonal to the midline and controls cell fate within the ventral midline", but does not induce
ventral-specific patterning genes in the adjacent neuroectoderm.

Much less is known about patterning and specification ofdorsal and intermediate neuroblasts
which descend from the dorsal halfofthe neural tube. In mouse, allthree members oftheMsx gene
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family are expressed in dorsalmost neuroblasts. While patterns ofMsxl and Msx2 expression are
largely overlapping in several nonneural tissues as well, Msx3 is exclusively restricted to the dorsal
column ofneural progenitors" (for a review see ref 30). Msx expression in the dorsal column is
determined by molecules ofthe TGF-~ family secreted from the roofplate, among which are the
Dpp-related BMP2/4. BMP2/4 activate and seem to define both the dorsal and ventral border of
Msx expression/" This appeared to be in contrast to Drosophila, where Dpp represses mshand thus
defines only the dorsal border ofits expression.f However, it has recentlybeen reported that graded
Dpp activity helps establish the mshlindand the indlvndbordersaswell by repressingmsh, ind and
vnd in a threshold-dependent fashion and that BMPs act in a similar fashion in chick neural plate
explants." Gsh1 and Gsh2 are expressed in an intermediate column in the neural tube. Both genes
are necessary for fate specification ofintermediate progenitors (in the progenitor domains dp3-S;
Fig. 3B). Gsh2 is proposed to act downstream ofBMP/TGFB signalling." In Drosophila normal
level ofind expression critically depends on Eg{rsignalling. Although an Eg{rhomolog has been
identified in zebrafish, it does not seem to have an instructive function in neural patterning ofthe
spinal cord" (for a review see ref 21). A further difference is that the expression domain ofGsh2
partly overlaps with that ofthe Msx genes and that expression ofMsxl and Msx3 is unchanged in
Gsh2 single or Gshll2 double mutants. This indicates that Gsh2 cannot repress Msxll3, opposite
to the Drosophila VNC, where ind clearly represses msh.On the other hand, in both the vertebrate
spinal cord and the Drosophila VNC, Msx/msb does not repress Gshlind.18

,41

Interestingly, it has been shown that mouse Gsh1 (andNkx2.2) does not function in Drosophila
VNC development, suggesting that functional domains have become distinct over time. In contrast,
function ofzebrafish Nkx6.1 and fly Nkx6 seems conserved since in both species overexpression
ofthe respective ortholog leads to the induction ofsupernumerary motoneurons.t'

Further factors involved in the specification ofintermediate identities remain to be resolved,
as for example signals involved in fate specification of"dp6" progenitors. Such signals may include
retinoid acid, which is also necessary for proper development of the adjacent ventral neural pro
genitors (for a review see ref 44). In the vertebrate neural tube, gaps have been observed between
the expression domains of the columnar genes, raising the possibility that other genes might fill
in these gaps." It has been suggested that, in addition to the columns ofmsb/Msx,indlGsh and
vnd/Nkx2, the early neural tube includes at least a fourth DV column which expresses the devel
oping brainhomeobox2 (Dbx2) gene.41,4S,46 The Dbx2 expression domain is positioned between
the intermediate GshllGsh2and ventral Nkx6.1 column and includes the "dp6" progenitors. Its
ventral border is determined by repressive activity ofNkx6.1, but the factor controlling its dorsal
border is unknown. However, the Drosophila Dbx homolog, H2.0, although expressed in subsets
ofNBs and progeny cells, does not seem to be involved in DV specification ofNBs since it is not
expressed in the truncal neuroectoderm."

DV Patterning ofthe Brain in Drosophila
The Drosophila larval brain develops from the procephalic neuroectoderm (pNE) which gives

rise to a bilaterally symmetrical array ofabout 100 embryonic NBs.47 Presumably all embryonic NBs
become postembryonically reactivated to form the adult brain," whereas in the VNC postembry
onic mitotic activity becomes restricted to segment-specific subpopulations ofNBs. The pattern
of embryonic brain NBs neither exhibits an ordered segmental assembly, nor morphologically
distinct subdivisions into anteroposterior rows or dorsoventral columns, as is at least transiently the
case in the VNC. Accordingly, the segmental composition ofthe brain is not obvious. The brain is
subdivided, from posterior to anterior, into the tritocerebrum, deutocerebrum and protocerebrum
(Fig. lA-C). The embryonic trito- anddeutocerebrum correspond to one neuromere each, deriving
form the intercalary and antennal segment, respectively. There is evidence that the protocerebrum
may consist oftwo neuromeres, a large one deriving from the ocular segment and a small remnant
of the labral segment.49,SO Likewise, DV regionalisation of the early embryonic brain is not overt
and the underlying patterning mechanisms are only rudimentarilyunderstood. The columnar genes
are expressed in distinct areas ofthe pNE and the developing brain. Although their expression is
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consistent with their role in DV patterning being principally conserved in the procephalon, there
are also significant differences in their patterns ofexpression as compared to the trunk.

Expression ofColumnar Genes in the Early Embryonic Brain
At the gastrula stage, vnd is expressed in the ventral pNE, covering the prospective ventral

parts of the trito-, deuto- and protocerebrum. While Vnd in the trunk, is maintained within a
continuous ventral neuroectodermal column during subsequent stages, vnd expression in the early
brain ishighly dynamic. It becomes progressivelyconfined to three separate ventral domains at the
posterior border ofthe trito-, deuto- and protocerebrum, encompassingdifferent numbers ofNBs
and progeny cells (Fig. 4A).51.52 msh is expressed in the dorsal neuroectoderm of the intercalary
and antennal segments which give rise to trito- and deutocerebral NBs. It is not expressed in the
primordium ofthe protocerebrum. In the trunk, ind is expressed in a continuous column ofinter
mediate neuroectoderm, whereas in the procephalic neuroectoderm it is found in three separate
spots (in the intercalary, antennal and ocular segment). The intercalary and antennal ind spot are
located at intermediate position between the dorsal Msh and ventral Vnd domain. Opposed to
that, the ocular ind spot is spatially clearly separated from the ventral Vnd domain (and msh is not
expressed). Due to the insulated expression of ind, the intercalary and antennal domains ofmsh
and vnd expression share a common border at sites lacking an intervening ind domain."

Another conspicuous difference to the trunk (and to the TC and DC as well) is that a large
amount of the protocerebral NBs (more than 50%) does not express any of the three columnar
genes (Fig. 4A).50 Similarly, in the vertebrate spinal cord gaps have been detected between the
domains ofcolumnar gene expression.18 Thus, DVpatterningofthe protocerebral primordia ofthe
brain anlagen requires factors additional to those encoded by the columnar genes. Candidate genes
might include Egfr,24-26 the Sox genes SoxNeuro and Dicheate,53-55 the Nkx2.1 homologous gene
scarecrow." the Nkx6 family related gene Nk6,43.57 or perhaps the Dbx homologous gene, H2.0.58
Most ofthese, except scarecrow and H2.0,are known to have a function in fate specification and/or
formation of NBs in the trunk. Egfr, both Sox genes and Nk6 are expressed in the pNE before
and during the phase ofNB formation43

•
57(J.Seibert and R. Urbach, unpublished observations),

however, their role in the formation/specification ofbrain NBs is yet unknown.

Segment-Specific Regulation ofColumnar Genes
Recent reports gave first insights into the interactions and function ofcolumnar genes during

DV patterning of the embryonic brain. 51.52Although principally the same DV patterning genes
operate in large parts ofthe pNE, their regulation revealssegment-specific differences both among
the brain segments and compared to the trunk (Fig. 4B).

For example, contrary to the trunk, in vnd mutant background derepression ofind within the
ventral pNE does not occur in the antennal segment. Instead, ind expression is completely absent,
indicating that, at least in this part of the pNE and brain, vnd is necessary for activation and/or
maintenance ofind rather than for its repression (as in the trunk). This is supported by the find
ing that ectopic expression of vnd does not repress ind in the antennal segment. The ocular ind
spot is often ventrally expanded in the absence ofVnd, which is reminiscent ofthe situation in the
trunk. However, in the wildtype, the ocular ind spot does not adjoin the ventral domain of vnd
expression. Hence, a ventral expansion ofocular ind in vnd mutants cannot be due to the lack of
repression by Vnd and may be regulated noncell-auronomously.P

Moreover, in the absence of Vnd, expression of msh reveals segment-specific differences. Its
expression is ectopically expanded into the ventral pNE ofthe intercalary and antennal segment,
due to lack ofrepression by Vnd and Ind. This is not the case in the neuroectoderm ofthe proto
cerebrum and trunk. In the latter ind is derepressed instead ofmsh.

Taken together, expression and interactions ofcolumnar genes (Le.,the cascadeoftranscriptional
repression which establishes the ventral border ofthe mshand ind domain) appears to be conserved
in the most posterior brain, the tritocerebrum. Although the expression ofcolumnar genes is to
some extent conserved in the deutocerebrum as well, their genetic interactions are more derived
in the deuto- and protocerebrum.V So far it is not settled how these segment-specific differences
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Figure 4. OV patterning of the embryonic brain in Drosophila and vertebrates. A) Expression
of the columnar genes msh , ind and vnd (see colour code) in neuroblasts of the tritocerebrum
(T), deutocerebrum (0) and protocerebrum (P) at the embryonic stages9 and 11 . Each scheme
represents the left half of a head flat preparation (compare with Fig. 1B) including the full com
plement of neuroblasts at the respective stages (encircled). Red stippled lines indicate borders
between neuromeres . vnd is expressed in ventral (v), ind in intermediate and msh in dorsal (d)
neuroblasts . Vnd becomes progressively expressed at the posterio-ventral border of the trito-,
deuto - and protocerebrum. Msh expression is confined to dorsal neuroblasts of the trito- and
deutocerebrum, but is not found in the protocerebrum. Expression of ind is confined to three
separate spots of neuroblasts in the trito-, deuto- and protocerebrum. Note that domains of Msh
and Vnd share common borders at sites where expression of ind is lacking . Further abbrevia
tions: An, antennal; CL, c1ypeolabral; Md; madibular appendage. B) Oiagramm summariz ing the
segment-specific differences in the regulatory interactions of columnar genes in the ventral nerve
cord (VNC), trito- (T), deuto- (0 ) and protocerebrum (P) in wildtype (wt), vnd loss-of-function
(lof) and vnd gain-of-function (gof) embryos (for details see text). C) Schematic of a coronal
section of the mouse telencephalon at about embryonic day 10 (compare with Fig. 1F). The vnd
homolog Nkx2 .1 is expressed in the most ventral area, the medial ganglion ic eminence (Mge),
the ind homolog Gsh2 in the lateral ganglionic eminence (Lge) and the eyeless (ey) homolog
Pax6 in the dorsal cortex (O x), where , similar to the situation in Drosophila, Msx genes are
not expressed. 0 ) Oiagramm comparing the regulatory interactions between Pax6, Gsh2 and
Nkx2 .1 in the vertebrate telencephalon with those of the homologous genes ey, ind and vnd in
the Drosophila protocerebrum (P). For details see text. In the vertebrate telencephalon, opposite
to the situation in the spinal cord , Pax6 and Gsh2 mutually repressone another (compare with
Fig. 3B). Gsh2 and Nkx 2.1 do not act in a cross-repressive manner (as indicated by red crossed
repression symbols)." Similarly, vnd and ind in the protocerebrum do not directly interfere
(indicated by stippled red crossed repression symbols). Although the altered extent of the ind
expression doma in in vnd lof and gaf backgrounds indicates regulator y interactions (see Fig.
4B), they must be noncell-autonomous, since the normal vnd and ind expression doma ins do
not abut each other. Expression of ey (and twin of eyeless, not indicated) is unaffected in ind
mutants , suggesting that, in contrast to the situation in the telencephalon, ind does not repress
ey (indicated by red crossed repression symbol ). It is not yet clear, if conversely, ind expression
is affected in the absence of ey and/or twin o f eyeless .
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are regulated. It also remains to be clarified in how far other factors (e.g., those described above)
genetically interfere with the columnar genes in the pNE and may establish the gene-specific extent
oftheir expression both in the DV and AP axis.

Role ofColumnar Genes in Formation ofBrain NBs
In vnd mutants, ventral brain NBs are largely absent indicating that, similar to the situation

in the trunk, vnd promotes formation ofNBs. In the absence ofVnd, cell death is increased and
acts at the level ofboth, neuroectodermal progenitors cells and NBs.52It is not yet resolved ifthe
reduction in ventral NBs is solely due to an increase in cell death or involves other factors known
to be engaged in NB formation, such as proneural genes oftheAS-complex (acheate, scute,lethalof
scute [l 'sc]; for a review see ref 59).In the trunk, there is evidence that vnd interacts with proneural
genes, but may also have additional function in promoting NB formation. Accordingly, in vnd
mutant embryos, l 'scis still expressed in ventral proneural clusters, although the respective NBs will
not form (e.g., NB5-2).13.60 In the pNE, genes ofthe AS-complex are expressed in large proneural
domains and the acheate and l 'sc domain seem to overlap with the domain ofvnd expression, com
patible with a genetic interaction.v/" However, in vnd mutant embryos no substantial difference
to the wildtype expression pattern ofl 'sctranscript is observed (R.ll, unpublished observation),
suggesting that, if vnd has proneural activity, it is rather independent of l 'sc. Nevertheless, the
expression ofanother proneural gene, atonal (in the pNE normally expressed in proneural clus
ters and developing sensory precursors ofthe hypopharyngeal-/latero-hypopharyngeal organ), is
often missing indicating its dependence on Vnd.52Thus far it is unclear ifmsh,ind and Eg{r exert
a similar function in brain NB formation. Whereas Eg{r mutant embryos exhibit strong defects
in the number and pattern ofbrain NBs, they appear rather unaffected in mshmutants (J.Seibert
and R.U., unpublished observation), indicating that at least mshdoes not playa role in brain NB
formation. Eg{r signalling has also been shown to be necessary for the proper development of
medial brain structures deriving from the head midline, which behaves like the mesectoderm in the
trunk.f Placode-like groups ofcells from the head midline invaginate and contribute subpopula
tions of cells to the brain." Loss ofEg{r signalling results in severe reduction or absence of the
respective head midline derivatives.

Role ofvnd in Specification ofBrain NBs
In the trunk, evidence has been provided, that the set ofgenes expressed within a proneural

cluster specifies the individual identityofthe NB it gives rise to. Such a combinatorial code, which
is unique for each NB, is provided mainly by the superimposition ofthe acitivity ofDV patterning
genes and segment polarity genes (AP axis) and a number ofother factors (for a review see refs. 9,
20, 63). Most ofthese genes are also expressed in specific procephalic neuroectodermal domains
before NBs delaminate, implying that these genes might be required for specification ofindividual
brain NBs aswell.64 Analysis ofan array ofsuch NB identitygenes in vnd loss- and gain-offunction
backgrounds indicates that, similar to the situation in the trunk, vnd influences their expression
already in the pNE, before the formation ofNBs. 52

In vnd loss-of-function background, dorsal-specific gene expression is derepressed in the ven
tral pNE and descending NBs and conversely, ventral-specific gene expression is lost, suggesting a
ventral-to-dorsal transformation ofthe mutantventralpNE and residual ventral NBs. This indicates
that vndnormally activates genes specific for the ventralpNE and represses genes specific for dorsal
pNE and is required for fate specification ofventral brain NBs. This is further supported by the
production ofectopic glial cells derived from transfated ventral NBs in the trito- and deutocer
ebrum, which normally is a specific trait ofdorsal brain NBs. Later in embryogenesis a severe loss
ofneural tissue associated with increased apoptotic activity has been observed in the tritocerebrum,
presumably as a consequence ofidentity changes imposed on vnd deficient NB lineages."

Upon vnd overexpression, there is a wide-ranging loss of dorsal-specific gene activity in the
dorsal pNE and NBs, but a largely unaffected ventral-specific gene activity in ventral parts.
Moreover, there is evidence for a partial dorsal-to-ventral transformation of dorsal parts of the
pNE and corresponding NBs, which indicates that Vnd is not only necessary but to some extent
also sufficient to induce ventral traits.
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A Comparison with DV Regionalization ofthe Vertebrate
Telencephalon

The telencephalon derives from paired evaginations of the anterior forebrain that constitute
the most complex structures of the vertebrate CNS. Progress has been made in understanding
the early regional patterning ofthe telencephalon, although the present knowledge about its DV
regionalization is still rudimentary. The telencephalon can be subdivided into a dorsal or pallial
and aventral or subpallial territory and the subpallium further into the lateral ganglionic eminence
(LGE) and aventralmost part, the medial ganglionic eminence (M GE) (Fig. 1).The pallium gives
rise to the cortex, the subpallium to the basal ganglia. The future telencephalic territories can be
defined early in development by the expression ofNkx2.1 in the ventral MGE and Gsh1, Gsh2in
the intermediate LGE, resembling the expression ofvnd and ind in the anlagen ofthe Drosophila
brain. Pax6, the homolog of Drosophila eyeless (ey), is expressed in the dorsal telencephalon
(Fig. 4C). Pax6 is involved in the specification of pallial identity (for a review see refs. 66, 67)
instead ofMsx genes which are not expressed in the telencephalon. Interestingly, Drosophila ey
is likewise preferentially expressed in dorsal/intermediate NBs ofthe protocerebrum, which lack
mshexpression", suggesting that eymay to some extent play the role ofmsh in the anterior brain.
In the telencephalon, Nkx2.1, Gsh2and Pax6are complementary expressed, provide some ofthe
earliest markers for the respective territories and are key regulators for their normal development
(for a review see ref 67).

Genetic Interactions ofColumnar Genes
Although a conserved set ofhomeobox genes is expressed at corresponding DV positions in

the brains ofarthropods and vertebrates, there are differences in their genetic interactions. In the
telencephalon Gsh2and Pax6cross-repress each other, which results in the formation ofa sharp
border between the dorsal and intermediate domains (Fig. 4C, D). Accordingly, in Pax6mutant
mice there is evidence for a dorsal-to-ventral transformation ofdorsal (pallial) structures, which is
opposite to the phenotype in Gsh2 mutants.68-70This behaviour is specific to the telencephalon and
not observed in the spinal cord. Similarly,in the Drosophila protocerebrum and deutocerebrum, ey
and ind are largely expressed in complementary subsets ofNBs.64However, eyexpression does not
seem to depend on Ind, since it does not expandventrally in ind mutants (R.U., unpublished obser
vations), asopposed toPax6in the telencephalon ofGsh2 mutants." In the tritocerebrum, opposite
to the anterior brain, eyis coexpressed withind64

, resembling the situation in the vertebrate spinal
cord, in which the domains ofPax6and Gsh2overlap.41.67 It is worth noting, that Drosophila has a
second Pax6gene, twin ofeyeless (toy), which is largely expressed in the protocerebrum. However,
since ind is coexpressed with toyin the protocerebrum'", it is unlikely that ind and toy (instead of
ey)genetically behave in a way similar to Pax6and Gsh2in the telencephalon.

Among the columnar genes,particularly the family ofNkx/vndgenes seemsto be well conserved
in terms ofexpression and function. In mice carryinga deletion ofNkx2.1 ,a substantial lossofven
tral, especiallyofforebrain structures has been observed. The residual ventral (subpallial) structures
become transfated into dorsal striatal structures." Aninterestingcorrelation between the regulation
ofcolumnar genes in the vertebrate telencephalon and Drosophila deuto- and protocerebrum is
that Nkx2.1 and vnd do not repress the expression of Gsh and ind, respectively. Accordingly, in
Nkx2.1 knockout mouse, aswell as in Drosophila vnd mutants, the expression ofGsh2/indin these
brain regions is not ventrally expanded 51.71, contrary to findings made in the truncal CNS (for a
review see ref 21). Instead ofintermediate Gsb/ind, dorsal-specific marker genes are derepressed
in ventralmost areas ofthe early brain; among these are Pax6,in the vertebrate telencephalon and
ey (to a minor extent) and especially msh in the Drosophila deuto-and tritocerebrum. Together,
this suggests that in Nkx2.1/vnd mutant background, residual ventral brain territories undergo a
ventral-to-dorsal rather than a ventral-to-intermediate transformation, the latter being observed
in the truncal CNS ofboth species.13·73.74
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Genetic Factors Upstream ofthe Columnar Genes
Severalextrinsic signalling molecules are involved in DVpatterningofthe telencephalon, among

which are BMPs, Wnts, Gli, FGFs, Nodal, retinoic acid and the central player Shh (for a review
see refs. 44, 67, 7S). The mechanisms by which Shh induces DV fate might differ between spinal
cord and brain. Whereas in the spinal cord, the fates induced by Shh are concentration-dependent,
Shh-induced fates in the telencephalon depend on timing rather than concentration (for a review
see ref 67). In the telencephalon, the source of secreted Shh is (among others) the prechordal
plate, a mesodermal derivative. Remarkably, the Drosophila homolog, Hh, secreted from the
head mesoderm and foregut, acts on brain morphogenesis by regulating size and apoptosis. hh,
expressed in the foregut, appears to mediate these effects via the Hh receptorpatched (expressed
in brain cells surrounding the foregut). These similarities may indicate an ancient mechanism of
brain patterning via induction." In how far other extrinsic signalling molecules are involved in
DV patterning ofthe Drosophila brain remains to be shown.

Conclusions
A conserved set ofcolumnar genes (msh/Msx, ind/Gsh, vnd/Nkx) is involved in DV regional

ization ofthe brain and truncal CNS in vertebrates and arthropods (Drosophila). The expression
ofcolumnar genes in the brain differs from the truncal CNS in both animal phyla. Remarkably,
the brain-specific expression ofcolumnar genes exibits striking parallels between Drosophila and
mouse in that the anterior borders oftheir domains are corresponding: Expression ofvnd/Nkx2
extends most rostrally, followed by ind/Gshl and finally by msh/Msx3 (for a review see ref 77).
Thus, the expression ofcolumnar genes in the brain is, to some extent, evolutionarily conserved,
not only along the DV axis but also along the AP axis.

Moreover, brain-specific interactions among columnar genes bear some similarities between
vertebrates and Drosophila. For example, Gsh/indare not repressed by Nkx2.1/vnd and expression
ofdorsal factors, instead ofintermediate, is expanded into ventral domains in vnd/Nkx2 mutant
brains. This suggests that at least part of the genetic mechanisms governing DV fate in the brain
have been conserved as well. Differences may become more obvious at the level of upstream
regulating factors. However, in vertebrates, as well as in Drosophila, the genetic basis underlying
DV regionalization of the brain is far from being understood. The Drosophila brain, due to its
comparatively small size, allowing resolution at the level of individually identified cells and to
the powerful genetic and experimental tools available, provides a useful model system to study
these mechanisms in detail. This will facilitate the clarification of the processes underlying DV
regionalization in the brain ofother organisms, including vertebrates.
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CHAPTER 4

Dissection ofthe Embryonic Brain
Using Photoactivated Gene Expression
Jonathan Minden"

Abstract

T he Drosophila brain is generated by a complex series of morphogenetic movements. To
better understand brain development and to provide a guide for experimental manipula
tion ofbrain progenitors, we created a fate map using photoactivated gene expression to

mark cells originatingwithin specific mitotic domains and time-lapse microscopy to dynamically
monitor their progeny. We show that mitotic domains 1, 5, 9, 20 and B give rise to discrete cell
populations within specific regions ofthe brain. Mitotic domains 1, 5 , 9 and 20 give rise to brain
neurons; mitotic domain B produced glial cells. Mitotic domains 5 and 9 produce the antennal
and visual sensory systems, respectively,where each sensory system is composed ofseveraldisparate
cell clusters. Time-lapse analysis ofmarked cells showed complex mitotic and migratory patterns
for cells derived from these mitotic domains.

Introduction
Fate maps serve as critical tools for developmental biologists to chart tissue morphogenesis and

as guides for experimental manipulation. The ideal fate map should contain information about
cell movements, mitotic patterns, morphology, cell-cell contacts and cell death as well as specific
patterns ofgene expression and the consequence ofaltered gene expression and cellular interac
tions. Drosophila fate maps start at the cellular blastoderm stage, which is composed of about
5,000 cells.' Prior to this stage there are no lineage-restricted fates, aside from the pole cells.i The
only physical landmarks at cellular blastoderm are the anterior-posterior and dorsoventral axes.To
fate map the embryo, a Cartesian coordinate system relative to percent position along these axes
was used to mark the initial position ofcells in the blastoderm.v' Mapping was originally done by
ablation'< and more recently by dye marking ofcells.6,7 Ablation studies required the removal of
rather large numbers ofcells since embryos were able to compensate for small losses ofcells.5 The
dye marking approaches have been very successful, but are limited in that they do not provide a
means to alter the behavior ofthe marked cells.

Alternative fate mapping methods are: gynandomorph analysis"and the generation ofmitotic
clones.t The latter method is useful for producing marked clones ofcells.These methods produce
genetically perturbed clones ofcells, but there is little control over their location.

To develop a more reliable and precise coordinate system than the Cartesian coordinate system,
we took advantage ofthe mitotic domain map. Mitotic domains are bilaterally symmetric groups
ofcells that divide in a stereotypic sequence that are indicators ofcell fate.IO,II Cells within a mi
totic domain are restricted to a limited set of fates that are distinct from the sets of cellular fates
observed in neighboring mitotic domains.I2,13
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To enable the marking ofcells in a spatially and temporally restricted manner, we developed a
method for activatinggene expression using a micro-beam oflight. 12 This method, which is referred
to as photoactivated gene expression, is based on the GAL4-expression method." Instead ofsup
plying GAL4 genetically, chemically "caged" GAL4VP16 is injected into syncytial stage embryos
that carry a UAS-transgene. Expression ofthe UAS-transgene is activated by briefly irradiating the
cell, or cells, of choice with a long-wavelength UV microbeam, thus un-caging the GAL4VP16
protein. This method has been used to activate the expression ofbenign markers, such as LacZ and
GFP, and to alter cell behavior. Time-lapse microscopy and whole-mount embryo preparations
are used to track the behavior ofmarked cells.

This chapter focuses on the origin of the embryonic brain. We show that the brain is derived
from five separate mitotic domains, each ofwhich undergo distinct morphogenetic behaviors to
generate discrete, non-overlapping regions ofthe brain. Several different mechanisms are used to
internalize blastoderm cells.

Procephalic Blastoderm Fate Map
The procephalic region ofthe embryo is made up ofthirteen mitotic domains (individual mi

totic domains willbe abbreviated as f}N).We have fate mapped eleven procephalic mitotic domains
(for sz, f}8, f}10, f}15 see ref 12; for f}3, f}18, f}20see ref 13; for f}1, f}5, f}9, f}B see ref 15). All of
these mitotic domains produced non-overlapping sets of distinctly fated cells. Of these mitotic
domains, f}1, f}5, f}9, f}20 and f}B form the embryonic brain. We were interested in determining
the morphogenetic movements ofbrain-forming cells. How are these cells internalized? Do they
form discrete brain regions? Do they differentiate into neurons and glia? What other cell-types are
generated by these mitotic domains? To map the fates ofcellswithin selected mitotic domains, we
used photoactivated gene expression to initially mark cellsand monitored their development either
by three-dimensional, time-lapse microscopy or post-fixation immunohistochemical staining.

Brain-Forming Mitotic Domains Populate Distinct Brain Regions
Mitotic domains 1, 5, 9 and B occupy a large area that roughly corresponds to the proce

phalic neuroectoderm (Fig.lA). The strategy for mapping how these mitotic domains contribute
to the brain, was to photoactivate patches ofcells within a chosen mitotic domain in UAS-lacZ
or UAS-nGFP embryos during stage 8. Photoactivated embryos were aged to stages 14-16 and
immuno-stained or live-imaged to detect the expression of the' UAS-transgene product. Mitotic
domains 1, 5 and 9 generated cells that occupied discrete regions ofthe brain, suggesting that they
may be neurons rather than glial cells,which are scattered," Mitotic domain B produced a dispersed
population ofcells that will be discussed later. A compendium ofmany mapping experiments was
prepared (Figs. IB,C and 2B). Each colored line in Figure IB,C outlines the region ofmarked cells
observed in a single embryo mapped onto a dorsal or lateral view ofthe embryonic brain. These
data show that all three mitotic domains give rise to three distinct, non-overlapping regions ofthe
embryonic brain, demonstrating their early regional specification. The axons emanating from these
mitotic domains follow very different paths, indicating their distinct character.

Time-lapse recordings ofphotoactivated UAS-nGFP embryos revealed the complex morpho
genetic movements made by each ofthese mitotic domains to form part ofthe brain (Fig. 2). The
schematic shown in Figure 2B starts at stage 9 when GFP fluorescence is clearly visible, 60-90
minutes following photoactivation. A significant amount ofcell movement takes place in the head
between stage 7, when cells were photoactivated, and stage 9, placing the cells from each mitotic
domain some distance from the site ofphotoactivation (compare Fig. lA and Fig 2B, stage 9). The
migration pattern is also distinct for each mitotic domain. The following sections will highlight
unique features of these mitotic domains.

Mitotic Domain 1 Generates AnteriorProtocerebrum Neurons
Mitotic domain 1 is a large, two-lobed region. Photoactivation ofdifferent regions off}1 gener

ated clones ofdifferent cell-types. Photoactivation ofthe anterior-ventral region off}1 revealed that
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Figure 1, viewed on previous page. Fate mapping of 01, 05, and 09 cells. For all figures, the
embryo anterior is to the left. Dorsally mounted embryos are indicated by a horizontal arrow
pointing to the anterior, marked A. Laterally mounted embryos are indicated by a vertical
arrow pointing dorsally, marked D. The stage of the embryo is indicated in the bottom left
corner of each panel. A) Schematic representation of the head mitotic domains at stage 7,
which was used to guide photoactivation experiments. B,C) Cartoon of the regions within the
embryonic brain that are populated by each mitotic domain. Each line represents results from
an individual embryo (ol-red n =31, OS-green n =21, 09-blue n =31). The remaining panels
show micrographs of photoactivated embryos. The affected brain hemisphere is bounded by
a solid line. D-F) Photoactivation of 01. D) 2-4 cell photoactivation of a UAS-nGFPembryo
stained with anti-GFP antibody (green) and anti-ELAV (red). The 01 derived cells are visible
in both the brain (solid arrow) and the clypeolabrum (CL). E,F) 2-4 cell photoactivation of
UAS-tauGFPembryos. The arrowheads indicate the pioneer axons of the embryonic peduncle.
G-K) Photoactivation of 05. All images are of 5-8 cell photoactivations. G) A photoactivated
UAS-lacZ embryo showing the four different 05 structures: the posterior group within the
brain (solid arrow), the middle group just anterior to the brain (open arrow), the anterior
group (open arrowhead) and the epithelial group (bracketed). The axon connecting the
posterior and middle groups is indicated by the closed arrowhead. H,I) A UAS-lacZ embryo
stained with antibodies against f3-galactosidase (green) and Fasll (red). H) Composite image
of 3 adjacent optical sections showing Fasll-positive: optic lobe (outlined with dashed line),
Bolwig's organ (asterisk) and Bolwig's nerve (yellow arrowhead). GFP-expressing, 05 brain
cells are in a different focal plane (solid arrow) that is adjacent to optic lobe. The 05 anterior
group (open arrowhead) is adjacent to Bolwig's organ. I) An in-focus optical section of the
GFP-positive 05 cells within the brain (solid arrow). J) A 05 photoactivated UAS-nGFPembryo
stained with anti-GFP (green) and anti-ELAV (red; using the same arrow scheme as panel G).
K) Composite of projected images of a os-photoactivated, UAS-tauGFP embryo (using the
same arrow scheme as panel G). The bifurcated axon tract projecting to the maxillary com
plex is indicated by a notched arrow. L-P) Photoactivation of 09. L) 2-4 cell photoactivation
of a UAS-lacZ embryo stained with anti-f3-galactosidase (green) and anti-ELAV (red). The
closed arrowhead indicates an axon extending toward the ventral nerve cord. M) Single cell
photoactivation of a UAS-lacZ embryo histochemically stained with anti-f3-galactosidase.
The closed arrowhead indicates an axon extending to contralateral brain hemisphere. N) 2-4
cell photoactivation of a UAS-lacZ embryo stained with anti-f3-galactosidase (green) and
anti-Repo (red). The arrow indicates the patch of f3-galactosidase-positive cells that were not
expressing Repo. 0) Single cell photoactivation of 09 in a UAS-lacZ embryo histochemically
stained with anti-f3-galactosidase showing marked epidermal (closed arrowhead) and brain
cells (closed arrow). P) 5-8 cell photoactivation of 09 in a UAS-lacZ embryo histochemically
stained with anti-f3-galactosidase showing marked migratory cells (arrow) throughout the
entire embryo. Yolk auto-fluorescence which appears in the green fluorescence channel is
masked gray in D, J, Land N. Reprinted from: Robertson K et al. Dev Bioi 2003; 260:124-137;
©2003 with permission from Elsevier."

this region contributed mostly to the clypeolabrum (Fig. ID, see the green fluorescent cells outside
of the brain as indicated by the letters CL). The posterior-dorsal region gave rise to cells located
predominantly in the anterior-medial part ofthe protocerebrum (when referring to brain location,
we use the neuroaxis as the frame ofreference) (Fig. 1D- F and cartooned in Fig. 1B,C, see the areas
bounded by the red lines). These results indicate that 01 is divided into two sub-regions.

In the protocerebrum, marked 01 cells populated two adjacent clusters of cells. These cells
co-labeled with the pan-neuronal marker, ELAV (Fig.ID, arrow).'? In contrast, very few oI-derived
cells expressed the glial cell marker, Repo." Less than 2%ofthe marked 01 cells were glia, indicat
ing that 01 cells gave rise to neurons rather than bipotential progenitors. Time-lapse analysis of
photoactivated 01 cells showed that these cells were internalized en mass. The mass then moved
posteriorly along the midline to their final position in the protocerebrum (Fig. 2B).

The location and double cluster appearance of 01 neurons suggested that they may form the
embryonic mushroom bodies. To further test this possibility, 01 axons were marked by photoac
tivation using UAS-tauGFP embryos. These TauGFP marked axons had the typical morphology
of the embryonic mushroom bodies {Fig. IE,F, arrowhead).19.2o
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Mitotic Domain 5 Produces the EmbryonicAntennalSystem
Mitotic domain 5,which is initially located just anterior to the cephalic furrow near the dorsal

midline (Fig. lA), produces four distinct cellpopulations; one epidermal and three neuronal (Fig.
IG, 2A,B). Time-lapse analysis of photoactivated UAS-nGFP embryos revealed the complex
migration pattern of this mitotic domain (Fig. 2A). The photoactivated patch ofcells first elon
gated along the edge ofthe cephalic furrow adjacent to the maxillary segment (Fig. 2A, frame 1,
stage 9). The most anterior-ventral cells remained in the epidermis and moved to the anterior tip
of the embryo. As head involution began, the non-epidermal ~5 progeny became internalized at
the boundary between the mandibulary and maxillary segments and separated into two popula
tions (Fig. 2A, frames 5-6, stages 13-14). The inward movement ofthese cells appeared to be via
invagination. One population, the posterior group, which ultimately forms the antennallobe
of the brain, remained stationary at the mid-anterior region of the embryonic brain, while the
second group migrated over the ventral surface ofthe developing brain (Fig. 2A, frames 6-7, stage
14-15). This was followed by another splitting of cells from the second group, which migrated
into the position ofthe antennal sensory organ (Fig. 2A, frames 7, stage 15). This culminated in
populations of "oJ20 posterior group, "oJ5-6 middle group and 2-4 anterior group cells; the number
ofepidermal cellswas not determined.

Immuno-chemical staining of~5 photoactivated UAS-lacZ embryos showed that the three
internalized populations were connected by axonal fibers (Fig. IG, solid arrowhead). All four
groups of cells arising from ~5 are shown in Fig. 1G. The neuronal character of cells within
these groups was revealed by counter-staining with anti-ELAV antibody; about half of the
photoactivated cells within the anterior and posterior groups expressed ELAV (Fig. IJ, arrow,
open arrowhead). We further confirmed the neuronal nature ofthe ~5 derived brain cells,aswell
as those ofthe anterior group, by photoactivating ~5 cells in UAS-tauGFP embryos. Tau-GFP
highlighted the axons ofthe posterior group within the brain, the axon tracts between the groups
and the structure of the most anterior group (Fig. lK). The axons of the ~5-derived brain cells
can also be seen extending into other parts ofthe brain (Fig. 1K). Many ofthese processes appear
to terminate in the region of the brain populated by ~1 mushroom body precursors (compare
Fig. lK and E, which correspond to ~5 and ~1, respectively).

The pattern of~5 cell types was reminiscent of the cell types produced by ~20, which will be
described later.13 The morphogenetic movements of~5 and ~20 were also similar; but not identi
cal, ~20 cells form a more elongated pattern prior to internalization. We confirmed that mitotic
domains 5 and 20 yielded different structures by photoactivating ~5 cells in UAS-lacZ embryos
and immuno-stained for FasII and (3-galactosidase expression. FasII is expressed in the optic lobe,
Bolwig's nerve and Bolwig'sorgan, but not antennal cells." FasII was not expressed in any ofthe
photoactivated ~5 cells (Fig.lH,I). ~5-derivedbrain cells (Fig. IH,I, closed arrow) were adjacent
to the optic lobe (Fig. IH and I, broken line); there was no overlap. Likewise,~5 cells in the ante
rior group (Fig. IH, open arrowhead) were adjacent to Bolwig'sorgan, not overlapping (Fig. IH,
asterisk). Thus, ~5-derived cells do not contribute to any part ofthe visual system.

The morphology and position of the ~5-derived cells indicate that this mitotic domain gives
rise to the antennal sensory system,where the anterior group corresponds to the antennal sensory
organ and the posterior group, which is in the brain, corresponds to the antennallobe.

Mitotic Domain 9Produces ThreeApparently Unrelated Cell Types
A unique feature of~9 is that the entire cell population divides perpendicularly to the embry

onic surface during the 14th mitosis, creating two populations ofcells,predicted to be epidermal
and brain.'? To ensure that both layers ofprogeny were marked, ~9 cellswere irradiated prior to,
or during, the 14th mitosis. Three distinct cell types were derived from ~9: posterior brain (Fig.
lL-N), dorsal midline epidermis (Fig. 10, closed arrowhead) and an unidentified population of
migratory cells (Fig. IP).

To determine the lineage relationship ofthese three cellpopulations, different-sized patches of
cellswithin ~9 were photoactivated in UAS-lacZ and UAS-GFP embryos (Table 1). Time-lapse
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Table 1. Distribution ofdifferent cell types arising from {)9

Cell Type(s)*

E
B
M
E+B
E+M
B+M
E+ B +M

Single Cell
Photoactivation
(Percent, n =29)

10
31
7

45
o
o
7

2-4 Cell
Photoactivation
(Percent, n =72)

4
15
21
13
o
28
19

5-8 Cell
Photoactivation
(Percent, n =24)

o
o
12
13
o
29
46

*E indicates epithelial cells; B indicates brain cells; M indicates migratory cells.
Different sized patches of 69 cells were photoactivated in UAS-lacZ embryos just prior to, or during,
the 14th mitosis. The embryos were aged to stage 14 through 16 and stained with anti-B-galactosidase
antibody. Only embryos with multiple marked cells were scored. Reprinted from: Robertson K et
al. Dev Bioi 2003; 260:124-137; ©2003 with permission from Elsevier,"

recordings showed that all three cell types experienced significant amounts ofcell death, making
it extremely difficult to draw firm conclusions about lineage relationships. The origin ofthe migra
tory cells is not clear. None of the clones were composed ofboth epithelial and migratory cells,
indicating that epithelial cells do not give rise to migratory cellsdirectly. Thus, the migratory cells
are either derived from brain progenitors or delaminated directly from the blastoderm. A significant
fraction ofembryos had marked migratory-only clones, particularlywith 2-4 cellphotoactivation,
supporting the delamination hypothesis. The brain- and migratory-cell progenitors appear to be
evenly distributed across ~9.

Time-lapse analysisrevealed that initially the brain and epidermal progenitors moved in unison
anterior and dorsally, before separating, leaving the epidermal cells at the dorsal midline (Fig. 2B,
stage 12, blue hatching), while the brain progenitors continue to move posteriorly to their final
location in the brain (Fig. 2B).All photoactivated ~9 brain cells expressed ELAV (Fig. lL); none
expressed Repo (Fig. IN), indicating69-derived brain cellsare neurons, not glia. These neurons oc
cupied the deutero-, proto- and tritocerebrum (Fig. 1C,L), thus, the formation ofthe three cerebral
neuromeres does not appear to be specified by separate mitotic domains. In many embryos an axon
could be seen to project either through the tritocerebrum toward the ventral nerve cord (Fig. lL,
closed arrowhead) or toward the contralateral hemisphere through the tritocerebral commissure
(Fig. 1M, closed arrowhead). These structures are similar to those described by Therianos et al.22

Mitotic Domain 20 Generates the Entire Visual System
Mitotic domain 20 is the most posterior of the three dorsal head mitotic domains (Fig. 3A).

A small number of cells within ~20 was marked by photoactivating UAS-lacZ expression. Since
the cells in ~20 divide much later than surrounding mitotic domains and most ofthe cells divide
inside the cephalic furrow," it was difficult to distinguish ~20 cells as they divide. Therefore, ~20
cells were identified as those cells surrounded by the amnioserosa and mitotic domains 5, 18 and
B (Fig. 3A, green circle).

Photoactivating cells in the center of~20 gave rise to a set ofbilaterally symmetrical structures
spanning from the anterior tip to the brain (Fig. 3B), including many head sensory organs and
nerves of the peripheral nervous system (PNS), the posterior part of the brain, and the dorsal
pouch epithelium above the clypeolabrum. Activation of~20 cells also gave rise to a significant
amount ofcellular debris, indicating that some cells were dying. Photoactivation procedure does
not affect cell death patterns."
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Figu re 2. Time-lapse images and car
toon of UAS-nCFP embryo following
photoactivation. Column A) A series
of images from a time-lapse record
ing of a 05 photoact ivated embryo.
The GFP fluorescence is shown in
negative so that marked cells appear
black overlaying transmitted light im
ages. Lateral view of stages 9-16 as
a projection of seven 5 lim optical
sections. Column B) Diagrammatic
representation of the position of the
progenyfrommitoticdomains1, 5, and
9 from stage 9 to 16 shown as a lat
eral view. This series was constructed
from multipletime-lapse experiments
(ol- red, oS-green, 09-blue, the brain
is outlined in black). Reprinted from:
Robertson K et al. Dev Bioi 2003;
260:124-137; ©2003 with permission
from Elsevier."
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B '\

Figure 3. Fate mapping of lI20. A) Individual cells of the dorsal head mitotic doma ins were
visualized by the expression of nuclear GFP (Ubi-CFPnls) by confocal microscopy. lI20 is
highlighted with a gray border. The numbers indicate mitotic domains. Interphase nuclei ap
pear bright and have sharp edges while mitotic cells are large and appear diffuse. The white
arrows point to the cephalic furrow. The gray circle indicates a typical size and location of the
UVphotoactivation beam. All embryos are shown with anterior to the left. B) Fatesof mitotic
domains were visualized by GAL4 dependent activation of lacZ usingthe photoactivated gene
expression system. Shown here is a dorsal view of a stage 17 embryo with photoactivated
lI20cells. Cells in the posterior part of the brain (white arrow) and head PNS (including axons
projecting to the brain; arrows) were marked as well as cellular debris (arrow heads). CoG)
Developmental time-course oflI20. Dorsal(C)and lateral(Dto G)imagesoflI20-photoactivated
embryos. The marked cells were visualized with an anti-f-galactosldase antibody. C)The cells
in lI20 moved away from the dorsal midline during germband extension. D) At late stage 11 ,
the cells reached the dorsal border of the gnathal segments. The first sign of cell death was
apparent as a small spot moving away from the group of marked cells (arrow). E) At stage 13,
the marked lI20cells extended along the lateral surface. F) During stage 14, the ventral cells
cont inued to move anteriorly into the stomodeal invagination. G)Atthe end ofembryogenesis,
cells were distributed into three clusters (arrowheads); the anterior tip, dorsal pouch and the
brain, connected via nerve-like projections (arrow). Reprinted from: Namba R, Minden JS .
Dev Bioi 1999; 212:465-476; '01999 with permission from Elsevier."
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(\20 starts as a single domain on the dorsal midline. Duringgerm band extension, the cellsof(\20
moved bilaterally away from the dorsal midline (Fig . 3C). By two hours after photoactivation at
stage 7, most (\20 cells had migrated laterally away from the dorsal midline where they formed the
dorsal border ofthe gnathal segments (Fig. 3D). By the end ofstage 13, the cells formed a narrow
strip spanning from the ventral to the dorsal surface (Fig. 3E) . At the end ofembryogenesis, cells
in this narrow strip were distributed into three clusters spanning the entire length ofthe head (Fig.
3F). The ventral (\20 cells moved anteriorly with the gnathal segments during stomodeal invagina
tion (Fig. 3G) and eventually reached the anterior tip . The more dorsal (\20 cells formed the dorsal
ridge and became a part ofthe dorsal pouch,while some cells delaminated and occupied the ventral
posterior part ofthe brain lobe. The cells in the brain lobe were usually connected to a cell cluster
in the anterior tip of the embryo by long nerve-like projections (Fig. 3G arrow).

Photoactivation of(\20 marked a pair oflateral clusters ofcells in the dorsal pouch adjacent to the
pharynx in the stage 16 embryo (Fig. 4A). This cluster projected a nerve to the posterior part ofthe
brain and the entire projection path was marked by the lacZexpression. The location and morphol
ogy ofthis structure suggested that it was the larval photoreceptor organ, Bolwigs organ,which was
confirmed by stainingwith a PNS-specific antibody, mAb 22C10.23

•
24 Double staining (\20 activated

embryos for ~-galactosidase expression and with mAb22C 10 showed that the photoactivared (\20
cells coincided with the Bolwig's organ, fasciculated axons ofthe Bolwig 's organ (Bolwig's nerve),
and cells at the termini ofBolwig's nerve presumably in the optic lobe (Fig. 4B).

In addition to producing the larval visual system, some (\20 cells were observed to form an
epithelium on top ofthe Bolwig'snerve projection path (Fig. 4, white arrows). The Bolwig's nerve

c

OL

D

BO

,.
•

. OL

Figure 4.020 generates the larval visual system. A,B) Dorsal view of 020 marked embryos . A)
~-galactosidase was expressed in the Bolwig's organ (BO), Bolwig's nerve (BN) and the optic
lobe (Ol.). White arrows point to cells in the dorsal pouch on top of the Bolwig's nerve path. B)
~-galactosidase expression (blue) in the larval visual system overlaps with PNSmarker expres
sion as visualized with mAb22C10 (brown). C-E) Single-cell photoactivation of 020; marked
cells were found in the developing larval visual system at stage 14 (C) and at stage 17 (D),
both lateral views. They were confined to the Bolwig's organ (BO), the optic lobe (Ol.) and the
dorsal pouch (arrows). E) A dorsal view of an embryo with marked cells in both optic lobes.
Reprinted from : Namba R, Minden JS. Dev Bioi 1999; 212:465-476; ©1999 with permission
from Elsevier." A color version of this figure is available onl ine at www.eurekah.com .
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extends posteriorly from the Bolwig's organ located inside the dorsal pouch epithelium and makes
a sharp, ventral turn near the posterior edge ofthe dorsal pouch to follow along the basal surface
ofthe brain into the optic lobe. The 620 cells that formed the epithelial structure were often found
at or near where the Bolwigs nerve made the ventral turn, which corresponds to the location of
the eye-antennal disc placode.

Photoactivation ofsingle cells in the center of620 gave rise to marked cells in the optic lobe,
Bolwig's organ, and a small area of the dorsal pouch, presumably the eye-antennal disc placode,
exclusively (Fig. 4C,D). This photoactivation typically marked the larval visual system either on
the left- or right-hand side of the embryo, while a small fraction of these embryos had marked,
visual system cells on both sides ofthe embryo midline (Fig. 4E) .These results show that all ofthe
cell-types that make up the larval visual system can be derived from a single 620 cell.

Mitotic Domain B Generates Brain Glia
Progeny of mitotic domains 1, S and 9 populated almost all of the brain volume (Fig. IB,C).

None ofthese mitotic domains generated significant numbers ofglial cells. Photoactivation ofthe
remaining mitotic domain,6B, revealed a major source ofbrain glia. Photoactivation ofcellsin three
locations along the length ofth iselongated mitotic domain (Fig. IA) in UAS-nGFP embr yos revealed
that their progeny formed small clusters ofcells in the presumptive protocerebrum at stage 14 (Fig.
SA, solid arrow). The distribution ofthese clusters in the stage 14 embryonic brain is diagrammed
in Figure SE,F.These clusters were located deep within the brain and were variable in size. Each of
the clusters ofmarked 6B cellswas surrounded by dispersed cells (Fig. SA and cartooned as dots in

Figure 5. Brain glia originate from oB. A-C) 2-4 cell photoactivation of oB in a UAS-nGFP
embryo stained with anti-GFP (green) and anti-Repo (red). A) Shows the green fluorescent
channel. A cluster of GFP-positive cells below the focal plane (indicated by the solid arrow)
that is surrounded by individual cells (solid arrowhead) . B)Shows the anti-Repo signal reveal
ing glial cells. C) Shows the superposition of A and B. Notice the double labeled cells (solid
arrowhead) and Repo-only glial cells (open arrowhead) . D) 2-4 cell photoactivation of oB in a
UAS-nGFP embryo stained with anti-GFP (green) and anti-ELAV (red). Not ice that none of the
GFP-positive cells also express the neuronal marker, ELAV. E,F) Schematic representations of
marked oBcells within the brain , lateral and dorsal views, respectively. The blue outlined areas
represent marked clusters; the blue dots represent isolated cells. Reprinted from: Robertson
K et al. Dev Bioi 2003; 260:124-137; ©2003 with permission from Elsevier."
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Fig. SE,F). Three-quarters of~Bphotoactivated embryos had marked, dispersed brain cells that also
expressed Repo, indicating that they were glial cells (Fig. SA-C). None of the marked cells in bB
photoactivated embryos expressed ELAV (Fig. SD), indicating that they are unlikely to be neurons.
There are two classesofembryonic brain glia: the subperineural glia that are mostly located in the
brain periphery and the neuropil glia.16 Glial cells arising from bB were identified as subperineural
glia by their position. Neuropil glia were never observed, suggesting that this subtype ofglial cells
may arise from a different source.

Conclusion
The most difficult aspect offate mapping the head region ofthe Drosophila embryo is its com

plex morphogenesis. We have fate mapped the majority ofmitotic domains within the Drosophila
procephalic blastoderm using the photoactivated gene expression system and determined that the
embryonic brain develops from five mitotic domains: bl (posterior-dorsal part), bS, ~9, ~20 and
bB. The final position ofthe mitotic domain progenywithin the brain does not reflect their relative
blastoderm positions. Thus, the mitotic domains follow specific morphogenetic trajectories. Several
different mechanisms are employed to internalize brain progenitors: the posterior-dorsal part of
bland bB invaginate en mass, ~S and b20 also invaginate together, and ~9 uses oriented mitosis
and possibly delamination. Together, these mitotic domains constitute non-overlapping regions
ofthe brain. This fate map will provide an avenue for performing region-specific experiments. The
discrete behavior ofthe brain-forming mitotic domains raises several interesting questions about
the ancestral origin ofthe brain. One such question is, did the various brain compartments evolve
from a common group ofcells and later specialize or did the compartments evolve independently
and later coalesce to form the brain?
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CHAPTERS

Design ofthe Larval Chemosensory System
Reinhard F. Stocker"

Abstract

Given that smell and taste are vital senses for most animal species, it is not surprising that
chemosensation has become a strong focus in neurobiological research. Much of what
we know today about how the brain "mirrors" the chemical environment has derived

from simple organisms like Drosophila. This is because their chemosensory system includes only
a fraction of the cell number of the mammalian system, yet often exhibits the same basic design.
Recent studies aimed at establishing fruitfly larvae as a particularly simple model for smell and
taste have analyzed the expression patterns ofolfactory and gustatory receptors, the circuitry of
the chemosensory system and its behavioral output. Surprisingly, the larval olfactory system shares
the organization ofits adult counterpart, though comprising much reduced cell numbers. It thus
indeed provides a "minimal" model system of general importance. Comparing adult and larval
chemosensory systems raises interesting questions about their functional capabilities and about
the processes underlying its transformation through metamorphosis.

Introduction
The sensesofsmell and taste create representations of the chemical environment in the brain.

Understandinghow the nervous system fulfills this amazing task-given the diversity ofmolecules,
concentrations and blends-is a major challenge in neurobiology. A breakthrough in chemosensory
research was prompted by the identification ofodorant receptor genes in rodents,' in C. elegans,2
and in Drosopbila.r' The expression patterns of these genes turned out to be an ideal tool for
dissecting the olfactory circuits.l" These studies allowed to confirm earlier assumptions that the
olfactory systems ofmammals and insects are organized according to common principles,"!' even
though the insect brain comprises only a fraction ofthe cell numbers ofthe mammalian brain. It is
therefore not surprising that insect species like Manduca sexta, Apismellifera and D. melanogaster
have become attractive models for investigating the chemical senses.

Does the larval chemosensory system of flies or other holometabolous insects offer an even
simpler alternative? Adults and larvae are anatomically and behaviorally much different, reflecting
their different life-styles.Adult flies,for example, search for food, mates, and egg-layingsubstrates,
all ofwhich requires sophisticated odor analysis. Fly larvae, in contrast, live directly on their food,
and hence may not need long-range odor detection. Compatible with this notion, their olfactory
system in terms of cell numbers is massively reduced. Nevertheless, its basic organization is sur
prisingly similar to the adult design, turning the Drosophila larva into a new, "elementary" model
system for srnell.!':"

*Dr. Reinhard F. Stocker-Department of Biology, University of Fribourg,l 0, Chemin du Musee,
CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland. Email: reinhard.stocker@unifr.ch

Brain Developmentin Drosophila melanogaster, edited by Gerhard M. Technau.
©2008 Landes Bioscience and Springer Science+ Business Media.
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Chemosensory Organs ofthe Larval Head
The chemosensory equipment of the larval head of D. melanogaster includes three external

sense organs, dorsal organ (DO), terminal organ (TO) and ventral organ (VO), as well as three
pharyngeal organs 16.21(Fig. 1).Each of these organs consists ofseveral sensilla comprising one to
nine neurons and three accessory cells, allofwhich are collected below a common cuticular hair
or terminal pore . The DO is composed ofa multiporous "dome" suggesting olfactory function, as
well as six peripheral sensilla.InMusca, fiveofthese six peripheral sensilla and most ofthe TO and
VO sensilla are characterized by a terminal pore indicating gustatory function.22.24In Drosophila,
the olfactory function ofthe dome was confirmed by electrophysiological recording'P?and genetic
ablation studiesP·26.27 Indeed, selective block of the 21 sensory neurons of the dome confirmed
their identity as the unique odorant receptor neurons (ORNs) of the larvap·27 Hence, the DO
seems to be a mixed organ for smell and taste, while the TO and the VO respond to tastants only.
In addition, all three organs may also include mechanosensory.P'" therrnosensory," and hygro
sensory neurons. The ganglia ofthe DO, TO and VO comprise 36-37,32 and 7 sensory neurons,
respectively," The dendrites ofthe 21 ORNs ofthe DO extend as seven triplets into the dome, 12
additional DO neurons innervate the six peripheral sensilla of the DO, and the remaining three
DO neurons atypically project toward one ofthe TO sensilla.20,29,30

The dorsal and ventral pharyngeal sense organs comprising 17and 16neurons, respectively, are
situated immediately behind the mouthhooks. They include multiple sensilla and may represent
gustatory and mechanosensory organs .16,20,21 The small posterior pharyngeal sense organ is located
further back on the gut and is composed oftwo sensilla with three neurons each."

Figure 1. The chemosensory system of the larval head. The dorsal organ (DO) comprises
the olfactory dome (grey) and a few putative taste sensilla (small circles). The terminal organ
(TO), the ventral organ (VO), as well as the dorsal, ventral and posterior pharyngeal sense
organs (DPS, VPSand PPS, respectively) include mainly taste sensilla. Neuronal cell bodies
are collected in ganglia below each sense organ. Three neurons innervating the TO are lo
cated in the ganglion of the DO . Odorant receptor neurons (blue) from the dome send their
axon via the antennal nerve (AN) into the larval antennallobe (LAL). Local interneurons (LN)
interconnect the glomeruli of the LAL, while projection neurons (pN; green) link the LAL with
the mushroom body calyx and the lateral horn (LH). An intrinsic mushroom body Kenyon
cell (KC; red) is shown. Axons from putative taste receptor neurons (brown) extend via four
different nerves to the CNS and end in the suboesophageal region (SOG). LBN labial nerve,
LN labral nerve, MN maxillary nerve.
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Olfactoryprojections in the eNS are supra-oesophageal, whereas taste information issent to the
sub-oesophageal ganglion (Fig. 1). Different from adults, all olfactory projections remain ipsilat
eral. Neurons from the DO ganglion, regardless oftheir modality and irrespective ofwhether they
extend to the DO or TO, connect to the brain via the antennal nerve. 20,31 The supra-oesophageal
labral nerve carries the afferents from the dorsal and posterior pharyngeal sense organs, whereas
the sub-oesophageal maxillary and labial nerves comprise those from the TO and VO ganglia,
and from the ventral pharyngeal sense organ, respectively.17,18,20,21

OlfactorySystem

Odorant Receptors and Their Expression Patterns
Odorant receptors (0Rs) define the spectrum ofdetectable odors. Their expression pattern

across the population of0 RNs provides the basis for a combinatorial code in their target areas in
the brain which allows to interpret a practically unlimited number ofodors and odor mixtures,
This seems to be true both for mammals'V' and for Drosophila. 3,4,7,8

In adult Drosophila, two related sub-families ofchemosensory receptors have been identified,
an OR family comprising 62 members3,4,32,33 and a family of gustatory receptors (GRs) with 60
members (see Gustatory Receptorsand TheirExpression Pattern).32-36 Similar to mammals, fly0 RNs
express in general a single OR.3,4,37,38 For many ORs, odorant response spectra and expression pat
terns have been studied.F'" Afferents ofORNs expressing a given OR converge onto one or two
glomeruli in the antennal Iobe.Y'" analogous to the mammalian olfactory system. Hence, odor
information carried by ORNs is translated into a pattern ofglomerular activation.v'"

The logic ofOrgene expression in the larval olfactorysystem, despite its simplicity, is surprisingly
similar to the adult logic.12,13,27 For 2S Orgenes, expression was shown by in situ hybridization and
via Or-Gal4 driver lines (Table 1).12 However, there is evidence ofa few additional candidate larval
Orgenes.12,13,45 Each ofthe 21 larval 0 RNs expressesthe atypical receptor 0 R83b, known also from
adult flies,which is involved in proper localization and function of"conventional" 0 Rs.27,46,47 The
large majority of the ORNs express one conventional OR along with OR83b, while two ORNs
were shown to coexpress two additional ORs apart from OR83b.12 Given that the number of
identified ORs exceeds the total number ofORNs, a few more cases of triple OR expression are
to be expected. Taken together, the number ofprimary olfactory "qualities" in the larva, reflected
by the number of0 Rs expressed, is considerably smaller compared to the approximately 60 quali
ties in adults. Interestingly, of the 2S well characterized larval Orgenes, 13 are larval-specific.P'"
whereas the remaining 12 Orgenes are expressed in adults as well (Table 1).3,4,8,32,48

Using the "emtpy neuron approach', i.e., expressing single Or genes in adult anosmic mutant
ORNS,37-39 the electrophysiological responses of 11 larval ORs to a panel of 29 known adult or
larval stimulants26,38,39,49-51 were recorded.P'Ihe reaction spectra observed were very diverse, ranging
from an 0 R that responded only to a single tested odorant, to 0 Rs which responded up to nine
odorants." Odorants that elicited strong responses usually did so from multiple receptors. Some
oRs responded most strongly to aliphatic compounds, while others were preferentially tuned
to aromatic compounds. Most of the responses were excitatory, but some ORs were strongly
inhibited by one compound and excited by another. Response dynamics and odor sensitivities
varied largely among different receptors. .

GlomerularArchitecture ofthe LarvalAntennalLobe
The larval olfactory circuitry is surprisingly similar to the adult circuitry, though much reduced

in terms ofcell numbers. Olfactoryafferents terminate in the larval antennallobe (LAL). Their
targets are local interneurons, which provide lateral connections in the LAL, and projection
neurons (PNs), which link the LAL via the inner antennocerebral tract with higher order olfac
tory centers, the mushroom body (MB) calyx and the lateral horn (Fig. 1).15,20,52 Analogous to
the adult fly, larval ORNs and PNs seem to be cholinergic, whereas most or even all of the local
interneurons may be GABAergic.53
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Table 1. ORgenes and GRgenes expressedin the larva

In Situ Gal4
Hybridization Driver Lines

Or1a L + +
Or2a L+A +
Or7a L +A +
Or13a L+A + +
Or22a L+A +
Or22c L + +
Or24a L + +
Or30a L + +
Or33a L +A + +
Or33b* L + A + +
Or35a L+A + +
Or42a L+A + +
Or42b L+A + +
Or45a L + +
Or45b L + +
Or47a* L+A + +
Or49a L+A +
Or59a L + +
Or63a L + +
Or67b L +A + +
Or67c L+A +
Or74a L + +
Or82a L+A + +
Or83a L + +
Or83b*** L +A + +
Or85c L +
Or85d L+A +
Or94a** L +
Or94b** L +

Gr2a L +A +
Gr21a L+A +
Gr22e L +A +
Gr28be L+A +
Gr32a L+A +
Gr63a L+A +
Gr66a L +A +

L/A: expression in larval/adult chemosensory neurons. Or33b/Or47a (*) and Or94a/Or94b (**) are
coexpressed in the same ORN.12 Or83b (***) encodes an atypical, ubiquitously expressed OR.12,27
Or data are from references 12 and 13, data in italics from reference 45, and Gr data are from refer
ences 12 and 36.

The expression patterns of ORN-specific Gal4driver lines revealed the presence of glomer
ulus-like subregions in the LAL.20 FLP-out labeling'" applied to the ORN-specific Or83b-Ga14
line27,42 allowed to visualize individual ORNs in the background of me remaining, differently
labeled ORNs.1s Each ORN ended up invariably in a single LAL glomerulus, and FLP-out and
background labels were alwaysmutually exclusive (Fig. 2).This suggests that every glomerulus is
the target of a single ORN and that each of me 21 ORNs is unique in projecting to its proper
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glomerulus among 21 spatially identifiable LAL glomeruli." Compatible with the FLP-out data,
the axons of 0 RNs expressing Gal4under the control of 22 different Or gene promoters ended
up in a different glomerulus each (Fig. 2).12.13 Moreover, combinations of two Or-Ga14 driver
constructs normally labeled two ORNs each of which projected to a different glomerulus. An
obvious exception were Orgenes coexpressed in the same 0 RN; these had a common glomerulus
as a target. Having identified ligands for some of the ORs (see above), a map ofodor representa
tion in the LAL was established," Accordingly, target glomeruli of receptors tuned to aliphatic
compounds and target glomeruli of receptors tuned to aromatic compounds appeared to cluster
at distinct sites ofthe LAL.

Using the same FLP-out strategy as for ORNs, but in the PN-specific GH146-Ga14 driver,55
the dendrites of larval PNs were found to be restricted to single LAL glomeruli, comparable to
the adult antennallobe (Fig. 2).15 UsingMARCM labeling," aminorityofPNs were found to be
bi-glomerular.F Mutually exclusive FLP-out and background labels suggested that each glomeru
lus is innervated by a single GHl46-positive PN. Hence, the total number ofPNs may roughly
match the total number of LAL glomeruli." The glomeruli recognized by PNs correspond to
those identified via the 0 RN terminals, indicating that LAL glomeruli meet the wiring criteria
oftypical insect glomeruli.

Glomerular Organization ofthe Mushroom Body Calyx
The adult MB calyx comprises hundreds of glomeruli.57 Adult PNs establish I-II terminal

boutons in variable calyxregions,54 each bouton probably correspondingto a single glomerulus. 57 In
contrast, the larval MB calyxconsists ofa small number ofwell-defined, relativelylarge glomeruli,"
which has allowed to establish annotated glomerular maps. By expressing GFP-actin under the
control ofPN-specific and MB-specific Gal4lines or based on immunoreactivity patterns against
choline acetyl transferase in the terminals of PNs, up to 34 calyx glomeruli were identified.":"
Fine structural data suggest that each calyx glomerulus is filled by a large, bouton-like terminal of
a single PN.52Most of the PNs terminate in a single calyx glomerulus, except a minority ofPNs
which target two different glomeruli.14.15.52 Again, calyxglomeruli seem to be innervated by single
GHl46-positive PNS.15

A comparison of the input and output sites of PNs revealed at least seven types of PNs that
stereotypically link a specific LAL glomerulus with a specific calyx glomerulus (Fig. 2).15 Thus,
the activity pattern set up in LAL glomeruli, as a result of ORN input and modulation by local
interneurons, seems to be rather faithfully transmitted to the calyx.This straightforward circuitry
seems well suited for analyzing calyx function, although it remains to be shown whether strict
input-output correlations apply to all larval PNs.

FLP-out and MARCM labeling in MB-specific Gal4lines allowed to classify MB y neurons
(the only type ofmature MB neurons present in the larva'"] according to their dendritic patterns
in the calyx. While a minority of these neurons establish dendritic projections in a single calyx
glomerulus," most of them have multiple arbors in up to seven glomeruli.lv" When studying
the MB y neuron progenies deriving from the four MB neuroblasts, specific subsets of calyx
glomeruli appeared to be preferentially targeted to some extent." In terms of cell numbers,
roughly 21 PNs (or perhaps a few more) may be confronted with an estimated 600 functional
MB y neurons (L. Luo, personal communication). Hence, the larval calyx, similar to its adult
homologue, is a site of divergence; 14,15 it is in fact the only such site along the larval olfactory
pathway (see Fig. 3).

The Larval Olfactory Pathway: Possible Rules ofOdor Coding
As shown above, larval ORNs express only one or two Orgenes along with the ubiquitously

expressed Or83bgene.12.13.27 This is similar to adult flies and mammals but differs from C. elegans,
in which ORNs express multiple ORS.59 By using "subtractive" and "additive" ORN strategies,
possible rules of olfactory coding were investigated in larval chemotaxis assays." In the first
strategy, in which selected ORNs were genetically ablated via toxin expression, two types of
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results were obtained. Animals lacking the ORIa-expressing neuron or the OR49a-expressing
neuron showed reduced chemotaxis to only one of 20 odors tested. This mild effect is consis
tent with the broad and overlapping ligand tuning of many ORNs in adults.'? and larvae.'? In
contrast, loss of the neuron expressing OR42a resulted in behavioral anosmy to four of the 20
odors. In the additive approach, larvae with one or two functional ORNs were generated using
Orla, Or42aor Or49adriver lines.'? Consistent with the stronger OR42a-ablated phenotype,
OR42a-functionallarvae responded behaviorally to 22 of 53 odors tested (compared to 36 in
the wildtype), including three offour odors to which OR42a-ablated animals are anosmic. The
broad response profile for OR42a-functionallarvae is in agreement with the broad ligand tuning
ofthis receptor.P'" In contrast, ORIa- and OR49a-functionallarvae did not exhibit significant
chemotaxis to any of the 53 odors, consistent with the weak phenotype of the corresponding
ablated larvae and with electrophysiological responses." Animals with two functional ORNs
(ORIa/OR42a) responded to a somewhat different subset of odors than larvae having either
single functional neuron alone.F

The minimal effects on chemotaxis observed after ablating the ORIa or OR49a neurons
suggest a certain degree of functional redundancy. This sounds surprising, given the small
number of ORNs in the larval system. Yet, subtle effects exerted by seemingly "unimportant"
neurons could be crucial for cooperative processes. On the other hand, the OR42a neuron plays
a particularly important role; it is sufficient to initiate chemotaxis to many odors, and its loss
leads to severe behavioral defects. Finally, cooperativity is suggested by the modified responses
of ORIa/OR42a-functional animals compared to the single functional animals. Olfactory
coding thus does not simply rely on additive activation of 21 parallel pathways, but involves
lateral interactions as well. Cross-talk may occur in particular via the local interneurons in the
LAL. 1s Transformation of olfactory signals is known from the antennallobe of a number of
insects including Drosophila.6

0-63 Integration of olfactory information may sharpen quantita
tive and qualitative parameters, such as detection threshold and odor discrimination. While
chemotaxis assaysdo not answer how odors are distinguished from each other, it is reasonable
to assume that integrative processes may be particularly crucial ifvery few channels have to deal
with many odors.

Further processing occurs in higher brain centers, such as the MBs. The different classes of
larval MB y neurons, innervating various numbers of calyx glomeruli, obviously allow different
modes ofsignal transfer. Uniglomerular MB y neurons may be involved in elementary coding of
odor features, whereas multiglomerular MB y neurons receiving input from several PNs may act
as coincidence detectors.14

,IS.64.6S Hence, although both LAL and larval calyx are glomerular, the
logic ofconnectivity is different. LAL glomeruli exhibit stereotypic connectivity between defined
oRNs and PNs, whereas calyxglomeruli show stereotypic input but mostly nonstereotypic, highly
combinatorial MB y neuron output. 14

Distinctive Features ofLarvalandAdult Olfactory Circuits
Whereas the general design of the larval olfactory pathway is similar to its adult counter

part, larval 0 RNs and most (perhaps all) larval PNs appear to be unique, leading to an almost
complete lack ofcellular redundancy (Fig. 3). Consequently, any cell loss should affect olfactory
function more severely than in the adult system. Moreover, the presence of no more than 21
ORNs and 21 LAL glomeruli suggests that the number of primary olfactory qualities in the
larva is largely reduced compared to adults comprising about SO glomeruli.r"Also, given the
uniglomerular projections of ORNs and PNs and the almost equal number of ORs, ORNs,
LAL glomeruli, PNs and calyx glomeruli, the larval olfactory pathway lacks convergent and
divergent connectivity up to the calyx and is organized in a 1:1:1:1:1 manner. This contrasts with
the adult olfactory pathway, in which 1,300 ORNs converge onto about SO glomeruli, which
diverge again to approximately 1SO PNs and hundreds ofcalyx glomeruli.67,68 Convergence and
cellular redundancy in sensory systems are known to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, whereas
divergent connectivity very likely improves signal discrimination. In the larval olfactory system,
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Figure 3. Wiring diagram: adult versus larval olfactory system. Adult and larval olfactory
pathways are similarly organized . However, in the adult there are twice as many primary
olfactory identities, represented by the types of odorant receptor neurons (ORNs, shown in
different colors) or antennal lobe (AL) glomeru li. Moreover, in the adult, the different types
of ORNs (open circles) and projection neurons (pNs; filled circles) that innervate a particular
AL glomerulus exist as multiple copies, whereas larval ORNs and PNs are unique . Thus,
the adult olfactory pathway is character ized by converging and diverging connectivity in
the AL (ratios indicated refer to the features shown in the preceding line), while the larval
pathway is organized asparallel channels without cellular redundancy . Hence, larval ORNs,
LAL glomeruli, PNs and calyx glomeruli are related essentially in a 1:1 :1 :1 fashion. Reprinted
from : Ramaekers A, Magnenat E, Marin EC et al. Curr Bioi 2005; 15:982-992. ©2006 with
permission from Elsevier" .

the lack of cellular redundancy, the low number of input channels, and the absence ofconver
gent/divergent LAL architecture are likely co reduce both the sensitivity and the signal-co-noise
ratio. However, olfactory performance still seems sufficient for an animal that lives directly on
its food substrate.
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Gustatory System

Gustatory Receptors and Their Expression Pattern
In contrast to smell, taste deals with a very limited number ofqualities, like "sweet" or "bitter"

This characteristic isnot due to a smaller diversity ofexisting tastants, but to the specific rationale of
the gustatory system, which isdesigned for classifyingsubstances rather than identifyingparticular
molecules. This is particularly true for potentially harmful (bitter) compounds: they are chemi
cally very diverse but should trigger the same behavioral response, Le.,aversion. It is therefore not
surprising that in mammals receptor neurons tuned to such compounds express multiple types
ofgustatory receptors (GRS),69 suggesting that the capacity of these cells to distinguish between
different bitter substances is limited.

In adult Drosophila, evidence suggests that the GR family (see OdorantReceptors and Their
Expression Patterns) mediates both sweet and bitter responses. Yet,because oflow expression levels,
Grexpression patterns were studied exclusivelyby Grgene promoter-Gal4analysis.35.36 Similar to
mammals, neurons responding to sugars appear to express onlyone or a few GRs, whereas neurons
that bind bitter compounds express multiple GRS.70.71 This design allows to establish distinct at
tractive and aversive gustatory pathways. Surprisingly, three GRs are expressed on the antenna,
suggesting that GRs are not strictly associated with taste function." Indeed, the Gr21agene is
expressed in CO2-sensitivecells ofthe antenna."

From the few Grgenesthat have been studied in the larva by promoter-Gal4 analysis,I2,36 Gr2a,
Gr21a, Gr22e, Gr28be, Gr32aand Gr66a-all of which are expressed also in the adult-show
expression in one or two neurons ofthe TO (Table 1). Gr2alabels in addition two non-olfactory
neurons of the DO. GR22e, GR28be, GR32a and GR66a were suspected to represent "bitter"
receptors in the adult, as they are coexpressed in many neurons.Y" However, reporter expression
driven by the gene promoter pairs Gr66a/Gr21a or Gr66a/Gr32a labeled two larval neurons each.36
Yet,the small number ofavailabledata does not allow to draw any conclusion about the numbers of
GRs expressed by individual neurons. Interestingly, the putative COrreceptor GR21a (see above),
is expressed in the TO. Furthermore, Gr2aand several Orgene members (Or30a, Or42a, Or49a,
Or63a), are expressed in both DO and TO.12.13.36 Thus, as in adults, gene family membership and
site ofexpression are not strictly linked. Finally, salt detection is mediated by degenerin/epithelial
Na + channels, which are expressed in the TO as well as in adult taste bristles."

Primary Gustatory Centers
Little is known about the organization of primary taste centers, mainly because they lack

discrete glomerular architecture. In the adult, gustatory afferents from the pharynx, labellum
and legs terminate in distinct regions of the suboesophageal ganglion (SOG).70.71 Neurons from
sensilla on different body regions projecting to different SOG regions may express the same GR,
suggesting that the same tastant may trigger different behaviors, depending on the stimulation
site. Labellar neurons expressing putative bitter receptors and labellar neurons expressing sugar
receptors establish distinct but overlapping projections in the SOG?O.71.74

In the larva, the few existing data do not allow any meaningful generalizations. Yet, one TO
neuron expressing Gr32aand three other neurons expressing Gr66a-one from the TO and two
from pharyngeal sense organs-were shown to project to the ipsilateral SOG.36Gr66aand Gr32a
projections are adjacent to each other but do not overlap. A third receptor, GR2a that is expressed
in two DO neurons and one TO neuron, has two targets in the SOG.36This suggests again that
a given tastant can elicit different behaviors depending on the stimulation site. It is also worth
notifying that the Gal41ines Or30a, Or42a, and Or49a (Table 1) are not only expressed in the
DO and TO, but also label sensory terminals in the SOG.l3

Recently, a genetically defined subset ofapproximately 20 putative first-order gustatory target
neurons was identified in the larval SOG?S These neurons provide output to the protocerebrum,
the ventral nerve cord, the ring gland and pharyngeal muscles. They express the hugin gene,
which generates two neuropeptides, and which appears to be upregulated in the absence
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of the feeding-regulatory transcription factor klumpfuss (P [9036])and downregulated by amino
acid-deficient conditions. Also, blocking the output from hugin-expressingneurons increases feed
ing. Apparently these neurons integrate taste processing, the endocrine system, higher-order brain
centers and motor output. The dopaminergic nature ofsome ofthe hugin-expressing neurons" ren
ders them interesting candidates as regulators offeeding, the most striking behavior oflarvae.

The Drosophila Larva as a Model for Smell and Taste
The usefulness ofDrosophila fliesas an olfactory model system isobvious, given the genetic and

molecular tools available, the simplicity oftheir olfactory system in terms ofcell numbers and the
striking similarities with the mammalian olfactory system. Surprisingly, even the larval olfactory
system shares the design ofthe mammalian system, in the simplest conceivable form (Fig. 3). The
larva may thus turn into a higWy attractive "minimal" model for olfactory studies, in particular
because it permits the generation ofanimals with a single functional 0 RN. In such larvae, odors,
ORs, and ORNs can be directly correlated with behavioral output, allowing to track down the
olfactory code to the level ofidentified receptor neurons.

The model character of Drosophila for the gustatory system is less obvious, both in adults
and larvae. Anatomically, the taste systems of mammals and insects are different. Yet, there are
a number of interesting parallels: (1) both insect and mammalian taste receptor neurons seem
to be tuned to either attractive or aversive stimuli; (2) many more of the taste receptors may be
dedicated to repulsive ligands than to attractive ones and, (3) cells responding to attractive cues
seem to express only one or a few receptors, whereas those responding to bitter substances express
multiple receptors.

The parallels in the chemosensorysystemsofvertebrates and insects are not necessarilyevidence
for a common ancestry. Rather, the similarities may reflect functional constraints for efficient smell
and taste systems. Understanding these properties will surely aid understanding chemosensory
function. In this context, Drosophila with its simple nervous system combined with a wealth of
molecular tools, will contribute to our comprehension ofsmell and taste in general.
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CHAPTER 6

Development oftheDrosophila
Olfactory System
Veronica Rodrigues and Thomas Hummel"

Abstract

T he olfactory system throughout the animal kingdom is characterized by a large number of
highly specialized neuronal cell types. Olfactory receptor neurons (0RNs) in the periph
eral sensory epithelium display two main differentiation features: the selective expression

ofa single odorant receptor out ofa large genomic repertoire ofreceptor genes and the synaptic
connection to a single type ofrelay neuron in the primary olfactory CNS target area. In the mouse
olfactory system, odorant receptors themselves playa central role in the coordination ofboth types
of 0 RN differentiation. The olfactory system ofDrosophila, although similar in structural and
functional organization compared to mammals, does not seem to involve odorant receptors in
the selection of0 R gene expression and target cell recognition, suggesting distinct developmental
control mechanisms. In this chapter we summarize recent findings in Drosophila of how gene
networks regulate ORN specification and differentiation in the peripheral sensory organs as well
as how different cellular interactions and patterning signals organize the class-specific axonal and
dendritic connectivity in the CNS target area.

Introduction
An essential function ofthe nervous system is to receive vital information about the environ

ment through different sensorychannels. To create a faithful internal representation ofthe external
world in the brain, the highly selective incoming information must be organized in a meaningful
manner, which requires that presynaptic inputs be matched to appropriate postsynaptic outputs.'
A well-studied example of neuronal sensory and synaptic specificity is the olfactory system.
Molecular cloning ofolfactory receptors (0Rs) in vertebrates has provided valuable insights into
the functional and anatomical organization ofthe olfactory system.' including the projection of
olfactory receptor neurons (0RNs) from the olfactory epithelium to the primary synaptic target
in the CNS, the olfactory bulb (0B). In mice, the olfactory epithelium contains about a 1000 dif
ferent classesofORNs defined by a unique OR expression.l" ORNs ofa given sensory specificity
intermingle with those ofdifferent OR classes in the olfactory epithelium, but send their axons
to a distinct primary synaptic target unit in the olfactory bulb brain region. 6

,7 Although it is now
well established that in mice ORs function in ORN axon-axon segregation in a local, contextual
fashion,6,g,9 the mechanism underlying terminal axon sorting remains obscure. The results oftwo
recent studies have integrated the role of0 Rs and classicalneuronal adhesion molecules in explain
ing how discrete identities of0 RNs are converted into a spatial map ofaxonal connections.l"!'

The adult olfactory system of Drosophila displays the same degree of sensory and synaptic
specificity compared to vertebrates (Fig. 1), but with a reduced numerical complexity making it
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an excellent experimental model to determine developmental control mechanisms.P'P The recent
flurr yofresearch on Drosophila olfactory system development and function has been catalyzed by
the discovery and analysis ofodorant receptor genes by th e laboratories of Leslie Vosshall, John
Carlson and Andrew Chess (reviewed in Laissue and Vosshall, this issue and references there-in).

Figure 1. Organization of the Drosophila adult olfactory system. A) Whole mount prepara
tion of the developing adult Drosophila brain, showing the projections of olfactory receptor
neurons (O RNs) from the antenna (ANT) through the antennal nerve (AN) into the antennal
lobe (AL), which is localized just ventrally to the mushroom body (M B) neuropil. The posi
tion of the lateral horn (LH) and the opti c lobe (OL) is indicated. The inset indicates the
posit ion of the two olfactory appendages, the antenna (ANT) and the maxillary palp (MP).
(B, B') Schematic drawing of the neuronal circuitry in the olfactor y system: 1) Antennal ORN
project their axons, associated with different types of glial cells (GCs), into the ipsi-Iateral
AL and axons converge into glomeruli accord ing to the OR expression (red and green ORN
class). B') Inside each glomerulus , ORN axon terminal branches interact with dendr ites of
Projection Neurons (PNs, mostly uni-glomerular projections) and Local Interneurons (LNs,
multi-glomerular proje ctions). 2) Most ORN classes send a projection across the comm is
sure to innervate the corresponding glomerulus in the contra-lateral AL. 3) PNs transmit the
olfactory information along their axons onto the MBs and neurons of the LH. Glial cells (GCs)
cover the surface of the AL and send processes into the synapt ic AL. C) Organization of ORN
projections into three main fascicles in the third antennal segment. D) Subdivision of the AL
neuropil into glom erular synaptic units (Glo), which can be individually recognized based
on their position, size and shape. E) Distribution of two ORN classes (47b and 88a) across
the antennal surface. ORN4 7b and ORN88a are localized together in the same sensillum (F)
and project to neighboring glomeruli in the AL (G). H, I) Multi-glomerular innervat ion of LN
dendrites (red) in the AL (dotted line). ORN axon termin als (green) occup y a region inside
the glomerulus different from LN dendr itic branches (red). J) A group of three glomeruli is
show n, occup ied by two classes of PNs (red, dotted lines) and a non-overlapp ing innerva
tion by an ORN class (green). Red labeling: N-Cadherin (A,D), C02 (E-J), 22C10 (C); Green
labelin g: GFP(A-J).
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The G-coupled ORs are encoded by a family of-60 genes each ofwhich is expressed in a subset
of ORNS.20,21 Unlike the mammalian ORNs, where OR choice is believed to be stochastic.F ex
pression in Drosophila neurons is defined by a combinatorial code of transcription factors some
ofwhich also playa role in determination of sense organ-type." It therefore becomes necessary
to understand how gene networks act to specify sense organs and determine cell fate in the ol
factory system; this will be discussed in the first part of this review. Further, we now know that
targeting of the 0 RNs is 'receptor-topic' where neurons expressing a given receptor wire to the
same glomerulus(i) in the antennallobe thus forming the basis ofodor encoding (reviewed in ref.
17). The mechanisms that control this projection pattern and the development of the olfactory
circuits are the subject ofthe second part ofthis review. For a more comprehensive view on olfac
tory system morphological and functional organization in the adult Drosophila see accompanied
chapter by Laissue and Vosshall. The characteristics of the Drosophila larval olfactory system are
discussed in the chapter by R. Stocker.

Organization ofthe Drosophila Adult Olfactory System
In adult Drosophila melanogaster, two types of bilaterally symmetric, peripheral sensory ap

pendages, the antenna and maxillary palpus, carry about 1200 and 120 ORNs respectively (Figs.
lA,2A).13.14 The ORNs send their axons, associated with different types ofperipheral glial cells
(GCs), via the antennal and labial nerve towards the antennallobe (AL; Fig. lA-C). Here, all
axons ofa single 0 RN class that express the same 0 R send terminal synaptic branches into one
out ofabout 50 glomeruli,16.24-26 individually recognizable by a characteristic size, shape and posi
tion inside the AL (Fig. ID,G).27Axons ofmost ORN classesshow, in addition to the ipsi-Iateral
innervation, an extension across the dorsal commissure to contact the identical glomerulus in the
contra-lateralAL (Fig.1B).28 Beside the terminal branches ofORN axons, each ofthe 50 glomerular
units in the adult antennallobe contains the processes ofthree additional cell types: the dendritic
arborizations of Projections Neurons (PNs) and Local Interneurons (LNs) as well as different
glial cells (G Cs), which insulate individual glomeruli and also send processes into the glomerulus
compartmenr'f" (Fig. IB,B ').The cholinergic PNs are the main relay neurons in the AL, which
transduce olfactory information to the Mushroom Bodies (MBs) and the Lateral Horn (LH).
While most ofthe roughly 200 PNs display uni-glomerular dendritic projections (Fig. 11),a group
ofmulti-glomerular PNs in the ventral cluster has been described.P'" In contrast, multi-glomerular
dendritic innervation is the main feature of the LNs to modulate the transmission of olfactory
information between ORNs and PNs (Fig. IB ',H,I). Although the organization ofLNs in the
adult AL is lesswell characterized compared to PNs, distinct morphological and functional (e.g.,
excitatory and inhibitory) classes have been identified.34-37 Studies in other insects have shown
that these different axonal and dendritic elements establish a complex synaptic network in which
almost any connectivity permutation is possible (Fig. IB ').38-40

Specification ofthe Olfactory Sense Organs
Olfactory sense organs are sensilla bearing 4-20 urn cuticular protuberances with microscopic

pores or grooves presumably allowing entry ofodorants into the sensillar lymph." There are -450
sensilla (-419 in males and -457 in females), located on the third segment of the antenna with
-60 on the maxillary palp.13,42 These are of three main morphological types-the trichoidea,
basiconica, coleoconica-and a less well-defined intermediate type (Fig. 2A-D). Sensilla basi
conica are innervated by either two or four neurons, coeloconica by two or three and trichoidea
by between one and three neurons. Electrophysiological responses from single sense organs have
classified ORNs into functional types based on their response to chemical components of food
and pheromones as well as CO2and humidity.43-48The neuronal composition and properties ofa
sense organ at a particular position on the antennal surface is conserved between different animals
suggesting a link between mechanisms that determine sense organ specification and positional
cues that form the antenna.
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Figure 2, viewed on previous page. Organization and development of Drosophila olfactory
sensilla. (A-D) Cuticular mounts of the third segment of the antenna showing the location
of Basiconic sensilla (BS), Coeloconic sensilla (CS) and Trichoid sensilla (TS). Appropriate
regions are enlarged in (B-O) to show the morphology of these sensilla (arrowheads). The
regions demarcated in (A) are enriched in specific sensilla while all kinds are found in the
mixed region (M). Large mechanosensory bristles are found on the second segment (II) and
the arista (Ar) is believed to be involved in humidity and sound detection. E)Antennal disc at
8 hours APF (After Pupae Formation) from a neuA 101 animal stained with antibodies against
~-galactosidase. The location of sensory progenitors is detected. F) Schematic diagram of a
single sense organ. The sense organ is composed of a socket and shaft cell and is innervated
by up to four neurons. Processes of the sheath cell wrap around the neuronal cell bodies at
the base of the sensillum. G) Lineage of a single olfactory sense organ based on data from
Endo et al (2006) and Sen et al (2003). The glial cell originates in all lineages but survives only
when it originates in the coeloconic lineage. Neuron number is regulated by programmed
cell death and can range between one and four neurons.

The adult antenna and maxillary palp develop from the eye-antennal disc; antennal identity is
specified by the combinatorial action of the homeodomain proteins Homothorax, Extradenticle
and Distalless and the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) protein Spineless (reviewed in ref 49). The
co-ordinates ofthe disc are established through the action ofa hierarchy ofpatterninggenes notably
engrailed, wingless, decapentaplegic and hedgehog (reviewed in ref. 50). The interplay ofthese genes
with the epidermal growth factor (EG F) signaling pathway leads to setting up a prepattern upon
which the proneural genes act to select sense organ progenitors" (reviewed in refs. 52,53).

Olfactory progenitors are specified by two transcription factors-Atonal (At0 ) and Amos
which possess bHLH domains for dimerization and DNA binding.54's5 Null alleles of ato lack
coeloconica, while mutations in amos affect the trichoid and basiconic sensilla on the antenna;
the olfactory sensilla on the maxillary palp are specified by ato. The selection of a single sensory
progenitor from an undifferentiated field ofepidermal cells in the antennal disc shares similarities
with mechanisms used in other well described sense organs in the peripheral nervous system.56 The
spatial expression ofAto and Amos in proneural domains is regulated by early genes that pattern
the disc epidermis." as well as negative regulators like Extramacrochaete." Ato and Amos func
tion require the activity ofan additional bHLH protein Daughterless and the proneural domain
is refined to single cell through Notch signaling.54.55.5?

The formation ofsense organs within the disc epidermis has been studied by following reporter
expression in the neuralised/r" (neuA l Ol

) line, which labels progenitor cells and their progeny
(Fig. 2£)58and the expression of Senseless, which is a faithful indicator ofproneural functlon."
Progenitors are specified in three temporal waves within the antennal disc first appearing a few
hours before formation of the pupa. Early appearing progenitors are specified byato and muta
tions result in an absence of these progenitors combined with defects in fascicle formation of
the remaining ORNS.30 Amos expression is detected in progenitors that arise in the third wave
of sensillogenesis. In strong amos mutants sensilla trichoidea and basiconica are absent and the
surface bears ectopic mechanosensory bristles." Achaete (Ac) and Scute (Sc), which specifies the
sense organ progenitors ofmechanosensory bristles, becomes ectopically expressed in mutant discs
suggesting that Amos acts to suppress aclscin the antenna.

The Runt family transcription factor Lozenge (Lz) activates the expression ofamos. 54 Double
mutants ofamosand lz do not form ectopic mechanosensory bristles suggesting that Lz participates
in the regulation ofac/sc expression." Loss-of-function and gain-of-function analysis led to the
model that specification of sensilla basiconica requires high levels of Lz while lower levels form
sensilla trichoidea." Lz has recently been shown to be an important regulator ofOr gene expres
sion in subsets ofORNs, thus providing a link between mechanisms that determine sense organ
specificity and receptor gene selection.f
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Olfactory Lineages Revisited
A typical olfactory sense organ is composed of three support cells-shaft (trichogen), socket

(tormogen) and sheath (thecogen)-and is innervated by up to four neurons (Fig. 2F). Serial
reconstruction ofsections through a single sensillum often revealed the presence ofan additional
support cell, which probably is a second sheath cell." The lineage ofthe cells within the olfactory
sensillum has been difficult to decipher since a large number ofsenseorgans develop asynchronously
within the relatively small area of the antennal disc. Most of the early studies had examined the
lineage ofthe olfactory sensilla by marking sensory cellsusing cellular reporters and antibodies.58.62

~-galactosidase expression in the neuA101 enhancer-trap line marks isolated progenitor cells,which
are recognizable by their large apicallyplaced nuclei.58 The numbers ofthese cellsincreased into early
pupation suggesting continual specification of precursors. 5-bromodeoxyuridine when injected
into the haemolymph of animals aged between 0 and 12 hours after pupa formation (APF) was
not incorporated into the sensory cells. On the other hand, this method as well as observation of
dividing chromosomes with DAPI and phosphorylated histone immunocytochemistry provided
evidence for a high levelofproliferation among the dividing sensory cellsat 14 and 16 hours APE A
model to explain these results suggested that sensory organ progenitors (also termed founder cells)
did not divide but that a cluster ofthree or four cells (termed the presensillum cluster) divided to
form the cells composing a single sense organ. 57,58,63 These conclusions are subject to errors since it
was not possible to follow cells within a single cluster within a crowded epidermal field.

This difficulty has been solved recently by Endo and his colleagues'? by exploiting the MARCM
method65,66 to mark progenitors and follow them during development. Heat-shock induction of
Flipase activity at about 30 hours before pupation generated clones in all cells of a sense organ
suggesting that these cells arise from a single progenitor cell (Fig. 2G). Examination of four-cell
clones revealed two apical cellsrecognized by the external cellmarker Cut and two basal cells,which
express Senseless (Sens).The external, Cut positive cellsdenoted pOa and pOb arise by division of
the secondary progenitor pIIa, while the Sens positive pNa and pNb arise from pIIb.

Sen et al63described clusters of 3 cells in the -12 hour APF antenna labeled with neuA101 of
which two expressed the neuronal marker Elav and Prospero (Pros). This can be explained in the
light ofthe findings ofEndo et al,64 by proposing that the secondary progenitors, like those in the
mechanosensory lineages on the Drosophila notum, divide out ofsync.67.68 When three-cell clones
were observed by Endo and his colleagues (personal communication), these consisted of a large
cell (-4.0 urn in diameter) labeled weakly by anti-Sens and two smaller cells (-3.5 urn in diam
eter) both strongly labeled with anti-Sens, only one ofwhich expressed partner ofNumb (Pon).
The large cell is possibly pIIa while the smaller cells are likely to be the progeny ofpIIb-pNa and
pNb-both ofwhich express Elav and Pros. One ofthe two Pros expressing cells,which we denote
as pNa, also expresses the orphan receptor Seven-up (Svp). Asymmetric segregation of Pros was
observed in some clusters and a daughter cell inherited Svp and Pros transiently before staining
with antibodies against the glial marker Reverse Polarity (Repo)."

This leads us to propose that pNa divides prior to pNb to form a glial cell and an additional
progenitor pNa' which in turns divides to form two neurons, one ofwhich continues to express
Svp. This additional division has been proposed to explain observations by Sen et al (2003) that
a cell that expresses Pros/Elav/Svp divides to form another cell that expresses these markers and a
sibling that expresses Repo (Fig. 2G).The model explains the formation offour neurons which is
the maximum number innervating a single olfactory sense organ. In sensory clusters with a small
number ofneurons (one, two or three) additional cells are presumably removed by programmed
cell death which has been observed at time points corresponding to the differentiation of olfac
tory neurons."

The distinction between the neuronal (pIIb) and nonneuronal (pIIa) lineages is determined
by Notch signaling. Notch loss-of-function, generated either by mutations in the downstream
activator mastermind,64 a hypomorphic allele of Notcb-N" or ectopic expression of Numb'"
resulted in a pIIa to pIIb conversion leading to additional neural cells at the expense ofexternal
cells. In nb mutant clones two neurons expressing Svp were observed indicating a conversion of
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Figure 3. Glial cells in the antenna. At 36 hours APF, the sense organs in the antenna ap
pear fully differentiated and ORNs can be identified by mAb22C10 staining (A,C,D). Axon
bundles transit the third segment in distinct fascicles (long arrows). Prospero is expressed in
two nonneuronal cells in each sensory cluster (blue in B). Glial cells stained with antibodies
against Repo line the axonal bundles in the third segment (A; small arrows in B). The glial
cells are of two subtypes: those labeled with Mz317-Ga/4 (C) and the GHI46-Ga/4 subset
(D). Ar-Arista.

pNb to pNa. 64 This implies that neuronal cells generated from pNa experience high N signaling
while those from pNb are low in N levels. This binary switch in N signaling levels could act in
differentiation of two populations ofneurons within a single sensillum. This has importance in
regulation of the wiring of ORNs to their glomerular targets and will be discussed later.64The
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role of Pros in pNa and pNb is unclear although its absence in the pIla lineage is expected since
Tramtrack, one of the targets of N signaling is known to suppress Pros expression. P'?' Ectopic
expression ofPros in all progenitors leads to an absence ofexternal sensory structures suggesting
defects in the pIla lineage ofcells. In differentiated sense organ s, Pros expresses in nuclei of two
of th e support cells and loss-of-function clones produce twinned sensory shafts and sockets."
Svp expression is detected in pNa and rnis-expression also affects the formation of the external
sensory structures. Expression per sists in one neuron in most sensory clusters. the fun ct ion of
which is not known (Fig. 2G ).

Origin ofGlial Cells
At 36 hours APF, the antenna appears to be fully differentiated and shows the presence of

ORNs. which exit the antenna towards the brain in three distinct fascicles (Fig. l C , 3A). There are
-100 glial cells that lie along the ORNs as they exit the antenna (Fig. 3B-D) . In situations where
N signaling is reduced during pupal development, the number ofglial cellswithin the antenna was
greatly increased. Since Repo tcells originate after division ofa Pros/Elav/ Svp expressing progeni
tor, we propose that th ese originate from the pNa cell shown in Fig. 2G. This additional division
in the gliogenic lineage is reminiscent of the described division patterns in the mechanosensory
lineages on the adult notum.68•71

In the adult antenna, total loss ofato function leads to an absence of coeloconic sensilla and
a concomitant reduction in about 70 of the 100 glial cells. These glial presumably arise from the
lineages specified by ato and influence the fasciculation of the olfactory receptor neurons." The
other lineages specified by th e proneural gene Amos also produce glial cells but these undergo
apoptosis soon after birth. " The Aro -dependent glial cells are labeled by the M z317-GaI4>GFP
stock (Fig. 3C). GH146-GaI4Iabels an independent subset of glia (Fig. 3D); indirect evidence
suggests that these glial cells arise outside the antenna and migrate into the third antennal segment
later in development ." The function of these cells is not yet known (see below).

Development ofORN Connectivity
The 0 RN axons projectingalong the antennal nerve reach the developing AL at about 18-20 h

after pupae formation (APF)Y At the ventro -lateral AL entry point (Fig. 4A), ORN axons sort

ORN Axon
Ingrowth

InltlalORN
Axon targeting

LocalORN
Axon Sortlng

D

45-100hrs
APF

Glomerulus
Maturation

Figure 4. Development of ORN connectivit y in the AL. A) Antennal ORN axons first reach
the AL at about 18 hours APF and sort into a lateral and a medial pathway at the antennal
nerve (AN) exit point. B) ORN axons bypass their prospect ive target area (white circles) as
they project towards and across the dorsal commissure (com), but extend spatially restricted
colateral processes. C) At about 30-35 hours APF, the first maxillar y ORN axons reach the
AL through the labial nerve (LaN), wh ile the antennal ORN axons start to converge into
protoglomerul i and shortl y afterwards fuse with the dendritic f ield. D) In the second half of
pupal development (45-100 hours APF), ORNs establish synapt ic contacts and glial processes
isolate individual glomeruli.
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out, turn either into a medial or a lateral direction and continue to project in two broad pathways
across the surface ofthe AL towards the dorso-medial corner," (TH, unpublished observation).
Inside these axon tracks, 0 RN axons initially bypass their prospective glomerular target area to
project across the dorsal commissure, but individual axons extend small collateral processes in the
region oftheir class-specific convergence (Fig. 4B)?4 The first axons cross the midline and extend
into the contra-lateral AL by about 20 hours APF. ORN axons stay within the peripheral nerve
fiber layer over the next 15 hours (Fig. 4C). During this period, the collateral axonal extension
elongate followed by a sequential, spatially restricted process ofaxon condensation into increasingly
discrete protoglomeruli that spreads across the developingAL?4 These axonal protoglomeruli then
begin to merge with the dendritic field ofprojection neurons so that by around 35 hours the first
glomeruli can be distinguished and by 50 hours APF most glomeruli have formed (Fig. 4D).31.74
Compared to the antenna, ORNs from the maxillary palps develop later and maxillary axons
reaching the AL around 30 h APF at a ventral position to integrate into the antennal glomerular
field (Fig. 4C)?5 Following the assembly ofORN axons and PN dendrites into glomeruli during
the first halfof pupal development, glomerulus maturation occurs in the remaining two days of
the pupal phase, in which OR genes are turned on in the antenna and 0 RN axons form synapses
in the antennallobe (Fig. 4D).76,77

Olfactory Map Organization
The highly specific Drosophila olfactory circuit, composed of 50 individual channels, each

ofwhich is organized by the convergence of about 30 0 RN axons, presents a fascinating wiring
problem. Although the 0 RN projections from the periphery onto the glomerular array follow
the principle ofa discrete sensory map," in which axons from spatially dispersed neurons with the
same sensory identity project onto one location in the target field, some more global organization
domains have been noticed.

As the different sensilla classesoccupy distinct areas on the antenna, with the basiconic sensilla
broadly located along the medial antennal surface and the trichoids more restricted to the lateral
antennal areas (Fig. 2A), the topography ofORNs in the peripheral epithelium is approximately
maintained in their projection into the brain (Fig. 5).25 Although ORN axons do not fasciculate in
the antenna strictly according to sensillum type, the 3 main fasciclesdescribed above contain 0 RN
axons from the sensillum type enriched regions on the antenna! surface (Fig. 5A,TH unpublished).
When 0 RN axons reach the brain they defasciculate and become reorganized into several axon
pathways with different medio-Iateral positions across the AL surface: basiconic ORNs accumulate
in the medial tracts and trichoid ORNs in the lateral tracts (Fig. 5B).25 In Manduca, a special class
ofglial cells, important for 0 RN axon projection, has been identified that are located where the
antennalnerve enters theAL?9,80 It is tempting to speculate that, in Drosophila, the GH146-positive
glial cells described above, are involved in this reorganization of0 RN axon projection."

Inside these sensilla-specific AL domains, the spatial organization of 0 RN classes in the
periphery is not maintained and ORN classes which are housed in the same sensillum often
project to glomeruli which are localized quite some distance apart. 25,26 Nevertheless, the 0 RN
class specific axon convergence in the AL seem to be linked to cell fate specification in the course
ofdifferential divisions by the SOP progeny. The diversification of0 RN precursors in the SOP
lineage through the differential activation of the Notch signalling pathway (see above) does not
only lead to a differential 0 R expression but also correlate with the global organization of0 RN
axon projection/" Endo and collaborators showed that axonal projections of "high-Notch" and
"low-Notch" ORN classessegregate into a few multi-glomerular domains along the dorso-ventral
AL axis (Fig. 5C). The subdivision of0 RN classconnectivity into different global domains along
the dorso-ventral and medial-lateral axis suggest that a seriesofhierarchical decisions are made by
oRN axons on their way from the peripheral sensory epithelium to the synaptic target region (see
below). These sequentially acting signalling mechanisms would reduce the complexity to generate
oRN synaptic specificity, leading to the positioning of0 RN axons into a selected AL area, where
local cues organizes the 0 RN class specific convergence.
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Figure 5. Global organization of ORN projections into the AL. A) ORNs housed in basiconic
sensilla are enriched on the medial antennal surface and project into two main fascicles (blue
and green) towards the AL. Trichoid sensilla neuronal projections from the lateral antennal
surface are enriched in the third main fascicle (yellow) . The ORNs of each sensillum can be
subdivided into one "Notch OFF" neuron and one to three "Notch ON " neurons based on
the position within the SOP lineage (see text). The axonal projections of "Notch OFF"- and
"Notch ON"-type ORNs are intermingled within each of the three fascicles. B) The overall
topographic organization of basiconic and trichoid ORNs is maintained in the ORN axon
projections in the AL. C) "Notch OFF"- and "Notch ON"-type ORNs segregate into broad
glomerular domains along the dorso-ventral axis. Red staining in A: 22ClO-positive ORNs.

Cellular and Molecular Mechanisms ofORN Wiring Specificity
Recent progress in understanding the molecular basis of ORN wiring specificity has been

achieved through the systematic use of an inducible genetic mosaic system (MARCM),65.66 in
which gene functions can be specifically removed from projecting ORNs (Fig. SA-C). The in
duction ofMARCM clones under the control ofthe eyeless promotor generates large regions of
homozygous 0 RNs in the antennal epithelium but does not affect the precursors ofthe PNs and
LNs in the developing AL.81In addition, the expression ofFlipase under heat -shock (hs) promo
tor control enables the generation of single homozygous ORNs as well the induction ofgenetic
mosaics in different populations of AL neurons." This mosaic system has been used to address
many aspects ofolfactory system development, e.g., the origin ofthe different cell types and their
clonal relationship in the antenna and AL,64.83 the functional interplay ofaxons and dendrites dur
ing axonal and dendritic wiring82.84.85 and the characterization ofcandidate genes in this cell-cell
communication process," Axonal connectivity phenotypes of candidate molecules (see below)
and a large-scale histological screen (TH unpublished) further support the idea that hierarchical
mechanisms control ORN axon targeting in the AL. Most mutant phenotypes can be classifiedas
global or local misprojection (Fig. 6D-I), suggesting that there are distinct and sequentially acting
signalling mechanisms in which initial axon guidance to a coarse region ofthe AL is followed by
local interactions that control the final refinement and precise matching ofpre-and postsynaptic
neuronal processes.

The first neuronal guidance molecules that have been shown to be required within ORNs are
Dscam, a member ofthe Ig-domain superfamily and two Dscam downstream effectors, the SHU
SH3adapter Dock and the serine/threonine kinase Pak.81.87All three genes are broadly expressed
in the developing peripheral and central olfactory system. In eyFlpmosaics, Dscam mutant ORN
axons still follow an approximately normal path across the antennal lobe, but converge prematurely
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at ectopic locations. Interestingly, they do not integrate into existingglomeruli at these ectopic sites;
rather multiple Dscam mutant ORN axons converge to form novel glomerulus-like structures."
Labeling of multiple 0 RN classes revealed that Dscam mutant 0 RN axons segregate at ectopic
sites, even outside the AL, in an ORN classspecific manner (Fig. 6F-G') indicating the existence
of a unique axonal identity independent of the target area, which is counteracted by the Dscam
activity (Fig. 6J; T.H. unpublished observations). dockandPak mutant ORN axons show a more
severe phenotype in which they grow along inappropriate pathways and therefore form ectopic
terminations all over the AL. The Robo receptors are a second classofguidance molecules involved
in the initial coarse targeting of 0 RN axons. Robo, Rob02 and Rob03 are expressed in discrete
subsets of 0 RN axons that segregate from one another and take different medial versus lateral
pathways across the developing AL.29 Widespread mistargeting defects when Robo receptors are
removed from ORNs or ectopically expressed suggest a crucial role for Robo signalling in ORN
axon positioning.

Following the crude and overlapping positioning of 0 RN axon terminals ofdifferent classes
within a restricted AL domain, local short-range inter and intra-class interactions lead to the
class-specific axon sorting into protoglomeruli (Fig.4C). Compared to the mutations described
above, removal ofthe transmembrane molecule Semaphorin-la and the Ca-dependent cell adhe
sion molecule N-Cadherin leads to more local axon targeting defects (Fig. 6H-I '). Ncad mutant
ORN axons reach the vicinity of their AL target area, but the initial axonal convergence into
protoglomeruli is disrupted; this in turn affects all subsequent steps of glomerulus maturation
and axon-dendrite interaction finally results in a severedisorganisation ofthe adult AL neuropil."
However, N-Cadherin does not appear to mediate class-specific interactions between different
ORN axons; rather it seems to be a permissive factor for axonal interactions among all ORNS.74
In contrast to N-Cadherin, Sema-la mutant ORN axons are able to induce local convergence,
but axons ofthe same classsplit into multiple adjacent glomeruli or coconverge with ORN axons
of neighboring glomeruli (Fig. 6H-I ').15•88Whereas N-Cadherin is ubiquitously expressed on
projecting 0 RN axons, 0 RN axons converging into neighbouring glomeruli display different
levelsofSemaphorin-Ia." Clonal analysis indicates a non-autonomous Sema-la function, medi
ated through the Plexin A receptor, onto neighbouring classes,most likely in a repulsive fashion.
In summary, different types ofinter-axonal attractive (via N-Cadherin) and repulsive (via Dscam
and Sema-la/Plexin A) interactions, lead to a final coalescence ofORN axons in OR type specific
protoglomeruli (Fig. 6J).

Specification ofProjection Neurons
In contrast to 0 RN formation during pupal development, the generation of the olfactory

CNS neurons starts already during embryonic and larval stages, ensuring that a prepatterned
dendritic target field is established by the time ORN axons project into the antennal lobe."
Projection neurons (PNs) and local interneurons (LNs) originate from asymmetrically dividing
neural precursor cells called neuroblasts (Fig. 7).89 At each division neuroblasts produce serially a
new neuroblast and a ganglion mother cell, which divides once more to generate two terminally
differentiated neurons (Fig. 7). PNs are derived from three neuroblasts: an antero-dorsal (ad), a
lateral (la) and a ventral (ve) neuroblast, corresponding to the three groups ofcell bodies." It has
been shown that the ad and la PN lineages send dendrites to stereotyped and mutually exclusive
sets ofglomeruli. 12 Using the MARCM method to perform a systematic fate mapping analysis of
PNs, Jefferis et al could demonstrate a direct correlation between the larval PN lineage and birth
time with their dendritic targeting onto distinct glomeruli." In addition, embryonic-born PNs
participate in both the larval and adult olfactory circuits." In the larva, these neurons generally
innervate a single glomerulus in the antennallobe and persist in the adult olfactory circuit, also
prespecified by birth order to innervate a subset of glomeruli distinct from larval-born PNs.
Developmental studies indicate that these neurons undergo stereotyped pruningoftheir dendrites
and axon terminal branches locally during early metamorphosis, which requires cell-autonomous
reception of the nuclear hormone ecdysone.?"
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Figure 6. Analysis of gene functions involved in ORN connectivity development. A-C) Mosaic
analysis in developing ORNs using the MARCM system. Induction of MARCM clones under
eyFlp control leads to homoz ygous (GFP-positive) ORNs in the maxillary palps A) and an
tenna (not shown) and allows to follow their axonal projections into the AL (B), whereas the
AL target neurons (LNs and PNs) next to the AL remain unaffected (red, GFP-negative). C)
Schematic illustrating the segregation of the different chromosomes (asterisk indicates the
mutation) from the heterozygous ORN precursor cell into the different daughter cells. Due
to the loss of the GalBO insertion after mitotic recomb ination at the FRT sites (black box), the
homoz ygous mutant ORNs start to expressGFP in a GaI4/UAS-dependent manner, whereas
in homozygous wildtype or heterozygous ORNs the expression of GFP remains repressed
due to the presence of GalBO. D, E, E/) The project ion of two ORN classes (green and red)
onto neighbor ing glomeruli is shown. F, G, G') Loss of Dscam in ORN-specific MARCM
clon es lead to a prematu re convergence inside and outsid e the AL, but mutant axons sort
out according to their OR class identity. H, I, I') Following the removal of Semaphorin - Ia
(Seme- le), mutant ORN axons project to the target region but fail to sort into class-speci fic
glomeruli. J)Model of the inter-axonal interactions mediated by different neuronal cell surface
molecules (see text).
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Figure 7. Generation of Projection Neurons dur ing AL development. Projection Neurons (PNs)
in each of the three PN clusters, the anterior-dorsal (ad), lateral (la) and ventral (ve) cluster,
derive from a distinct neuroblast (NB). The different PN classesinside each cluster (e.g., PN1 ,
PN2, etc.) are generated at defined time points from the dividing NB though an intermediate
ganglion mother cell (GMC). Recent data indicate that the level of the POU-domain type
transcription factor Chinmo in the dividing NB defines a critical determinant in the control of
PN identity, with high levels giving rises to early-born PNs and low levels to late-born PNs.

How is PN diversity generated through the series of NB divisions? First insights into the
molecular mechanism that lead to PN diversification came through the identification of the
putative transcription factor Chinmo that confers temporal identity on the neural progeny of
mushroom body and projection neurons neuroblasts (Fig. 7).91 In the PN lineage, loss ofChinmo
autonomously causes early-born neurons to adopt the fates oflate-born neurons from the same
lineages. Although the molecular mechanisms that control PN fate identity is not clear yet, studies
in mushroom bodies indicate the generation ofa temporal gradient ofChinmo (Fig. 7) through
primarily posttranscriptional regulation which helps to specify distinct birth order-dependent cell
fates in an extended neuronal lineage,"
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Figure 8. Development of PN connectivity. (A-C) Schematic drawings of the three main steps
in PN axon and dendri te development. A) Adult PNs first send out axonal processes toward s
the mushroom bod ies and lateral horn . B) PNs develop dendr it ic branches wh ich project to
different regions, according to their later glomerular posit ion in the AL. C) Different types
of inter-dendritic interactions further restrict PN dend rites to their final AL posit ion . D) The
level of Semaphori n-l a in developing PNs determines their dendr ite posit ion ing along the
dorso-ventral AL axis; high levels lead to a dorso-Iateral location whe reas PNs expressing
low Sema-la levels proj ect to ventro-medial posit ions. E) PN dendrites having reached their
crude position in the AL perform different types of interactions (mediated by N-Cadherin and
Dscam) to elaborate and restrict their dendritic branches.

Development ofPN Dendrites
Shortly after birth during larval development, PNs extend axons along the main tracts connect

ing the antennallobe to h igher olfacto ry centres. the MB and LH. however no axonal arboriza
tions are formed with in those CNS regions (Fig. 8A) .JlAt the time oflarval/pupal transition, PN
dendrite development startswith the extension ofdendritic proc esses int o different regions ofthe
AL (Fig. 8B), so that by about 20 h APF spatially restr icted but still overlapping dendritic arbours
occupy the early AL.JlAt the same tim e, ORN axons have just reached the developing ant ennal
lobe. The directional outgrowth is followed by a period of int er-dendritic interaction (Fig. 8C).
resulting in a further refinement ofarborization according to their PN class identi ry," Class-specific
branching ofPN axons is evident in the lateral horn by 24-30 h APF.JlThus the PN axonal devel
opment relevant to wiring occurs relatively synchronously with dendritic development.

Recently, several molecular determinates, e.g.•transcription factors and cell surface molecules.
have been identified that are involved in the two main steps of PN dendrite development. direc
tio nal outgrowth and class-specific sorting.84-86.92.93 Interestingly. the same molecule s described
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above to control ORN axon-axon interaction, Semaphorin-la, N-Cadherin and Dscam, also have
an independent function during PN dendrite patterning. Somewhat surprising came the observa
tion that Sema-la levels cell-autonomously direct initial PN targeting in the antennallobe along
the dorsal-Iateral/ventral-medial axis (Fig. 80).86 This function requires the cytoplasmic domain,
which could mediate signalling upon binding to a yet unknown ligand, distributed in a gradient
along in the early AL to specify dendrite positioning."

Mosaic analyses suggest that N-Cadherin mediates dendro-dendritic interactions between
PNs and thus contributes to spatial restriction ofPN dendrites thereby sharpening the boundaries
between glomeruli (Fig. 8E).84 Developmental studies reveal that the dendrites of N-Cadherin
mutant PNs occupy the same global positions as their wild-type counterparts during early pupal
development but fail to sort in a PN classspecific pattern. A possible explanation for the dendritic
defect is that N-Cadherin expressed on the surface ofPN dendrites confers proper adhesiveness
to the dendrite during and after the initial targeting event. Loss ofN-Cadherin results in reduced
cell adhesion, allowing dendrites to more easily invade the neighboring glomeruli. In contrast to
the inhibition ofdendritic extensions, Dscam acts in projection neurons and local interneurons to
control the elaboration ofdendritic fields (Fig. 8E).8S The removal ofDscam selectivelyfrom PNsor
LNs leads to a marked reduction in their dendritic field size whereas Dscam overexpression causes
dendrites to shift their relative local position. Thus, similar to the ORN axon pattering, sequential
attractive and repulsive interactions seem to mediate the final positioning ofPN dendrites.

Beside the cell surface molecules directly involved in inter-dendritic communication, the
functional analysis ofPN-intrinsic mechanisms has led to the identification of several transcrip
tion factors (TFs) that control dendritic targetingS6

,92 Members of different TF families, e.g.,
LIM-homeodomain TFs (Islet and Lim l ), homeodomain TFs (Cut), zinc-finger TFs (Squeeze)
and POU-domain TFs (Acj6 and Drifter) lead in PN-specific loss-of-function mosaic clones to
either coarse or local dendrite targeting defects, suggesting that they have qualitatively different
instructive information. Most ofthese TFs show a spatially restricted expression pattern, e.g.,Acj6
and Drifter, are expressed in adPNs and laPNs respectively (Fig. 8E).92 Misexpression experiments
induces specific changes oftargeting specificity suggest that PN classesare at least partially defined
by combinatorial expression ofTFs that regulate different steps ofdendritic targeting, some speci
fying the coarse area (e.g., Cut), followed by others controlling local glomerular choice within the
area (e.g., Drifter and Acj6).

Concluding Remarks
Initial studies in other insects and mammals have emphasized the organizing role of ORNs

in AL development. For instance in Manduca surgical removal of the antenna prevents normal
glomerular formation94,9s and antennal disc transplantation between different sexesresults in the
formation ofglomeruli with a morphology that is most typical of the donor sex." The results in
Drosophila presented here suggested that both ORNs and PNs have substantial autonomous pat
terning ability in which both neuronal types target coarselywithout interactingwith their partners.
Experiments in which 0 RN axon and PN dendrite targeting are differentially affected provide
first insights into the relative contribution ofboth synaptic partners in determining connection
specificity. Cell-type specific removal ofN-Cadherin from PN dendrites does not affect the site
specific convergence ofthe partner 0 RN s.84 In addition, the local shift in 0 RN axon convergence
or PN dendrite positioning leads to the corresponding displacement ofthe synaptic partner, which
so far is the strongest indication for a cell-type specific recognition code."

Based on the cellular interactions during pupal AL development and the resulting connectivity
defect following the cell-type specific mutant analysis described above we suggest the following
model for ORN-PN matching (Fig. 9). The first cellular event seems to be the generation of a
coarse map ofPN dendrites in the developingAL (Step 1). Initial ORN axon targeting is equally
imprecise. The axons ofa particular 0 RN class reach their target area and intermingle with axons
of spatially related targets. Intra-class axonal attraction combined with inter-class axonal retrac
tion forces this local blend ofdifferent axon classesto segregate from one another (Step 2).When
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Figure 9. Model of neuronal connectivity development in the Drosophila olfactory system.
The development of neuronal connections in the Drosophila AL can be divided into three
consecutive steps. First, PN dendrite projection and dendro-dendritic interact ions lead to
prepatterned target field before ORN axons reach the AL. In a second step, ORN axons
of the same OR class grow into the AL and target to the approximate position followed by
axon-axon interactions in to converge into OR class specific protoglomeruli. In the final step
of glomerulus formation, class-specific ORN-PN recognition leads to the restriction ofaxons
and dendrites into single glomerular units, in which the different neuronal processes assemble
into functional circuits .
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a critical concentration of similar axons is reached, axonal protoglomeruli begin to form at the
periphery of the antennallobe (Step 2). In the final step, class-specific ORN-PN recognition
initiates the glomerulus assembly followed by synaptogenesis and glial mediated isolation ofnew
emerging synaptic units. Once established these synaptic units are rather stable, manipulations
in the adult fly, e.g., the selective cell ablation or differential olfactory experience leads to only
minor intra-glomerular changes?6.97 Based on this model 0 RN axon and PN dendrite targeting
are initially two separate patterning events and subsequent axon-dendrite matching is the final
step by which two prepatterned fields are merged.

How the differentiation ofabout SO distinct synaptic partners is coordinated remains one of
the challenging questions in olfactory system research. In the peripheral olfactory system, distinct
types of0 RNs have to become specified and the subsequent differentiation has to be coupled to
the neurogenesis within developing sensilla, the development ofaxon projection patterns and the
eventual expression ofindividual odorant receptors. In the central olfactory system, the develop
ment ofthe dendritic projection has to be coordinated with the distinct axonal branching pattern
in the higher brain cenrers.P:" The Drosophila olfactory system provides a powerful model to
address these fundamental issuesofneuroscience research.
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CHAPTER 7

The Olfactory Sensory Map inDrosophila
Philippe P. Laissue and Leslie B. Vosshall*

Abstract

The fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) exhibits robust odor-evoked behaviors in response to
cues from diversehost plants and pheromonal cuesfrom other flies.Understandinghow the
adult olfactory system supports the perception ofthese odorous chemicals and translates

them into appropriate attraction or avoidance behaviors is an important goal in contemporary
sensory neuroscience. Recent advances in genomics and molecular neurobiology have provided
an unprecedented level of detail into how the adult Drosophila olfactory system is organized.
Volatile odorants are sensed by two bilaterally symmetric olfactory sensory appendages, the third
segment of the antenna and the maxillary palps, which respectively contain approximately 1200
and 120 olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) each. These OSNs express a divergent family ofseven
transmembrane domain odorant receptors (0Rs) with no homology to vertebrate 0 Rs, which
determine the odor specificity ofa given OSN. Drosophila was the first animal for which all OR
genes were cloned, their patterns ofgene expression determined and axonal projections ofmost
OSNs elucidated. In vivo electrophysiology has been used to decode the ligand response profiles
of most of the 0 Rs, providing insight into the initial logic of olfactory coding in the fly. This
chapter willreview the molecular biology, neuroanatomy and function ofthe peripheral olfactory
system ofDrosophila.

Introduction
Sensory systems-touch, hearing, vision, taste, smell-map features ofthe external world into

internal representations in the brain that ultimately allow all animals to navigate their environ
ments. The physical sensesoftouch and vision use topographic mapping approaches to represent
discrete dimensions ofthe external world. For example, the visual system uses retinotopic mapping
to organize the field ofview in the lateral geniculate nucleus, such that there is an orderly repre
sentation of the visual field in the brain.' The somatosensory system uses somatotopic mapping
to project not the external world but the body plan onto the somatosensory cortex.P Thus it is
not the environment per se that is mapped, but the various parts ofthe body, allowing an animal
to determine with precision where it is being touched by a physical stimulus. The auditory system
maps sound frequencies along a tonotopic axis in the cochlea and the auditory cortex, allowing
sound to be broken into its component parts and later synthesized into a coherent representa
tion ofwhat was heard.v'An important feature of the auditory system is the precision by which
it permits animals to localize sound in space. This is accomplished by central brain comparisons
of input into the left and right ears. These mapping approaches allow visual, somatosensory and
auditory cortex to represent important features ofvisual, mechanical and auditory stimuli and
relate them to physical space in the external world.
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The chemical senses-taste and smell-are less well understood than the physical senses but
appear to use a different strategy to represent gustatory and olfactory cues encountered in the
environment. Instead ofmapping primarily the position ofthe external stimulus and its relation
ship to the individual, the gustatory and olfactory systems categorize the identity and quality of
the stimulus. The tongue can detect at least five different taste qualities-bitter, sweet, sour, salty
and umami, the taste ofmonosodium glutamate. Insects appear to have all ofthese taste qualities,
with the possible exception of umami and the addition of a "water" sense.Y Each of these taste
qualities is perceived by structurally and functionally discrete gustatory neurons in the tongue of
vertebrates' and labial palps ofinsects.s" It is still unclear in the field whether these taste qualities re
main segregated into stimulus-specific labeled lines from the periphery to higher brain centers,8.10.11
or whether distributed coding across groups ofsensory and central brain neurons allows animals
to distinguish tastes ofdifferent modalities such as bitter and sweet. 12.13 There is clear evidence in
Drosophila that pathways for bitter and sweet tastes are anatomically and functionally separate
senses that elicit innate aversive and appetitive responses, respectively."!'

The olfactory system is capable of detecting an extremely large number ofvolatile chemical
stimuli, possibly exceeding tens ofthousands, although the total olfactory coding capacity ofany
animal has never been exhaustively catalogued." The ability to recognize such a vast number
of odorous ligands is thought to be due to the special properties of the 0 Rs, the large family of
membrane proteins that is selectively expressed in OSNs in the olfactory epithelium ofvertebrates
and antennae ofinsects. ORs have selective but broad ligand-binding properties, such that a given
OR is activated by multiple odors and a given odor activates multiple ORS. 1S-18This combinato
rial coding strategy based on a large family of0 Rs with broad but selective ligand pharmacology
in part accounts for the ability of animals to detect and discriminate a number ofodors that far
exceeds the number of0 Rs they possess.

In all arthropods and vertebrates studied to date, the early olfactory system is organized into a
large number ofspherical neuropil elements, called glomeruli.Pr" Olfactory glomeruli represent
points of convergence where OSNs expressing the same OR synapse with inhibitory local inter
neurons and secondary neurons that relay olfactory information to higher brain centers.21.2SThere
is some evidence in mammals that the olfactory system maps odor stimuli along a chemotopic axis
in the vertebrate olfactory bulb.26-28Thus neurons responsive to odors sharing an alcohol functional
group will tend to innervate adjacent regions in the bulb and these regions appear to be organized
by carbon chain length.26.27This type ofchemotopy is less apparent in insect systems.29-32

This chapter will review recent progress in our understandingofthe organization and function of
the adult Drosophila olfactory system. The accompanying chapter by Veronica Rodrigues and Thomas
Hummelwilladdress the development and earlypatterningofthe olfactory system. The accompanying
chapter by Reinhard Stocker concerns the unique organization ofthe larval olfactory system.

Olfactory Organs and Olfactory Sensory Neurons ofDrosophila
Fruit flies detect odors through two olfactory sensory organs on the head, the antenna and

maxillary palp (Fig. 1). These olfactory appendages are covered with a large number of sensory
hairs, called sensilla, which house and protect the underlying OSNs that are specialized to detect
odors. Olfactory sensilla can be distinguished morphologically from thermo- and hygro-sensitive
sensilla by the presence of a large number of small pores that perforate the shaft:of the sensillum
and which are believed to allow access to odors (reviewed in ref 33).A total ofabout 410 olfactory
sensilla cover the antenna, while the maxillary palp has about 60 olfactory sensilla. These hairs can
be divided into three distinct morphological and functional classes: Club-shaped basiconic sensilla,
long and pointed trichoid sensilla and short, peg-shaped coeloconic sensilla (Fig. 1).

Further morphological and functional distinctions subdivide both basiconic and trichoid
sensilla into additional subclasses, which differ by the size and density ofodor pores, the number
ofneurons housed in each sensillum and their distribution on the antenna (Fig. 1)29.33-36 The dif
ferent sensilla types are distributed in a highly stereotyped fashion over the surface ofthe antenna.
Large basiconic sensilla are clustered at the medial face of the antenna, while the three types of
trichoid sensilla are arranged in diagonal bands across the lateral face of the antenna (Fig. 1).
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Figure1. Peripheralorganization of the Drosophila olfactorysystem. Scanningelectron micro
graph of a Drosophila head indicating the two major sensory organs, the third segment of the
antenna and the maxillarypalp. At right is a schematic of sensilla types and relative locations
on both organs. Abbreviations: LB, large basiconic sensilla; TB, thin basiconic sensilla; SB,
small basiconic sensilla; Tl-T3, three different types of trichoid sensilla. SEM image by j.Scott
and R.Bhatnagar, AMF, Biological Sciences, Universityof Alberta. Reprinted with permission
from l. Scott ©2006 Biological Sciences. Cartoons adapted with permission from: Couto A,
Alenius M, Dickson B. Curr Bioi 2005; 15:1535-1547. ©2005 Elsevier Press.

Coeloconic sensilla are interspersed with other sensilla types, but are concentrated at the central
face of th e antenna. The relative pos ition of these sensilla is well conserved as are the number of
neurons innervating a given sensillum. Trichoid sensilla are named TI, T2 and T3 and contain
one, two , or three OSNs, respectively. Most basiconic sensilla house two neurons, although there
are several cases of four neurons per basiconic sensillum. 29.33.36 Coeloconic sensilla typically have
two or three neurons. Thus the third segment ofthe antenna is marked by a reproducibly ordered
array ofolfactory sensilla that house defined and stereotyped numbers ofOSNs. Thi s patterning
arises through the interplay ofa cascade ofpatterning genes that act early in development and is
discussed in the accompanying chapter by Hummel and Rodrigues.F'"

The maxillary palp is a simpler olfactory organ, containing fewer OSNs housed in a smaller
number ofbasiconic sensilla. Approximately sixty basiconic sensilla each housing two OSNs can
be found in this organ . Although these sensilla are externally similar, Shanbhag ecal used electron
microscopic analysisofOSN terminal dendrite branching in the maxillary palp to further subdiv ide
palp sensilla into three subtypes, PB·I, PB-II and PB-IIl,36 PB-I OSNs contain highly branched
terminal dendrites,while PB-II OSNs are characterized by ribbon-shaped dendrites. PB-III OSNs
are rarer on the palp and have an unusual thick, hollow dendritic segment. The extent to which
these ultrastructural differences in antennal and maxillary palp sensilla and OSNs have functional
implications will be discussed below.

Odorant Receptor Gene Expression
In vertebrates, 0 Rs were first identified in 1991 as a very large family of related genes encoding

members of the G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) superfamily, which couples ligand bind
ing to production of cAMP second messenger signaling." During the 1990s, efforts by multiple
investigators to find homologues ofvertebrate ORs in insect genomes failed. In 1999 three groups
used a combination ofdifference cloning" and miningofgenome databasesfor multi -transmembrane
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domain proteins'<" to identify candidate Drosophila 0 Rs. There are a total of 62 0 Rs,encoded
by a family of60 genes through alternative splicing." The fly OR genes encode a highly divergent
family ofmembrane-associated proteins that are selectivelyexpressed in Drosophila OSNS.42-44These
proteins are predicted to contain seven transmembrane domains, but contain no obvious homology
to vertebrate 0 Rs or the GPCR superfamily.42,46,47 Two recent reports that looked at the membrane

topology ofthe fly 0 R gene family suggested that these proteins adopt an orientation in the mem
brane that is inverted relative to GPCRs, such that the N-terminus faces the cytosol.46.47 Benton et al46

provided experimental evidence to support this atypical topology, calling into question the general
assumption that fly ORs are classic GPCRs. Furthermore, different members ofthe fly OR family
show considerably less homology to each other than most vertebrate 0 Rs, leading to the hypothesis
that this is a rapidly evolving gene family,"

Detailed information about the expression ofeachDrosophila 0 R gene is now available. Initially,
RNA in situ hybridization was used to examine in which tissue and in which OSNs a given ORis
expressed.v" In these early papers, it was already obvious that there is a segregation ofgene expres
sion between the two major appendages: ORs expressed in the antenna are not expressed in the
maxillary palp and vice versa. A later study that examined a group of 57 fly 0 Rs confirmed this
initial impression ofsegregation in OR repertoire between antenna (Table 1)and palp (Table 2).
These appendages express non-overlappingsubsets of32 and seven ORgenes, respectively (Fig. 2).25
Two recent papers29,30 that monitored OR gene expression with transgenic reporter techniques
bring the total number ofantennal-specific genes to 40 and maxillary palp-specific genes to seven.
The remaining 0 R genes are not detectably expressed in the adult and are now known to encode
the larval ORs, as discussed in the accompanying chapter by Reinhard Stocker.48,49

Each OR gene is expressed in a small subset of the OSNs in either olfactory organ, which
varies from two to 50 OSNs per OR. The relative position and number ofOR-expressing OSNs
is bilaterally symmetric in the two appendages and highly stereotyped between individual flies.
Early reports discussed the existence of"zones" of0 R gene expression, reminiscent of the zones
of0 R gene expression on the olfactory turbinates of the rodent.50,51 Careful examination of the
relationship between 0 R gene expression and sensilla type has revealed that there is a nearlyperfect
correlation between the expression of0 R genes and subsets ofmorphologically distinct basiconic,
trichoid and coeloconic sensilla (Table 1).29,52 Thus the same developmental pathways that specify
the morphology of the sensilla must also dictate the numbers and functional properties of the
OSNs and the specific 0 Rs they express.

There are two unusual features of0 R gene expression in Drosophila that set this system apart
from the vertebrate paradigm, in which each OSN expresses only a single 0 R gene.16,53 First, each
Drosophila OSN expresses a broadly expressed member of the OR gene family called Or83b,
which associates with 0 Rs and is necessary for the proper ciliary targeting and function ofall0 R
genes.46,54,55 Second, a given OSN can co-express up to three conventional 0 Rs mediating ligand
selectivity along with the Or83bco-receptor.29.30,56 Thus mechanisms of0 R gene choice are likely
to be different in the fly compared to the mouse and the feedback system that limits vertebrate
OSNs to express only a single OR allele does not operate in Drosophila.

LigandTuningProfiles
What types ofodors activate fly 0 Rs and OSNs ?Extracellular electrophysiological recordings

that take advantage ofthe electrical isolation ofneurons housed in a given sensillum have been a
powerful tool to answer this question. Such single sensillum recordings were used to define the
complete olfactory profile ofthe maxillary palp? and the majority ofbasiconic" and coeloconic'?
sensilla on the antenna. The tuning of trichoid sensilla is less well studied, but T 1 sensilla are
thought to respond to the aggregation pheromone cis-vaccenyl acetate.34,60

From these initial electrophysiological experiments, it became clear that the morphological
differences in the olfactory sensilla are reflected in functional differences of the OSNs that are
housed in the sensilla (Fig. 2). There is now excellent evidence that basiconic sensilla are special
ized to detect food odors, both in the antenna and maxillary palp (Fig. 2, Tables 1and 2). Trichoid
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Table 1. Molecular and functionalorganization of the Drosophila antenna

Antenna

Odors Evoking Responses (of 110 Tested)"

OR Neuron Glomerulus +(-) Strongest Ligand

Or2a at3 DA4m 0(5) no strong ligand
Or7a ab4A DL5 19 (30) E2-hexenal
Or9a abB VM3 21 (0) 2-pentanol
Crl0a ablD DL1
Orl0a ablD DLl 9 (27) ethyl benzoate
Or13a ail DC2
Or19a at3 DCl 6 (26) t-octen-S-ol
Or19b at3 DCl
Cr21a ablC V carbon dioxide
Or22a ab3A DM2 29 (0) methyl hexanoate
Or22b ab3A DM2
Or23a at2 DA3 0(22) no strong ligand
Or33a DA2
Or33b ab5B+ab2B DM3+DM5 0(6) no strong ligand
Or35a acl VC31 2B (14) l-hexanol

Or42b abl DMl
Or43a at3 DA41 1 (34) l-hexanol
Or43b abBA VM2 14 (0) ethyl butyrate
Or47a ab5B DM3 11 (0) propyl acetate
Or47b at4 VAlm+1 0(37) no strong ligand
Or49a abl0 DL4
Or49b ab6B VAS 3 (19) 2-methylphenol
Or56a ab4B DA2
Or59b ab2A DM4 6 (0) methyl acetate
Or65a at4 DL3 0(3) no strong ligand
Or65b at4 DL3
Or65e at4 DL3
Or67a abl0 DM6 31 (6) phenylethyl alcohol
Or67b ab9 VA3
Or67e ab7 VC3m B (9) ethyl lactate
Or67d atl DAl
Or69aA ab9 D
Or69aB ab9 D
OrB2a ab5A VA6 1 (5) geranyl acetate
OrB3e at2 DC3
OrB5a ab2B DM5 4 (31) ethyl 3-hydroxybutyrate

OrBSb ab3B VM5d* 22 (1) 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one

OrBSf ab10 DL4 0(4) no strong ligand

OrB8a at4 VA1d a(11) no strong ligand

Or92a abl VA2
Or9Ba ab7A VM5v 21 (B) ethyl benzoate

Or9Bb ab6B* VM5d*

*tentative; J\from Hallem and Carlson 2006; + =# odors eliciting activation of > 100 spikes/second
of 110 tested; - =# odors eliciting inhibition of > -10 spikes/second of 110 tested. Data from refer-
ences29,30,32,5B.
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Table 2. Molecular and functional organization of the Drosophila maxillary palp

Maxillary Palp

OR Neuron Glomerulus Odors Evoking Strong Responses(of 10 odors)

Or33c

Or42a

Or46aA

Or59c

Or71a

Or85d

Or85e

pb2A

pblA

pb2B

pb3A

pblB

pb3B
pb2A

VCl

VM7

VA71
1

VC2

VA4
VCl

ethyl acetate, cyclohexanone, (-) fenchone

ethyl acetate, isoamyl acetate, E2-hexenal,

cyclohexanone, 2-heptanone

4-methyl phenol

<none>

4-methyl phenol
isoamyl acetate, 2-heptanone

ethyl acetate, cyclohexanone, (-) fenchone

Data from references29, 30, 56.
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Figure 2. Molecular organization of the Drosophila olfactory system. Gene expression of che
mosensory receptors responding to different classes of ligands is indicated. Co-receptors are
listed in gray. Cr21aand Cr63a comprise the CO 2 receptor; it is not clear if either or both serve
a co -receptor function. With the exception of Or35a/Or83b the coeloconic chemosensory
receptors are still unknown. Data from references 30, 54, 56, 58-60 and 65-67.
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sensilla, as observed for other insects, appear to be specialized for detecting pheromones (Fig. 2,
Table 1).34.60-63 The coeloconic sensilla appear to detect special chemical ligands, including water
vapor, ammonia and putrescine (Fig. 2, Table 2).59 Thus the morphological differences between
these sensilla types catalogued by neuroanatomists relate directly to the ligands that the underly
ing OSNs detect.

To determine the explicit relationship between an 0 R and the ligands that activate it, Carlson
and co-workers developed an in vivo preparation that allows them to screen large number of0 Rs
for their ligand response properties.17.32,56.64 This preparation involves the L\halo mutant, which
lacks Or22a/bbut retains expression ofthe Or83bco-receptor/" Different ORs can be expressed
by transgenic techniques in this "empty neuron" and the OR response profile measured directly
without interference from the resident OR. This technique has been used successfully to deor
phanize allsix classes ofmaxillary palp OSNs and assign specific ORs to functionally identified
OSNs (Table 2) .56.57 Twenty four antennal 0 Rs were similarly examined for their ligand specificity
and most were linked to identified sensilla types.17.29.32 A diversity ofdifferent response types for
different 0 Rs was uncovered in this work. First, some 0 Rs are very narrowly tuned to a small
number ofodors, while others are broadly tuned and respond to a large number of the odorants
tested (Tables 1 and 2). Second, 0 Rs can show both excitatory and inhibitory responses to a panel
ofodors. Third, trichoid sensilla tend to show stronginhibitory responses and negligible excitatory
responses to a large panel ofgeneral odors (Table 1),17.32 perhaps because the native ligands for these
oRs are unidentified Drosophila pheromones. In support ofthis hypothesis, Or67d expressed in
TI sensilla has recently been proposed as a candidate cis-vaccenylacetate receptor."

There is one conspicuous case in the antenna ofa very narrowly tuned neuron, defined as ab1C.
This 0 SN is activated selectively by and is extremely sensitive to carbon dioxide (C02).58.65 These
CO2-responsive neurons co-express Gr21a and Gr63a, two of three gustatory receptor (GR)
genes expressed in the antenna that may subserve an olfactory instead ofa gustatory function66.67

(Fig. 2). In fact, these two chemosensory receptors have recently been shown to mediate C02
detection in Drosophila."

These deorphanization efforts have lead to the conclusion that Drosophila 0 Rs mediate all
aspects of the odor responses in a given OSN.They determine the ligand specificity, the level of
spontaneous firing ofthe OSN, whether an odorant will elicit excitatory or inhibitory firing pat
terns and the odor-evoked response dynamics.

A Receptor-Based Map ofGlomemlar Projections
How are axonal projections from thousands of OSNs expressing combinatorials of47 0 Rs

and 2 GRs organized in the antennallobe, the insect homologue ofthe vertebrate olfactory bulb?
The Drosophila antennallobe is composed ofwell over 40 morphologically identifiable glomeruli
whose sizes, shapes and positions are strongly conserved between different animals." Genetic
tools in Drosophila have permitted the elucidation ofa nearly complete map ofprojections from
peripheral olfactory organs to these glomeruli (Figs. 3 and 4; Tables 1 and 2).21,25.29.30 This was
achieved by expression of the OR genes to mark distinct subpopulations of OSNs with green
fluorescent protein, which could be followed from the peripheral sensory appendages to the first
olfactory synapse in the antennallobe (Fig. 3).

A number ofimportant conclusions concerningthis olfactory sensory map were reached in these
studies. AllOSNs expressing a unique combinatorial ofORs target a single antennallobe glom
erulus. This innervation pattern is bilaterally symmetric and invariant between different animals.
There is broad agreement on the assignment of0 R-expressing OSNs to glomeruli named solely
by neuroanatomical criteria in an earlier study.68 A few exceptions are worth noting. Couto et aF9
referred to the glomerulus receiving projections from Or47bneurons as VAlv, while Fishilevich
and Vosshall'" referred to the original name for this compartmentalized glomerulus, VAlm+1,68
which we also use in this chapter. Or67cwas previously mapped to VC4, which we suggest is more
correctly mapped to VC3m. Fishilevich and Vosshallwere unable to assign the Or46a glomerulus, 30
while Couto et al assigned this asVA7!.29 Finally, OrS9cwas assigned to a glomerulus named"1~29
which appears to be a new glomerulus that was never formally named (Fig. 4).68
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0 antennal
bold type: basiconic
glomeru lus r-----.

1 1 antennal
1 1 trichoid

italic type:
1_____ .1

olfactory receptor · . antennal· .· . coeloconic· .-

o
: :. .
: .:

maxillary palp
basiconic

Unassigned

ttu targets * (tentalive)

Figure 4. Molecular and anatomical map of the Drosophila antennal lobe. Schematic of the
antennal lobe presented as frontal sections from anterior to posterior, organized clockwise
from top left. Glomeruli are depth-coded with black for deep, grayfor intermediate and white
forsuperficialsections. Glomeruliare coded according to sensillumtype, chemosensory organ
and whether or not they are innervated by fruitless-positive neurons. Data from references
29, 3D, 63, 66 and 68. Adapted with permission from: Fishilevich E, Vosshall LB. Curr Bioi
2005; 15:1548-1553. ©2005 Elsevier Press.
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We synthesize the conclusions reached in these disparate studies and present a complete map of
the antennallobe, indicating both the neuroanatomical and molecular name for each glomerulus
in Figure 4. The antennallobe comprises a total of42 glomeruli, ofwhich seven are subdivided
into two compartments and one into three. While compartments were discovered on a purely
morphological basis," many have since been shown to express a single ORand due to these find
ings, compartments have been revealed in formerly undivided glomeruli. On a functional level,
the antennallobe can thus be said to have a total of51 glomeruli. By including glomeruli VP 1-3,
the total number ofglomeruli in the AL ofDrosophila amounts to 54 glomeruli. While VP 1-3 are
visible in staining using synaptotagmin antibody." they are not discernible with the monoclonal
antibody nc82.25,29.30.68 This may be due at least partly to their posterior-most location deep into
the brain, where also the other glomeruli unassigned to 0 Rs lie. Glomeruli in the antennallobe
are clustered into arrays, reflecting the bundlingofsensilla types on the antenna and the maxillary
palp. The glomeruli being connected with the maxillary palp are found predominantly in central
positions, distinct from the glomeruli connected to the antenna. Antennal coeloconic OSNs
project mainly to the posterior face ofthe antennallobe, while antennal basiconic OSNs project to
medial anterior regions ofthe antennallobe. Trichoid OSNs project to the group oflarge glomeruli
that lie at the extreme lateral regions of the antennallobe. While these arrays have a fairly fixed
design, there is no evidence for a topographic point-to-point mapping from the antenna to the
antennallobe. A direct correlation exists though between the sizeofa glomerulus and the number
ofOSNs projecting to it. For instance, Or47b is expressed in approximately 50 OSNs and marks
a large glomerulus, VAlm+l, while Or22a is expressed in approximately 25 OSNs and marks a
small glomerulus, DM2.

How accurate is this olfactory sensory map? Because these maps were generated with genetic
reagents, it is important that the transgenic marker expression recapitulates the expression patterns
ofthe endogenous genes. In most cases, this has been verified. Expression ofthe transgene, closely
matching RNA in situ hybridization ofthe endogenous 0 R has been demonstrated for most pub
lished 0 R-Gal4 transgenes.21,25,29,30 Nevertheless, the transgenic approach has led to some variability
in glomerular mapping that almost certainly reflects artefacts ofthe transgenic lines themselves. For
instance, both early reports ofOr23a-expressing OSNs showed that these target two glomeruli in
the antennallobe.21.25 Subsequent analysis ofthese same transgenes showed that OSNs expressing
Or23a innervate only one of the two original glomeruli.29.30 Ectopic expression of both Or59c
and Or67d was observed, such that both transgenic reagents label one authentic and one ectopic
glomerulus.21.25Sporadic cases of these transgenic reagents labeling multiple glomeruli have also
been reported and these are almost certainly due to ectopic expression ofthe transgenes induced
by position and other genetic background effects.52Another possible explanation for variation in
the olfactory map is that despite the highly conserved anatomy ofthe antennal lobe, additional or
missing glomeruli and compartments are observed between individual flies,suggesting a moderate
plasticity of the olfactory system on the individual level.29.68 Despite this inherent limitation of
the genetic reagents, they have proven to be powerful tools that allowed investigators to describe
the molecular neuroanatomy ofthe antennallobe in unprecedented detail.

Sexual Dimorphism in the Drosophila Olfactory System
One further outcome ofthe molecular mapping ofthe antennallobe was that it allowed the

identification ofputative pheromone receptors. Previous reports that examined sexual dimor
phism in the antennallobe ofHawaiian Drosophila species identified several prominent lateral
glomeruli that are larger in male than female flies.61Both DL3 and DAI are considerably larger
in male Hawaiian species than females. The same analysis in Drosophila melanogaster indicates
that compared to the female, the male DAI and VAlm+1 are 62% and 33% larger, respectively,
while DL3 and VAld are isomorphic in both sexes." These glomeruli receive input from OSNs
expressing Or67d (DA1) and Or47b (VAlm+I),29.30 both of which are housed in trichoid
sensilla." The basis for this size increase in males is unknown, but earlier investigators noticed
that there is also a sexual dimorphism in sensilla number.Y" Males have more trichoid sensilla
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and fewer basiconic sensilla than females.33
•
36 Finally, neurons expressingfruitless, the master

transcriptional regulator ofsex-specificdevelopment and behavior project to these large lateral,
sexually dimorphic glomeruli (Fig. 4, pink hatched glomeruli).62.69 Thus the hypothesis that
male antennae are more sensitive to pheromones, as has been shown for a large number ofother
insects and that this sensitivity is mediated by specialized pheromone-sensing OSNs housed in
trichoid sensilla is well supported by the available data.

Concluding Remarks
The advanced state ofknowledge concerning gene expression and synaptic organization ofthe

early olfactory system ofthe flymakes this a compelling system to address questions in odor cod
ing. For instance, it is not yet clear in any species how and where odor concentration is encoded;
how the brain solves odor mixture problems, by far the most likely physiological stimulus an
animal will encounter; and how discrimination between perceptually similar odors is achieved."
Functional calcium imaging71

-
73 and electrophysiology'S" will be important tools in future re

search that seeks to answer these important questions at the cellular level.Finally,little is known
about how the olfactory system processes odors to produce stereotyped behavioral outputs. The
small size, genetic manipulability and availability of robust olfactory behavior paradigms for
Drosophila olfaction strengthen the role of this little insect as a powerful genetic model system
for the foreseeable future.
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CHAPTER 8

Optic Lobe Development
Karl-Friedrich Fischbach" and Peter Robin Hiesinger

Abstract

The optic lobes comprise approximately halfofthe fly'sbrain. In four major synaptic ganglia,
or neuropils, the visual input from the compound eyes is received and processed for higher
order visual functions like motion detection and color vision. A common characteristic

of vertebrate and invertebrate visual systems is the point-to-point mapping of the visual world
to synaptic layers in the brain, referred to as visuotopy. Vision requires the parallel extraction of
numerous parameters in a visuotopic manner. Consequently, the optic neuropils are arranged in
columns and perpendicularly oriented synaptic layers that allow for the selective establishment of
synapses between columnar neurons. How this exquisite synaptic specificity is established during
approximately 100 hours ofbrain development is still poorly understood. However, the optic lobe
contains one of the best characterized brain structures in any organism-both anatomically and
developmentally. Moreover, numerous molecules and their function illuminate some ofthe basic
mechanisms involved in brain wiring. The emerging picture is that the development ofthe visual
system ofDrosophila is (epi-)genetically hard-wired; it supplies the emerging fly with vision with
out requiring neuronal activity for fine tuning of neuronal connectivity. Elucidating the genetic
and cellular principles by which gene activity directs the assembly ofthe optic lobe is therefore a
fascinating task and the focus of this chapter.

Introduction
Several comprehensive works cover the description ofearly events during optic lobe develop

ment in Drosophila,1-3 whereas most recent reviews focus on the molecules and mechanisms during
the establishment ofsynaptic connectivity in the visual systern.tf The present chapter focuses on
optic lobe development from the viewpoint ofneurogenetics: How can a surprisingly low number
ofgenes encode the wiring ofa complicated brain structure? An answer must encompass all levels
of the developmental program, from cellular differentation and movement to the molecules and
mechanisms that provide meaningful synapse formation signals. In particular, we will focus on the
events and mechanisms that lead to the recognition ofsynaptic partners. What is the mechanism
ofsuch recognition events? What are the molecular players at the level of the cell surface during
recognition events and what are the mechanisms for their precise, dynamically regulated expression
pattern? And, finally, how plastic is this program, i.e., to what extent is the final synaptic wiring
pattern determined by the genetic program?

Recognition ofdifferent cell types is not confined to the nervous system and is a general require
ment in the development ofmulticellular organisms. Without cell recognition, recruitment ofcells
into developing tissues would be impossible. Recognition between different cell types is especially
demanding in the nervous system where neurons have to synapse with specific partners, often thou
sands of cell body diameters apart. Due to their regular, columnar and layered organization visual
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systemsare well suited to investigate the genetic determination and developmental rules that underlie
the establishment ofneuronal connectivity. The repetitive organization ofabout 750 visual units or
columns on each side ofthe fly's head allow the detection ofminor disturbances. The visual system
ofDrosophila has the further advantage that an exceptionally powerful toolbox can be applied to
genetically dissect the developmental programs.

The Adult Visual System Is Organized into Parallel Visuotoptic
Functional Pathways

The adult optic lobes ofcoleoptera, lepidoptera and diptera7.8 are subdivided into four neuropils,
the lamina, medulla, lobula and lobula plate (Figs. lA, 2A). Photoreceptor projections from the
eye directly innervate the first two neuropils, lamina and medulla. In Drosophila, each single eye,
or ommatidium, of the compound eye contains eight different photoreceptor cell types . Their
light-sensing protrusion, the rhabdomeres, receive light along seven different optical axes under
neath a single lens.The outer 6 rhabdomeres are formed by retinula cellsRI-6; the inner rhabdomere
comprises distally R7 and proximally R8.In all ommatidia, except those ofthe dorsal rim, the inner
rhabdomeres are much thinner than the outer ones . Functionally, the outer photoreceptors are
responsible for spatial vision, whereas the inner photoreceptors convey color vision.

Three types ofommatidia can be distingulshed" according to the rhodopsin (Rh) content of
the inner retinula cells R7 and R8: 30% ofommatidia are ofthe pale subtype, where R7 contains
the UV-sensitive Rh3 and R8 the blue-sensitive Rh5 , while the remaining 70% are of the yellow
subtype and contain UV-sensitive Rh4 in R7 and green-sensitive Rh6 in R8. Both types are ran 
domly distributed due to the stochastic expression pattern ofthe transcription factor and Dioxin
receptor homolog spineless in R7 cells. The expression ofSpineless in R7 cells specifies it as a Rh4
cell. R7 then dictates the fate of the R8 cell to also assume the yellow subtype. In the absence
of spinelessor in spineless mutants, all R7 and most R8 cells adopt the pale (Rh5) fate, whereas
overexpression ofspineless is sufficient to induce the yellow R7 fate.1OThe molecular mechanism
that determines the stochastic expression ofSpineless as well as the functional significance ofthe
random pale/yellow ommatidia distribution are currently unknown.

In addition to these two major ommatidial types there is a dorsal rim area of the compound
eyes"!' which is specialized for the detection of polarized light. Here R7 and R8 rhabdomeres
have larger diameters and both express the UV-sensitive Rh3 . As the microvilli ofboth cell types
are perpendicularly oriented with respect to each other, this allows the evaluation ofthe vector of

Figure 1.The Drosophilaoptic lobe.A) Volumerendered optic lobe neuropilsbased on synaptic
staining (n-Syb). Selected characterized cell types are depicted based on Golgi studies." la,
lamina; dm, distal medulla; pm, proximal medulla; Ip, lobula plate; 10, lobula. B) The primary
visual map. Lamina cross-sections of confocal images based on a photoreceptor-specific
antibody staining. Scale bar 51Jm. C) EM micrograph of a single unit (cartridge) of the visual
map in the lamina. Color code as in A. Scale bar Ium.
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Figure 2, viewed on previous page. Golgi Gestalten of neurons in wild type and mutant optic
lobes. A) Composite scheme of the left compound eye and optic lobe with camera lucida
drawings of Golgi impregnated neurons of wild type flies selected to illustrate the layering
of the medulla neuropil, e.g., Ll, LS, Mil, Tm3, Tm3Y, T2, TmY3, TmYl, but not TmYl0 are
potential interactors in the distal medulla as their arborizations overlap in layers Ml and
MS (see numbers without prefix). Original camera lucida drawings taken from Fischbach
and Dittrich (1989).18 B, C) Camera lucida drawings of columnar neurons in the optic lobe
of the small optic lobesKS58 mutant display a partial loss of stratification (modified from'"),
D, E) Camera lucida drawings of some examples of neuronal cell types surviving congenital
sensory deprivation in completely eyelesssine oculis' flies. Sprouting of medulla tangentials
into the lobula complex can be seen (modified from"), la, lamina; me, medulla; 10, lobula;
lop, lobula plate; cb, central brain. Naked numbers 1-10 depict medulla layers Ml-Ml O.dVS,
dendrites of giant vertical neurons of the lobula plate; all others labels are names of neuronal
cell types following the nomenclature of Fischbach and Dittrich (1989).18

light polarization rather than wavelength. The homeodomain transcription factor homothorax is
both necessary and sufficient for R7/R8to adopt the polarization-sensitive dorsal rim fate instead
ofthe color-sensitive default state. Homothorax increases rhabdomere size and uncouples R7-R8
communication to allow both cellsto express the same opsin rather than different ones as required
for color vision. Homothorax expression is induced by the dorsally expressed genes ofthe iroquois
complex and the wingless (wg)pathway."

The outer photoreceptors responsible for spatial vision terminate in the first optic ganglion,
the lamina, whereas the inner photoreceptors responsible for color vision project through the
lamina into the second and major optic neuropil, the medulla (Figs. 1,2). It has to be expected
that the different types of R7 and R8 retinula cells described above project to specialized target
neurons in the optic lobe. In fact, in the locust, the neuronal pathways of the dorsal rim region
could be traced via neurons in the dorsal rim ofthe medulla to the lower unit ofthe anterior optic
tubercle.P It is noteworthy, that the decision about the type ofopsin occurs in the midpupal stage,
after the axons have found their way into the brain and during the period ofsynapse specification
and formation. It is not known whether the opsin decision also influences target choices in the
maturing neuropil ofDrosophila.

The axons ofthe eight retinula cells per ommatidium project to the adult brain following the
neural superposition rule14-16which secures that axons from retinula cells obtaining information
from the same point in space project into the same cartridge ofthe lamina or column of the me
dulla. In larval development, the Rl-6 axons ofa single ommatidium form a common fasciclewith
their leading R8 axon and follow it through the larval optic stalk into the larval lamina plexus in
a retinotopic fashion. They distribute themselves to six different, neighbouring lamina cartridges
and establish a visuotopically correct map only later.2,17 The R8 and the following R7 axons di
rectly project into the medulla in a correct retino- and visuotopic manner, as discussed in detail
in section 4 ofthis chapter. The sixouter R-cell terminals ofa single ommatidium are presynaptic
to the dendrites of lamina monopolar neurons L1, L2 and L3 in six different lamina cartridges,
while the L-cell dendrites receive input from R-cells coming from six different ommatidia. The
axons ofthe lamina monopolar cellsL1-5 (only the first three are postsynaptic to Rl-6) ofa single
cartridge project via the first optic chiasm into specific layers of isotopic medulla columns (Figs.
2,3). While a single lamina cartridge receives input from retinula cellswith identical optical axes
ofsix neighbouring ommatidia, a medulla column samples such information from 7 ommatidia,
transmitted via 5 different direct neuronal channels (Ll, L2, L3, R7 and R8).

In summary, while R7 and R8 directly form retinotopic projections in the medulla, R1-R6
undergo axon terminal resorting according to the principle ofneural superposition to match the
orientation ofthe optical axesofthe adult rhabdomeres (visuotopy). The visuotopic organization is
a general feature ofall image processing visual systems in invertebrates as well as in vertebrates.

Most of the visual interneurons of Drosophila have been described in Golgi studies. IS They
can be classified into many columnar and fewer tangential types, the axons ofwhich are oriented
perpendicular to each other. By mere evaluation of the structural features (Fig. 2A) it has been
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Figure 3. Visuotopically organized pathways in the optic lobe . A-C) Peripheral separation of
visuotopically organized functional pathways requires the organization of the optic lobe in
columns and layers. Three functional pathways in the optic lobe are shown which are inferred
from the relationship of layered arborizations of all known cellular Golgi profiles. Legend
continued on following page.
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Figure 3, viewed on previous page. For simplicity, at the level of the medulla only typical neu
ronal types are shown. The L1 and L2 pathways are fed by Rl-6 and function in spatial vision,
the R8 and R7 pathways in color vision. D) depicts an 3H-2-deoxyglucose autoradiogram of a
horizontal brain section after unilateral 120 min stimulation in two 15 x 15 degree sectors of
the right visual field. The right optic lobe autoradiogram is enlarged in E. The anterior visual
field window (posterior medulla sector) was stimulated by upward motion, the posterior
visual field window by horizontal progressive motion of the same spatial wavelength (using
a sinusoidally modulated gray scale). In both casesvisuotopically situated columnar neurons
of the L1 and L2 pathway layers (A,B) have taken up radioactive deoxyglucose. The density
profile of the medulla sector stimulated by upward motion is shown in the inset. It is obvious
that the R7/R8 pathway layers M3 and M6 are silent under these conditions (modified from
Fischbach et al 199222

) .

claimed that several, visuotopically organized, parallel visual pathways co-exist'? (Fig. 3A-C). In
combination with 2-deoxyglucose studies" a clear structural separation between the pathways for
motion detection and colour vision could be demonstrated18-22 (see Fig. 3D,E).

This neuronal organization ofthe visual system ofDrosophila contrasts sharply with the olfac
tory system, where olfactory receptor cells with the same chemosensory specificity converge in so
called glomeruli of the antennallobe onto single large interneurons (relay neurons) that project
to the mushroom bodies and the lateral protocerebrum'V' (see Chapters by R. Stocker and by
v. Rodrigues and T. Hummel). However, it has recently been pointed out that the output level
ofthe visual system is also comparable to the olfactory system, as visuotopically organized lobula
output neurons of the same type converge in so-called optic glomeruli, where they synapse onto
large projection neurons25.26 (Fig. 4). It is therefore tempting to suggest that the visuotopic, parallel
pathway organization is an evolutionary added feature ofthe visual system.

What is known about the cellular and molecular mechanisms that enable the visuotopic and
pathway-specific wiring in the optic lobe? We will first review data related to the dependence
ofvisual neuropil development on retinal innervation and will consider some of the functions
ofknown cellular and molecular factors involved in axonal pathfinding, target recognition and
synaptogenesis.

Lamina Development

RetinalInnervation: Axon Outgrowth andInterdependence with Optic Lobe
Development

Axon outgrowth from the retina occurs in a developmental wave following the wave ofcellular
differentiation in the eye disc. The first (pioneer) axons grow out from R8, followed by R2&RS,
R3&R4, then Rl&R6 and R7 follow last.27The retinal axons project through the tubular optic stalk
that consists ofa monolayer ofsurface glia and forms before axon ingrowth under the control the
focal adhesion kinase FakS6D.28 The larval photoreceptor organ, the Bolwig's organ, is dispensable
for adult wild-type photoreceptor axons to project normally and is thus not an essential pioneer of
axonal navigation to the lamina. Bolwig's organ later transforms into the four photoreceptors ofan
extra-retinal posterior "eyelet', the so-called "Hofbauer-Buchner eyelet~29which is involved in the
generation ofcircadian rhythm." The best characterized signal transduction pathway required for
photoreceptor growth cone guidance includes the Insulin receptor on the cell surface" and intracel
lularly dreadlocks (dock, a SH2/SH3 adaptor protein), pak (p21 activated protein kinase), trio (a
Rho family guanine exchange factor that activates Rae), misshapen (a Ste20-like serine/threonine
kinase) and bifocal (a putative cytoskeletal regulator).32-37 These molecular components have been
proposed to constitute a signal transduction cascade from the cell surface to the actin cytoskeleton.
Targeting choices of the different photoreceptor subtypes and the upstream guidance receptors
are described in more detail below.

While maintainance of the fly's retina requires that retinal axons connect to the optic lobe,"
it is well established that retinae develop quite normally in ectopic positions without connections
to the brain, either achieved by transplantation" or by ectopic expression of eyeless." Also the
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Figure 4, viewed on previous page. Comparing wiring principles of the olfactory and the
visual system. A) Schematic view of the visual system. Visuotopy is maintained up to the
lobula complex (Iobula plate has been omitted for simplicity). Different sets of lobula co
lumnar neurons project to specific optic glomeruli, where they terminate in a nonvisuotopic
manner. B,C) GFP marked neurons resulting from MARCM using the irreC/rst-specific Gal4
driver NP2044. Background staining with an IrreC/Rst-specific antibody. B)The terminals of a
single LC12 neuron branch throughout its glomerulus. C) A clone of three such LC12 neurons
subserving different parts of the visual field are shown. D) Schematic view of the organization
of the olfactory system. Here all olfactory receptor cells of the same kind directly project to
the same glomerulus. re, retina; la, lamina; me, medulla; 10, lobula; cb, cell bodies.

unconnected phenotype of the disconnected mutant, in which the retinula cell axons of the com
pound eye do not connect to the brain, demonstrates that retina development, which proceeds
normally, isautonomous." This does not hold for the optic lobe, the development ofwhich strongly
depends on retinal innervation (Fig. 2D,E). It was already demonstrated by Power in 1943 and
confirmed by Hinke in 1961 that optic lobe volume strongly correlates with the facet number
of the compound eye.41

,42 In his volumetric studies Power found that eyelessflies do not develop
a lamina at all and have a drastically reduced medulla and lobula complex (about 80% and 60%
reduction respectively).

Optic lobe interneurons are the progeny of two groups of progenitor cells, arranged in the
outer and inner optic anlagen. The lamina (together with the distal part of the medulla, see be
low) arise from the outer optic anlage." The strong correlation of lamina size with the number
of ommatidia is the direct consequence of an inductive influence of ingrowing retinula (R) cell
axons on neurogenesis of lamina neurons'v" and lamina glia.46 Photoreceptor innervation thus
triggers the final cell-cycleoflamina precursor cells.Hedgehog, that is released from R-cell axons,
induces the generation oflamina monopolar neurons from lamina precursor cellswhich-in the
absence ofHedgehog-are arrested in the Gl phase.47

-
49 Hedgehog transport in photoreceptors

has recently been shown to depend on the competition between targeting signalsofthe Hedgehog
N- and C-termini. After Hedgehog cleavage, the N-terminal domain is targeted to the retina,
while the C-terminal domain is responsible for Hedgehog transport along the axon.50 Together
with Hedgehog, the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) ligand Spitz is transported down
the photoreceptor axons. The postsynaptic precursor cellsexpressEGFR and are thus initiated to
assemble the postsynaptic cell complement for the lamina cartridge." By the concerted action of
Hedgehog and Spitz, the number ofpresynaptic neurons determines the size ofthe postsynaptic
neuronal population. The fivelamina cell types L1-L5 are thereby specified.As young retinal om
matidia are added anteriorly, this also implies that the lamina grows from posterior to anterior.
Lamina precursor cellsas well as glia cellsrequire the transcription factor Glia cellsmissing (gcm)
and Glia cells missing 2 (gcm2), that were previously thought to be exclusively required for glial
cell fate determination." Of further importance on the side of the lamina precursor cells is the
gene product ofdally. In dally loss-of-function mutants the lamina precursors do not perform the
second division that is triggered by ingrowing retinal fibres.52 Dally isa heparan sulfate proteoglycan
attached to the membrane via a GPI-anchor and able to modulate Hedgehog signaling.53

The dependence of lamina differentiation upon the ingrowth of retinal fibres provides a
straight-forward programming of retinotopic projections along the anterior-posterior axis.
As a wave of differentiation (visible as the so-called morphogenetic furrow) sweeps along the
eye-imaginal disc from posterior to anterior during the late larval and early pupal stage, the new
ommatidial axon bundles leave the eye imaginal disc anteriorly and accordingly induce lamina
development also at its anterior margin.27,54 Maturation of the eye imaginal disc and the lamina
therefore occurs in parallel from posterior to anterior. Apoptosis ofexcesscellsconcludes the wave
of development in the lamina. In vertebrates, Eph receptor tyrosine kinases have critical roles
in retinotopic map formation. Drosophila contains only one Eph gene, which has indeed been
implicated in the targeting of retinotopic projections, although the precise cellular requirement
and mechanism are less clear,"
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Figure 5. Timeli ne of morp hogenetic events duri ng pupal optic lobe wiring. Depicted is the
temporal succession of different phases of photoreceptor and lamina monopolar cell (L1 /L2)
growth, incorporating data from different f ly species. Innervation of the anterior lamina by
photoreceptors axons iscomplete by 20% of pupal development. Transient filopodial -growth
cone invaginations and overlaps amongst Rl -R6 growth cones can be observed up to 75%
of pupal development. The arrowheads show the approximate onset of Rl -R6 responses
recorded using sharp electrodes in the blowfly Calliphora (open arrowhead)!" or whole-cell
recordings (filled arrowhead ) from dissociated ommatidia in Drosophila.128 In the first half
of pupal development Rl-R6 terminals are resorted accord ing to the neural superposition
rule.' -" Two phasesof R7/R8 target layer selection have been distinguished in the medulla."
Growth of L1/L2 neurites and filopodial growth cone invaginations from at least one L1/L2
axon into Rl-R6 growth cones can be observed through most of the second half of pupat ion.
The grey arrowhead indicates the approx imate onset of synaptic transmission to L1/L2 based
on Calliphora data.!" Synaptogenesis takes place in the second half of pupal development
and culminates in the formation of tetrads which unite elements of four different cell types
at a single synapse.' Modified from I. A. Meinertzhagen et al (2000).'29

No such helpful temporal gradient does exist when the establishment ofretinotopy along the
dorso-ventral axes is considered. How is it secured that dorsal retinula axons project into the dorsal
lamina and ventral retinula axons project into the ventral lamina?By the use ofeye mutants with
reduced facet number. it was demonstrated that navigation ofommatidial bundles is independent
ofeach other: Single bundles navigate more or less correctly in the absence ofneighbouring one.
Genetically wild type axons are even able to innervate their correct brain region . when surround
ing fibres are misprojecting due to the glassgenorype.f Which cues are these axons using for th eir
navigation?

DWnt4. a Drosophila member of the Wnt family ofsecreted glycoproteins, is specifically ex
pressed in the ventral halfofthe developing lamina in the third instar larval stage.57 In the absence
of DWnt4, ventral retinal axons misproject to the dorsal lamina and can be redirected towards
an ectopic source of DWnt4. Wnt glycoproteins are known to activate via Frizzled (Fz) recep 
tors canonical (B-catenin dependent) as well as noncanonical (B-catenin independent) signaling
pathways. Ventral retinula cells missing the Dfrizzled2 (Dfz2) receptor or the directly interacting
Dishevelled protein often misroute their axons dorsally and it could be shown that interference
with noncanonical but not with canonical signaling affects axon targeting along the dorso-ventral
axis. These results suggest that secreted DWnt4 from the ventral lamina acts as an attractant for
retinal axons that express Dfz2. In dorsal retinula cells the expression ofthe genes ofthe iroquois
complex seem to attenuate the competence ofDfz2 to respond to DWnt4.57
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Stop and Goat TheMarginal Glia
In the larva, the lamina neuropil (called lamina plexus at this stage) contains the RI-6 terminals

and is sandwiched between layers ofglial cells. Distally of the RI-6 terminals, the epithelial glial
cells are situated and proximally the lamina marginal glial cells.They separate the RI-6 terminals
from the layer ofmedulla glia. Several lines ofevidence suggest that the lamina marginal glial cells
represent an intermediate target for RI-6 growth cones and cause them to stop at this point. In
nonstop mutantsSS.59 glial cell development is disrupted and the axons ofRI-6 do not terminate
in the lamina, but project down into the medulla. Nonstop is a ubiquitin-specific protease that
is required in glia cells. Similarly, the absence ofmarginal glia in clones mutant for Medea, which
codes for a D PP signal transducer, results in RI-6 axon projection defects/"

Contacting glial cells as intermediate targets may be the price retinula cells have to pay for
regulating the neurogenesis of their postsynaptic partners. These still have to differentiate and it
is not before the second halfofpupal development that synapses are being formed2

,61,62 (Fig. 5).
Neither the molecular nature ofthe stop signal emitted by marginal glial cells nor the receptor

in R-cells are currently known. However, it was shown that the absence of the receptor tyrosine
phosphatase PTP69D in photoreceptors sometimes leads to their projection into the medulla.f' As
PTP69D is also required for the correct targeting ofR7 to layer M6 ofthe medulla (in its absence
R7 terminates in M3like R8) it has been suggested that PTP69D plays a permissive role in RI-6
and R7 axonal targeting by helping to defasciculate from the leading R8 axon.64

After having stopped at the marginal glia, RI-6 growth cones are hanging around for quite a
while. Apparently the reception ofnitric oxide (NO), which isproduced by lamina cells,is required
for these growth cones not to project further down into the medulla/? Furthermore, Brakeless, a
nuclear protein is needed in retinula cells to stop their axons at the marginal glia.66

,67 Interestingly,
Brakeless acts as a transcriptional repressor of the runt pair rule gene, which encodes the Runt
transcription factor required for R7 and R8 axonal projections into the medulla. If repression of
runt by Brakeless is abolished in R2 and R5 cells only, this is sufficient to induce the projection
ofall six outer R-cells into the medulla/" This fact clearly indicates the existence of interactions
between the R-cell terminals in larval development. As R2 and R5 are determined directly after the
R8-cell, their axons are the first to follow the R8 axon. When the first three axons ofan ommatidial
bundle project into the medulla, the trailing axons might be forced to follow due to fasciculative
forces. During the pupal stage, afferent-afferent interactions also seem to play an important role
in the sprouting ofthe outer R-cell terminals to their correct visuotopic cartridges. 2

,17,69

Neural Superposition: Correcting the InitialRetinotopic Projections
in the Lamina

Initially, in the larvae, all outer R-cell axons from a single ommatidium form a single fascicle.
They terminate together, sandwiched between the epithelial and marginal glia in the lamina plexus,
retaining their spatial relationship in the ommatidium. A column of5 lamina monopolar neurons
is induced by the incomingphotoreceptors distally. Lamina monopolar axons fasciculate with the
R7/8 axons ofthe correspondingommatidium and project towards the medulla. Due to the axonal
ingrowth from new ommatidia and the corresponding recruitment oflamina neurons and gliaalong
the posterior-anterior axes, a precise retinotopic map is established. However, the retinotopic
map is oflittle use for RI-R6 in the lamina, as the RI-R6 from a single ommatidium look at dif
ferent points in visual space. In order to obtain a visuotopic map from here, R-cell axons have to
be resorted so that axons coming from retinula cells looking at the same point in space in the adult
are united in a single cartridge. This process takes place in the first halfofpupal developmenr-'?
(see Figs. 5,6). It is interesting to note that the extensive resorting and hence rewiring ofphoto
receptor terminals in the lamina is a peculiarity solely made necessary by the fact that Drosophila
ommatidia, like all Diptera, contain a split or open rhabdom system; the rhabdomeres receive
light from different points in space under the same lens. A single secreted protein, Spacemaker, is
necessary and sufficient for the formation ofan open system."
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By visualizing projections from single ommatidia labeled with DiI and by deleting subsets of
retinula cells, it was demonstrated that interactions among the R-cell population itself regulate
cartridge selection." First it was shown that remaining R-cell terminals in mutants for phyllopod
(RI, R6 and R7 are transformed into cone cells), lozenge'"!" (transforms R3 and R4 into R7 cells)
and seven-up (transforms R3 and R4 and in addition RI and R6 into R7) are still able to defas
ciculate and to initiate their search for a lamina target. Therefore, this basic behavior seems to be
independent ofother R-terminals in the bundle. However, when RI and R6 were absent, the final
projections of the remaining R3 and R4 terminals were invariably correct, while those ofR2 and
R5 sometimes showed defects. RI and R6 are therefore not required for the correct projections
ofR3 and R4, but do influence R2 and R5 targeting. In lozenge sprite, absence ofR3 and R4leads to
highly aberrant targeting ofthe remaining R-cell axons (RI, R2, R5, R6). In the seven-up mutant,
where in addition RI and R6 are missing, the remaining R2 and R5 are always making targeting
errors.'? In conclusion these results indicate a specific interaction between R-cell axons with regard
to their final projections in the lamina.

Mutations in many genes have been identified in large screens using the eyFLP method'" that
affect this photoreceptor terminal resorting and thus lead to cartridges with too few or too many
R-cell terminals.TIhe list contains several guidance receptors and cell adhesion molecules, includ
ing DLar (a receptor tyrosine phosphatase), DN-Cadherin (a classical cadherin) and Flamingo (a
protocadherinj.P?" For N-Cadherin mediation ofattractive interaction between photoreceptor
axons during visual map formation has been demonstrated." All ofthese are also required for the
targeting ofR7/R8 in the medulla, as discussed in more detail below.

Guidance cues like the above-mentioned cell adhesion molecules must be accurately spatiotem
porally regulated and localized in order to provide meaningful synapse formation signals. Vesicle
trafficking has been implicated in the localization of cell adhesion molecules in photoreceptors
mutant for neuronal synaptobrevin, which encodes a vesicle protein critically required for vesicle
fusion." More recently, loss ofavesicle-associated protein, the exocyst component Sec15, has been
shown to cause specific cartridge sorting and R7/R8 projection defects (Fig. 7). Importantly, pho
toreceptors mutant for sec15 display mislocalization phenotypes for a specific subset ofguidance
molecules, including DLar. 77 Which intracellular compartments are responsible for the dynamic
and precise trafficking and localization ofguidance receptors is unknown.

Synapse Formation in the Lamina Is Activity-IndependentandSynapse
Number Is Presynaptically Determined

In vertebrates the refinement of retinotopic maps in the visual system is strongly affected by
electric neuronal activity and by competition between presynaptic rerrninals.V" Although visual
deprivation in early adulthood does reduce synapse number in the visual system ofDrosophila,80

neuronal activity is not required for synaptic partner selection, synapse formation or refinement of
synapse numbers in pupal photoreceptors. The emerging fly is thus provided with a prespecified,
functional visual system that has been built by activity-independent mechanisms." The argu
ment is based on the evaluation of the brain structure ofmutants with defects in the generation
of electrical potentials (norpAP24: phospholipase C, required for phototransduction" and trp343;
trpp02: Ca 2+ channels required for evoked and spontaneous electrical potentials), or with defects
in the conduction ofelectrical potentials (paratsl

: sodium channel), or with defects in the release
of neurotransmitter (hdcjk910, a histidine decarboxylase'Y'] and synaptotagmin (a Ca 2+-sensor

required for neurotransmitter release'"). Importantly, in spite of the absence of spontaneous or
evoked electrical activity, cartridge sorting according to the principle of neural superposition as
well as the formation ofthe correct number ofsynapses in each cartridge are normal." Per R-cell
terminal about SOevenly spaced synapses are formed.85.86

Synapse number is not only independent of electrical activity, but also independent from
hypo- or hyperinnervation of a single cartridge by R-cell terminals (Fig. 6). Synapse constancy
per R-cell terminal was first suggested for house flies87 and recently shown for Drosophila?' In
a collection of cartridge missorting mutants, terminals in aberrant cartridges nevertheless form
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a normal number of synapses with the postsynaptic LI-3 neurons. The number of synapses per
R-cell terminal does not correlate with the number ofterminals per cartridge, which shows that
there is no competition for limited postsynaptic contact provided by LI-3.The presynaptic R-cell
terminal is exerting control." Nothing is known about the mechanism that restricts the number
ofsynapses at the presynaptic site.

Medulla and Lobula Complex Development
As compared to the lamina, the neuropils ofthe medulla and lobula complex are structurally

much more complex and house many more neuronal types." Columnar organization is retained
and there is a one to one correspondence between lamina cartridges and medulla columns, in spite
ofthe fact that the connecting fibres cross in the outer (first) optic chiasm in the horizontal plane.
These fine-grained, isotopic point-to-point connections are also retained between the medulla and
the lobula complex through the axon bundles in the inner optic chiasm. However, at the level of
the lobula output neurons, the number ofrepetitive elements is reduced.26,88,89 While the lamina
neuropil isonly weakly stratified (e.g.,the L4collaterals are restricted to the proximal lamina layer),
stratification ofthe medulla, lobula and and lobula plate ispronounced (Fig. 2A). Based on profiles
ofGolgi impregnated neurons, the medulla has been divided into ten different layers (M I-M10),
the lobula into six layers (Lol-Lo6) and the lobula plate into four layers (Lopl-Lop4).18 Layers
M I-M6 constitute the distal medulla and layers M8-1 0 the proximal medulla. In structural brain
mutants like smalloptic lobes (sOl)90 the layering of the neuropil can be severely disturbed (Fig.
2B,C). Both parts of the medulla are separated by the serpentine layer M7, which houses large
tangential axons and dendrites of medulla columnar neurons projecting to or from the Cucatti
bundle. Columnar neurons of the distal medulla, like lamina monopolar cells, are derived from
the outer optic anlage, while columnar neurons ofthe proximal medulla and the lobula complex
derive from the inner optic anlage.2,43

In contrast to the lamina, that is completely dependent on retinal innervation, medulla and
lobula complex rudiments do exist in completely eyeless flies.4I,9I (Fig. 2D,E). These rudiments
are not exclusively built by descendants of the inner optic anlage; they still contain columnar
neurons derived from the outer optic anlage?' and cell loss seems mainly be due to degeneration
ofdifferentiated neurons rather than to a lack ofproliferation ofneuronal precursors, as massive
axonal degeneration has been decribed at the level of the inner optic chiam in eyeless sine oculis
pupae." This indicates that the final division ofthe precursors ofthese neurons does not depend
on induction by innervation ofR7/R8 or oflamina monopolar axons.

It is also very telling that the neuropil rudiments ofmedulla, lobula and lobula plate are still
isotopically connected by columnar neurons in such completelyeyelessflies9I (Fig. 2D). Visuotopy
in the wild type optic lobe is therefore not completely induced by the ordered ingrowth ofretinula
cells.Also layering, at least at the levelofthe lobula, is partially retained. However, a reliable feature
of the optic lobe rudiments ofcompletely eyeless flies is the fusion of the posterior medulla neu
ropil with the lobula plate. This fusion seems to result from the sprouting ofmedulla tangentials
into the lobula plate" (Fig. 2D,E). The relative independence of the deeper layers of optic lobe
neuropils from eye development may reflect their intensive invasion by neurons that house their
cell bodies in regions ofthe central brain."

TheImportance ofCompartmentBoundaries
Glial septa define neuronal compartments in the developing central brain aswell as in the optic

lobe." One such border separates the outer optic anlage and its descendants from the inner optic
anlage and its offspring. During development lamina cells are in very close proximity to cells of
the lobula cortex. These cell populations never intermingle in wild type flies.The Robe/Slit recep
torlligand system was recently shown to be ofimportance for the maintenance ofthe separation
of these cell populations. Slit is secreted by lamina glia and repels Robo-positive neurons of the
lobula complex." The egghead (egh) gene is also involved in the establishment of this compart
ment border," In the absence ofegh, some RI-R6 axons project abnormally to the medulla. This
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Figure 7. Normal and aberrant photoreceptor projections in the optic lobe. A, C) 3D recon
struct ions from confocal stacks of photoreceptor projections in newly eclosed flies, viewed
from inside the brain . B, D) Project ions views of respective brains at higher magnification. A,
B) W ild type R1 -R6 projections form a dense synaptic layer in the lamina (la) , R7/R8 project
through the outer chiasm and terminate in separate layers in the medulla (drn, distal medulla ).
C, D) Mutants defective for correct synaptic partner selection (shown here are photoreceptors
mutant for sectS) are characterized by a loss of the precise and regular projection pattern in
both neuropils (adapted from Mehta et al 2005 77) .

is not due to a loss of egh function in the eye or in the neurons and glia of the lamina. Instead,
clonal analysisand cell-specific rescue experiments showed that egh is required in cellsofthe lobula
complex primordium, which abuts the lamina and medulla in the developing larval brain. In the
absence ofegh. sheath-like glial processes at the boundary region delimiting lamina glia and lobula
cortex are in disorder and inappropriate invasion oflobula cortex cells across this boundary region
disrupts the pattern of lamina marginal glia which normally provides the stop signal for RI -6
axons," egghead encodes a beta-i-rnannosyltransferase'" which is involved in Glycosphingolipid
biosynthesis. Glycosphingolipids have been implicated in EGFR signaling in Drosophila."

Selecting the CorrectMedulla Target Layer
In the medulla the visual information channels fed by RI-6 are relayed via lamina neuron pro

cessesto higher order interneurons. In addition, photoreceptors R7/8 terminate and form synapses
exclusivelyin the medulla (Fig. 7A), where therefore the color vision circuit ispredicted to reside9•19

(Fig. 3). Layering of the medulla reflects the requirement for the establishment ofvisuotopically
organized synapses between these different sets of columnar neurons. In the adult optic lobe the
fivelamina monopolar neurons and R7 and R8 terminate in different layersofthe distal medulla.18

This enables them to relayon characteristic sets ofhigher order columnar neurons which project to
the lobula complex, most importantly onto transmedulla cells (Tm) projecting to the lobula and
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transmedulla Y cells (TmY), the axons ofwhich branch in the inner optic chiasm and terminate in
lobula and lobula plate (Fig. 2). By inspection ofR8 and R7 targeting it was shown that the adult
situation isestablished in an at least two-staged layer-selection process" (Fig. 5). Duringearlypupal
development the newest leading R8 axon terminates superficially in the distal medulla neuropile
and isovertaken by the following R7 axon that temporarily occupies the immediate adjacent deeper
layer.These temporary layersofR8 and R7 are more and more pushed apart by the growth cones of
the fivelamina monopolar cells,which follow and elaborate their arborizations in the spacebetween
the R-cell terminals during the first 40% ofpupal development. The lamina gradient ofmaturation
from posterior (oldest) to anterior (youngest) is thus reflected as a spatial gradient ofthe thickness
of the medulla in the horizontal plane during early pupal development. At about 50% ofpupal
development all R7 and R8 growth cones simultaneously become mobile again and target to their
final layers M6 and M3. 6,98 The nature ofthe global trigger ofthis event is still unknown.

In sevenless mutants lacking R7, the axons ofR8 and lamina monopolar neurons behave nor
mally during targeting stage I (Fig. 5). The same is true for R8 and R7 terminals in the absence
oflamina monopolar neurons. Therefore R8, R7 and LI-L5 axons target independently to their
temporary terminal layers at the first layer-selection stage." This layer selection therefore does
not seem to depend on interactions between the afferents, but rather on interactions with cells
in the target area.

Some factors have been identified that are required for target layer selection. One interesting
example is the homophilic celladhesion protein Capricious (CAPS) with leucine rich repeats, which
is present only in R8 and in medulla cells, but not in other retinula cells and not in the lamina."
In the medulla neuropil of the third larval instar CAPS is uniformly expressed, but is restricted
to specific layers during pupal development sparing the final R7 recipient layer. In flies mutant for
caps, R-cell terminals in the medulla do not form a regular array and many R8-cell terminals seem
to invade neighbouring columns. IfCAPS is misexpressed in R7 cells, the first stage ofR7 target
layer selection is only mildly affected, but the growth cones remain in the final R8 recipient layer.
This is evidence that CAPS plays an instructive role in the targetingofR8 terminals."

Other factors required for target layer selection ofretinula cells are more widely expressed in
the target region and may playa permissive role, e.g., N-cadherin.6,72 Homophilic cell adhesion
mediated by the extracellular domain rather than signaling is important, because the cytoplas
mic domain is dispensable not only for N-cadherin mediated cell adhesion in S2 cells but also
for targeting of R7 growth cones. However, the cytoplasmic domain is required for normal R7
growth cone morphology.l'" In the lamina, N-cadherin seems to function in a very similar way in
the targeting ofRI-6 axons as it is expressed and required in the R-cells as well as in the lamina
monopolar neurons."

As N-cadherin is not exclusivelyexpressed in specific subsets ofneurons in the respective target
areas, it isworth mentioning that N-cadherin exists in 12 splice isoforms. In fact, it could be shown
that the isoform specific N-cad (18Astop) allele selectively affects the second stage of R7 target
selection.'?' This allele eliminates the six isoforms containing alternative exon 18A. N-cadherin
isoforms containing exon 18B are sufficient for the first stage of R7 targeting to its temporary
layer, while the 18A isoforms are preferentially expressed in R7 during the second halfofpupal
development and are necessary for R7 to terminate in the appropriate synaptic layer M6 of the
medulla.'?' However, it is very unlikely that the N-cadherin isoforms constitute something like a
combinatorial code for the selective recognition ofsynaptic partners, as expression ofany isoform
is able to rescue the function ofthe other and the various isoforms mediate promiscuous hetero
philic interactions with each other.98,IOI The function ofthe structural variations in the isoforms is
thus still unknown. It is conceivable that they affect interactions with other proteins rather than
homophilic adhesiveness. Therefore N-cadherin can be considered as a homophilic cell adhesion
protein providing permissive stabilizing interactions in target selection.

Mutant alleles of the receptor tyrosine phosphatase LAR and its downstream interactor, the
scaffolding protein Liprin-a, produce N-cadherin mutant-like targetingdefects ofR_axons.74,I02-104

Both proteins are expressed like N-cadherin in all R-cells and in neurons of the target areas and
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their involvement in the regulation ofN-cadherin has been shown.l'" However, the requirement
ofLiprin-a and LAR for R-cell targeting is exclusively on the presynaptic site.l03,104 This implies
that N-cadherin regulation is different on the dendritic and on the axonal site. Two heparan sul
fate proteoglycans have been identified as ligands for LAR: Dally-like and Syndecan. Both have
been implicated in LAR-dependent axon guidance: Syndecan as a promotor and Dally-like as an
inhibitor ofLAR signaling. 106-108

The G-protein coupled, 7-passtransmembrane receptor Flamingo isan atypical cadherin, which
has recently been shown to regulate synaptogenesis at the neuromuscular junction. In addition,
Flamingo is required to prevent axonal and synaptic degeneration in Drosophila.109 Its involvement
in optic lobe development is alsowell established?3,110,111 Mutations in the flamingo (fmi) gene have
been discovered in screens for abnormal R-cell connectivity'!' and for defects in visual behaviour,"
While Flamingo is required for the sorting of RI-6 terminals to their correct lamina cartridges,
it has at least two important functions during R8 axon targeting as well: it facilitates competitive
interactions between adjacent R8 axons to ensure their correct spacing73,111 and it promotes the
formation ofstable connections between R8 axons and their target cells in the medulla.l'?''!' The
tiling function of Flamingo is not restricted to axonal projections. In other systems, it has been
shown to function in the shaping ofdendritic fields as well112and it was recently shown that in
growing R8 axons induce layer-specific expression ofFlamingo in the medulla viaJelly belly (Jeb)
signaling. 110Its receptor, the anaplastic lymphoma kinase (Alk), is expressed and required in target
neurons in the optic lobe. Jeb is generated by photoreceptor axons and controls target selection of
Rl-R6 axons in the lamina and R8 axons in the medulla. Loss ofjeb/Alk function affects medulla
layer-specific expression not only ofFlamingo, but also oftwo cell-adhesion molecules ofthe im
munoglobulin superfamily, Roughest/IrreC and Kirre/Dumbfounded.!" These closely related
single pass transmembrane proteins are known from their function in muscle fusion,113,114 eye
developmenr'V" and optic chiasm formation. 116-118Loss of Roughest/IrreC leads to misrouting
via the inner optic chiasm ofposterior R8/R7 and lamina monopolar axons to their visuotopic
target area.116 The axonal bundles in the first optic chiasm which connect single lamina cartridges
with isotopic medulla columns tend to fasciculate in loss offunction mutants,118 which copies the
loss offlamingophenotype in the first chiasm," indicating that the Roughest/IrreC protein helps
to keep columnar fibre bundles apart from each other.

Columnar Tiling
While the stratification ofcolumnar neurons reflects their cell type specific connectivity, it is

the lateral extent of the arborizations that determines the visuotopic precision ofthe adult neu
rons and affects the size and position of their visual fields. It was shown in a classical paper that
competition between R7 terminals occurs to a limited degree in the target region.!" In the third
instar, R7 axons transiently display overlapping halos offilopodia, but in genetic mosaics vacant
sites are only invaded by neighbouring R7 terminal extensions, ifextra R7 axons due to the more
innerphotoreceptors mutation are available in the juxtaposed medulla columns.119

The appropriation of territory by neuronal arborizations has at least two aspects. First, the
processes ofthe same neuron have to recognize and arrange themselves. Dendritic aswell as axonal
arborizations should more or less evenly cover their appropriate target space. Second, neurons of
the same type should respect each others territory. The second process is known as "tiling" but the
first process is related. It has to be assumed that in both processes recognition of"self" or of"same
kind" has to be followed by repulsion. Interestingly homophilic receptors ofthe conserved family
of the Down syndrome cell adhesion molecules (DSCAMs), members of the immunoglobulin
superfamily, have been found to function in both aspects ofneuronal tiling. 12Q-122 There are four
Dscam genes in the Drosophila genome, called Dscam and Dscam2-4. Dscam is special in that it
displays an extraordinary molecular diversity. Due to four casettes ofalternative spliced exons it
can generate 38016 different proteins.123 Most interestingly, isoform-specific homophilic adhesion
seems to induce repulsion in dendrites and thus helps to avoid selfcrossing and contributes to an
even coverage ofthe dendritic field in all four classesofdendrite arborization neurons, a group of
sensory neurons with a stereotyped dendritic branching pattern.120,122 For Dscam2 two isoforms
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(Dscam2A and Dscam2B) have been described. They are able to mediate isoform-specific homo
philic adhesion in 52-cells and do not bind to other Dscam family members. Dscam2 plays a role
in tiling amongLl terminals (Fig. 2A) within the distal medulla. Dscam2 homophilic interactions
mediate repulsion between Ll axonal terminals in neighbouring columns. Loss ofDscam2 func
tion leads to an overlap ofthe L1 terminals.!"

The repulsive effect ofproteins that are able to mediate homophilic adhesion in cell culture
experiments demonstrates the importance of signaling for the understanding of cellular re
sponses in vivo. Due to the high number ofdifferent types of columnar neurons in the medulla
of DrosophilaI8 it is likely that still other receptors will be described that function in tiling of
columnar cell types.

Connecting Optic Lobes with andacross the CentralBrain
Neuronal connections between the optic lobe and central brain have recently been systemati

callymapped in considerable detail." Comparably little is known about the development ofthese
projections. Through the study of the transcription factor Atonal, which is originally known to
be required for the specification ofthe R8 ommatidial founder photoreceptor, a dorsal cluster of
optic lobe neurons was discovered that connects both optic lobes across the central brain during
larval developrnent.P' The dorsal cluster neurons project contralaterally towards the lobula com
plex where they fan out over the lobula complex and inner chiasm and additionally form a precise
number ofprojections towards the medulla. This reproducibly accurate projection pattern has been
employed to identify an integrative signaling network encompassing the Jun N-terminal kinase,
the GTPase Rae, the secreted morphogen Wnt, its receptor Frizzled, the FGF Branchless and the
FGF receptor. Importantly, this network regulates the extension and retraction ofaxonal branches,
but not axon guidance, indicating that these processes are regulated independently.125 Finally, the
dorsal cluster neuron projections have also been shown to form independent ofneuronal activity,
further supporting the notion that wiring of the optic lobes, from cellular differentiation down
to the specification ofsynapses, follow a genetic program.71,125

Concluding Remarks
While many steps in optic lobe development are still not yet understood, it is clear that a

combination oftimingofneuronal and glial cell fate specification, axonal outgrowth, ofinductive
events and ofspecific recognition processes between "self" and "not self" direct the wiring ofthe
neural machinery ofthe optic lobe. It is therefore a genetically encoded developmental program
that ensures all aspects ofvision required for the survival of the newly emerging fly. Adult optic
lobe development is optimized for speed and precision. However, the adult optic lobe also displays
a certain degree ofplasticity. Deprivation ofvisual input after the optic lobe is formed can lead to
a reduction in synapse numbers in the lamina during a critical time window in early adulthood/"
However, such plasticity is apparently not required to wire a functional optic lobe. It is therefore
an important realization that a brain structure like the Drosophila optic lobe is as much the prod
uct ofa genetically encoded developmental program as the eye or a wing. Given the rich genetic
tool box available and the wealth ofknowledge about Drosophila development, the optic lobe is
a wonderful model system to decipher this developmental program and attain knowledge about
the extend to which a brain structure can be "genetically encoded"
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CHAPTER 9

Clonal UnitArchitecture ofthe Adult FlyBrain
Kei Ito" and Takeshi Awasaki

Abstract

During larval neurogenesis, neuroblasts repeat asymmetric cell divisions to generate clonally
related progeny. When the progeny ofa single neuroblast is visualized in the larval brain,
their cell bodies form a cluster and their neurites form a tight bundle. This structure persists

in the adult brain. Neurites deriving from the cells in this cluster form bundles to innervate distinct
areas of the brain. Such clonal unit structure was first identified in the mushroom body, which
is formed by four nearly identical clonal units each ofwhich consists ofdiverse types ofneurons.
Organised structures in other areas ofthe brain, such as the central complex and the antennallobe
projection neurons, also consist ofdistinct clonal units. Many clonally related neural circuits are
observed also in the rest ofthe brain, which is often called diffused neuropiles because ofthe ap
parent lack ofclearly demarcated structures. Thus, it is likely that the clonal units are the building
blocks ofa significant portion ofthe adult brain circuits. Arborisations ofthe clonal units are not
mutuallyexclusive,however. Rather, several clonal units contribute together to form distinct neural
circuit units, to which other clones contribute relatively marginally. Construction ofthe brain by
combiningsuch groups ofclonally related units would have been a simple and efficient strategy for
building the complicated neural circuits during development as well as during evolution.

Introduction
The fly brain consists of a complicated meshwork of neural circuirs.l-' Each neuron projects

to and arborises in its distinct subareas. Visualisation of specific subtypes of neurons, either by
antibody staining or by expression of reporter genes, suggests that, although certain variability
is observed in the number of the labelled cells, the projection patterns of the labelled neurons
are rather stereotyped in the adult brain."? Molecular mechanisms underlying the formation of
such complicated but stereotyped neural architecture have been studied extensively during the
past few decades. Neurons are generated by asymmetric division of the stem cells called neuro
blasts.6

•7 Each neuroblast gives birth to a series ofclonal progeny during neurogenesis. The brain
is therefore composed of"families" ofclonally related cells. In this chapter, we examine how such
lineage-dependent groups ofneurons contribute to the formation ofthe elaborated neural circuits
ofthe adult fly brain.

Structure ofthe Adult Brain
Before discussing the relationship between clones and neural network, we will briefly overview

the general structure ofthe adult fly brain (for structure and development ofthe larval brain, see
chapter by V Hartenstein et al). The adult brain is a mass ofneurons that is about 500 urn wide,
200 Jlm thick and 2SO urntall. It consists of three parts, the central brain and an optic lobe on
either side. The latter is the lower-order sensory centre specialised for visual information process
ing,8.9 whereas the former contains lower-order centres of other sensory modalities (olfactory,
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etc.) as well as integrative and associative centres and higher-order motor control centres. Figures
IA,B show sections ofa silver-stained adult fly brain. The area near the brain surface is occupied
by the rind, or cortex, where cell bodies of all the neurons are confined (yellow areas). Unlike
vertebrates, insect neurons have no synapses around their cell bodies. Thus, there are no synapses
in the rind. All the brain neurons are monopolar, sending single neurites (cell body fibres) deeper
into the brain and form synaptic connections' (Fig. IC). The area occupied by these fibres and
synapses is called the neuropile.

The thickness ofthe rind isdifferent dependingon the area ofthe brain. It is thickest in the area
called the lateral cell body region (LCBR), which is between the central brain and the optic lobe
(Fig. IA,B). The rind is thin in the areas where the underlying neuropiles are protruded. Especially,
there are essentially no cell bodies in the anteriormost surface area ofthe suboesophageal ganglion
(SaG), antennallobe (AL), ventrolateral protocerebrum (vlpr) and the anterior inferiorlateral
protocerebrum (aimpr) (Fig. ID). The ventral area ofthe posterior brain has no cell bodies, either,
because this area is occupied by the cervical connective that houses the descending and ascending
neural fibres to and from the thoracic ganglion (Fig. 1E). The diameter of the neural cell bodies
tend to be smaller in the optic lobe and in the area above the calyx (ca) of the mushroom body
(MB) than in other areas ofthe central brain (Fig. IE).

Neurites generally form arborisations in several areas along their trajectories (Fig. IC). The
arborisations that are closest from the cell bodies are called the primary arborisations and those
that are farthest are the terminal arborisations. In a simplistic view, the primary arborisation is
often regarded as "postsynaptic dendrites" or "input areas," whereas the terminal arborisation is
often called "presynaptic axon terminals" or "output areas." Though this is true in some cases, the
situation is often more complicated. For example, many projection neurons that convey olfactory
information from the AL to the second-order olfactory centres (the MB and the lateral horn, LH)
have presynaptic sites not only in their terminals in the MB and LH but also in their dendrites in
the AL (R Okada and KI, unpublished observation). Kenyon cells of the MB have postsynaptic
sites not only in the calyx,which is supposed to be the input area ofthe MB, but also in the lobes,
which is regarded as its output area.'? Thus, pre and postsynaptic sites may in various cases co-exist
in the same branches ofneurites. Presynaptic sites in the primary arborisations may function for
emitting local feedback signals and postsynaptic sites in the terminal arborisations might receive
local modification signals for their output. On the other hand, there are indeed some neurons
in which pre and postsynaptic sites are preferentially distributed in the proximal and distal areas
of the neurites, respectively." The direction of information therefore is not self evident from the
projection pattern alone. Because the term "dendrite" often infers its role as input sites, care should
be taken when using this word for referring to certain primary arborisations.

The brain consists ofneurons and glial cells.Figure 1F,Gshow cross sections ofthe brain labelled
for synaptic areas (with monoclonal antibody nc8211

) and glial processes (with GFP driven by the
glial specific repo-GAL4 driver.) The rind is contributed extensively by the processes ofcell body
glia (or cortex glia)," which ensheath each neural cell body. As explained before, synapses exist
only in the neuropile. By comparing Figure IA and 1G, which show the sections ofthe same level
of the brain, it is clear that the neuropile areas that are occupied by large tracts of neural fibres
(bundles ofthick lines in Fig. IA) are devoid ofsynapses (black areas in Fig. 1G). These tracts are
covered by the processes of the neuropile glial cells.

The neuropile glia also separate the borders between major brain areas. For example, the bor
ders around the AL, MB and the central complex, as well as the border between the suboesopha
geal ganglion (SaG) and the supraoesophageal ganglion, are covered by the glial sheath. Glial
processes, however, do not always demarcate borders between functional areas of the neuropile.
For example, although the MB is covered extensively by glial processes, there is no glial sheath
structure between the LH-the other second-order olfactory centre-and the surrounding neu
ropiles. Similarly, although the anterior half of the ventrolateral protocerebrum (vlpr) is clearly
demarcated by glial processes, the border between its posterior halfand neighbouring neuropiles
is more ambiguous.
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Whereas three particular regions of the central brain, the AL, MB and the central complex,
have clear glial sheaths that demarcate their borders and simple and organised circuit structures
within them, neural fibres in the rest ofthe central brain do not form clearly distinguishable unit
structures. These areas are often collectively called "diffused neuropiles." Short ofa comprehensive
knowledge about the circuit structures in the diffused neuropiles, it is not possible to determine the
functional areasunambiguously in these brain areas.Therefore we here relyon a simple block-based
terminology system to describe the subregions in these neuropiles (Fig. 1H-N).2.S

The central brain is divided into two parts: the supraoesophageal and suboesophageal ganglia.
They are separated clearly in insect species that appeared earlier during evolution, but in flies they
are fused with no clear external border (Fig. 1A,D). The supraoesophageal ganglion is divided
into three neuromeres, the proto-, deuto- and tritocerebrum. The protocerebrum occupies most
area of the supraoesophageal ganglion. The deutocerebrum is a small, flat area that lies beneath
the protocerebrum and spans on both sides of the SOG. The neuropiles that receive sensory
projections from the antennae, i.e., the AL and the antennal mechanosensory and motor centre
(AMMC), are parts of the deutocerebrum (Fig. 1M,N).13-1S Evolutionary studies and analysesof
early embryogenesis suggest that the animal body anterior to the oesophagus is likely to consist
of three segments (Chapter 2). Thus, the third supraoesophageal neuromere, the tritocerebrum,
should exist somewhere between the deutocerebrum and the SOG. Such neuromere is not clearly
discernible in the adult fly brain, however (Fig. 1A,G).

The SOG can also be divided into three neuromeres: the mandibular, maxillary and labial
neuromeres. They derive from the three head segments posterior to the oesophagus and each
neuromere receivesperipheral nerves from the correspondinghead segment. The internal borders
between these neuromeres within the brain, however, are difficult to identify. The SOG consists
mainly of the terminals of sensory neurons from the mouth and the surface of the head capsule
and dendrites of the motor neurons for the head muscles. Judging from its primary role that is
closely associated with the peripheral nervous systems, the SOG is functionally more similar to
the thoracic ganglion than to the supraoesophageal ganglion. For this reason, the term "brain"
sometimes refers specifically to the supraoesophageal ganglion.

As this example shows, the definition ofthe word "brain" is somewhat ambiguous in the insect
nervous system (Table 1). Depending on the context, it refers to either all the central nervous
system that resides in the head capsule, the supraoesophageal ganglion including the optic lobes,
the combination of the SOG and the central part of the supraoesophageal ganglion, or only the
central part ofthe supraoesophageal ganglion. To avoid confusion, in this chapter we use the word
"brain" to refer to all the central nervous system in the head and use the words shown in parentheses
ofTable 1 to refer to each specific part ofit.

Techniques for Visualising CIonally Related Progeny
Neuroblasts divide asymmetrically to generate their progeny (Fig.2A).The proliferation pattern

is rather different between the optic lobe and the central brain (inset photograph in Fig.2A). In the
optic lobe, precursor cells arranged in the two optic anlagen first divide symmetrically to increase
their number and than asymmetrically, to produce large numbers of progeny" (see Chapter by
KF Fischbach and PR Hiesinger). In the central brain, the proliferation pattern is essentially the
same as in the thoracic ganglion (the ventral nerve cord), where a limited number ofneuroblasts

Table 1. Classification of the brain areas

Suboesophageal ganglion

SOG

SOG

Supraoesophageal ganglion without optic lobe

Brain
Brain (-+ su

Optic lobe
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Figure 1, legend viewed on following pages.
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Figure 1, viewed on prvious page. Overall structure of the adult fly brain. A,B) Coronal (frontal,
A) and horizontal (B) sections of silver-stained brains (A, B, D and N modified from ref. 5 with
permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc. (2006). Areas with yellow overlay represent the
rind, or cortex. Black dashed lines show the border between the central brain and the optic
lobe and between neuromeres (A). White lines show the arbitrary border of the neuropile re
gions. C) Scheme of a neuron in the brain. D,E) Distribution of the neural cell bodies, showing
the anterior (D) and posterior (E) views of the brain. Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of
the confocal optical sections of the brain expressing nuclear-specific reporter UAS-NLS-/acZ
driven by elav-GAL4 enhancer trap strain c155 (modified from ref. 10). F, G) Confocal optical
sections, showing the anterior (F) and middle (G) areas (Data by H. Otsuna). Magenta repre
sents the synaptic areas visualised by the monoclonal antibody nc82, which recognises the
active zone protein, Bruchpilot." White represents the glial processesvisualised with UAS-CFP
driven with glia-specific repo-GAL4 driver. H-N) Neuropile regions defined for indicating the
positions in the brain (modified from ref. 5). 3D reconstruction of the anterior (H), posterior
(I) and anterior-dorsal oblique (J-N) views of the brain showing neuropile regions at different
dorsoventral levels. Because analysis of the function and neural architecture of the diffused
neuropiles remains scarce and spotty, our current knowledge is not enough for making con
clusive regional map that reflects the functional organisation of this area. To provide a way
to describe neuropile regions unambiguously under this situation, borders of the neuropile
regions are here defined arbitrarily with simple planes that are defined in association with easily
recognisable landmarks such as the MB and the great commissure (GC). This nomenclature
system is introduced by Strausfeld? and expanded by Otsuna and Ito.'

Listof the neuropile regions: The dorsal area of the protocerebrum is divided into two areas:
the superiormedial protocerebrum (smpr) and the superiorlateral protocerebrum (slpr). The
sagittal border between smpr and slpr is defined by the lateral surface of the MB pedunculus
(p), The horizontal border between the superior protocerebrum and the inferior protocer
ebrum is defined with the 50% height between the ventral surface of the pedunculus and the
tip of the MB vertical lobe. asmpr (anterior superiormedial protocerebrum): the asmpr is the
anteriormost area of the smpr, between the two vertical lobes (v) of the MB. The area slightly
lateral to the MB vertical lobe but dorsomedial to the lateral pedunculus surface is included
in the aimpr, because many neurons around the vertical lobe arborise also in its lateral side.
The posterior border of the asmpr is defined with the posterior surface of the MB vertical lobe.
msmpr (middle superiormedial protocerebrum): the middle area of the smpr, directly posterior
to the asmpr. Its posterior border is defined with the plane above the GC. The pars intercere
bralis-the area near the midline with many large cell bodies of neurosecretory cells-lies in
the medilalmost region of the msmpr. psmpr (posterior superiormedial protocerebrum): the
posteriormost area of the smpr, spanning above and anterodorsal to the MB calyx (ca). mslpr
(middle superiorlateral protocerebrum): the area lateral to the msmpr. Note that there is no area
called the aslpr, because there is no neuropile anterolateral to the MB vertical lobe (see Fig.
1J). pslpr (posterior superiorlateral protocerebrum): the area lateral to the psmpr, dorsolateral
to the MB calyx. The area below the superior protocerebrum and above the ventral surface of
the pedunculus is the inferiormedial protocerebrum (impr) and inferiorlateral protocerebrum
(i1pr). aimpr(anterior inferiormedial protocerebrum): The anteriormost area of the impr, above
the antennallobe and in front of the posterior surface of the MB vertical lobe. The medial lobe
of the MB is embedded in this area. mimpr (middle inferiormedial protocerebrum): The area
of the impr behind the MB lobes, anterior to the plane above the GC and medial to the lateral
surface of the pedunculus. The dorsal half of the ellipsoid body (eb) and the fan-shaped body
(fb) of the central complex is contained in this area. pimpr (posterior inferiormedial protoce
rebrum): The area between and anteromedial to the calyx. The protocerebral bridge (pb) of
the central complex lies in this area. optu (optic tubercle): The anteriormost area of the i1pr,
lateral to the aimpr. Though this area could be called as ailpr, it is occupied by the structure
that is traditionally called as the optic tubercle, which is contributed by the terminals of the
visual projection neurons from the optic lobe via the anterior optic tract (AOT). milpr (middle
inferiorlateral protocerebrum): The area lateral to the mimpr. pilpr (posterior inferiorlateral
protocerebrum): The area lateral to the pimpr, between the calyx and the lateral horn. LH
(lateral horn): The area protruded in the lateral area of the central brain, between the milpr
and pilpr. This area contains the terminals of the olfactory projection neurons from the AL. AL
(antennal lobe). Legend continued on following page.
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Figure 1, viewed on page 138. The anterior protrusion of the medial cerebrum, receiving
projections of the sensory neurons of the antennae via the antennal nerve (AN). It is a part
of the deutocerebrum. vmpr (ventromedial protocerebrum): The area just posterior to the
AL, in front of the GC and ventromedial to the MB pedunculus. Unlike the AL, it is a part of
the protocerebrum. It houses the ventral half of the ellipsoid body and the fan-shaped body
as well as the lateral accessory lobe (also called the ventral body), an annex of the central
complex that is important for motor control. spsl (superior posterior slope): Dorsal part of the
area in the posterior brain surrounding the oesophagus foramen. It receives projections from
the ocellar nerve and is also contributed by the dendrites of descending neurons. ipsl (inferior
posterior slope): The area of the posterior slope ventral to the oesophagus foramen, which
also houses dendrites of descending neurons. vlpr(ventrolateral protocerebrum): A large area
in the lateral cerebrum in front of the GC. It is also called the anterior optic foci, because it
receives many visual projections from the optic lobe. Their terminals in this area form several
glomerular structures called the optic glomeruli. pip' (posteriorlateral protocerebrum): The area
behind the vlpr, which is also called as the posterior optic foci. Like vlpr, many visual projec
tion neurons terminate in the plpr. de (deutocerebrum): The area posterior ventral to the AL. It
houses the antennal mechanosensory and motor centre (AMMC), which receives projections
of auditory and mechanosensory neurons from the antennae. The AL is actually also a part
of the de. SOC (suboesophageal ganglion): The neuromere ventral to the oesophagus. Other
labelled structures: la: lamina, me: medulla, lo:lobula, lop: lobula plate, AOT: anterior optic
tract, POT: posterior optic tract, LCBR: lateral cell body region.

distributed around the surface ofthe nervous system each generates a large number ofneurons.6.7

Each cell division yields a neuroblast and a ganglion mother cell (GMC). It is generally believed
that a GMC divides once more to generate two neural progeny. Most neuroblasts proliferate at two
separate periods during neurogenesis," The first proliferation occurs during mid to late embryonic
stage, whereas the second proliferation starts from between the late first and late second larval
instar and ends during the first day ofthe pupal stage. Thus, the clonal progenyofmost neuroblasts
consists ofembryonic and postembryonic neurons (Fig. 2A).17

In the larval brain, there are about 100 neuroblasts per hemisphere in the cerebrum':":'? and
about 80 per hemisphere in the SOG (R Urbach and GM Technau, personal communication).
There are therefore in total about 180 neuroblasts in a central brain hemisphere. Counting of
cell bodies in the nuclear-labelled brain samples suggests that there are about 18,000 cells per
hemisphere in the adult central brain including the SOG (T Shimada and KI, unpublished ob
servation). Considering that some neuroblasts, such as those that generate the MB Kenyon cells,
give birth to several hundred progeny," the number ofprogeny ofmost other neuroblasts should
be less than a hundred.

How, then, does each family ofclonally related neurons contribute to the formation ofthe adult
neural circuits? One possibility is that each neuron differentiates and sends its neurites indepen
dently from cell lineage (left panel ofFig. 2B). The other possibility is that neurons ofa particular
clone form distinct subcomponents ofthe neural circuits (right panel ofFig. 2B).

To determine which is more likely,a technique is required to visualise the projection pattern of
all the progeny ofone neuroblast in the adult nervous system. This has not been an easy task. Cell
lineage can in principle be traced by injecting dyes to a cell early during development.2o-24Though
this worked well for analysing celllineage in embryos, postembryonic progeny could not be labelled
with this technique, because injected dye is diluted below detection level as neuroblasts repeat
cell division. To circumvent this problem, transplantation ofgenetically labelled neuroblasts was
developed.F'" In this technique, a neuroblast is picked out from an embryo expressing a reporter
gene (e.g., lacZ) under control of a ubiquitous promoter. The neuroblast is then transplanted to
a host embryo that does not carry the reporter gene. Though this system is versatile,26-28 technical
expertise is required for cell transplantation and differences in the cellpositions and developmental
stages between donor and host embryos might affect subsequent development ofthe transplanted
neuroblast. Thanks to the powerful Drosophila genetics, however, several techniques that are
easier to label clonally related cellswere developed during the last decade. They use genetic mosaic
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Figure 2, viewed on previous page. B)Two possible strategies for constructing the neural cicuits
of the adult brain. C) FLP-out-GAL4 (FRT-GAL4)system. In the first component, a marker gene
yellow flanked by a pair of FRTs (FRTcassette) is inserted between the ubiquitous actin promoter
and the transcription activator CAL4. Because there is no promoter directly in front of CAL4,
only yellow is expressed. By applying mild heat shock to the animal during development, the
heat-shock (hs) promoter activates the expression of the second component, hs-flippase, in
some cells. Flippase protein induces recombination between the two FRTs, excising the yellow
gene between them (FLP-out). In the cells in which this recombination occurred and also in
its progeny, the actin promoter starts driving the expression of CAL4. The expression of the
third component, a reporter gene such as CFP under control of the GAL4-target sequence
UAS, is activated only in these cells. D) UAS-FLP-out system: The GAL4 gene is expressed
in a cell-type specific manner using certain promoter or GAL4 enhancer-trap strains. The
second component features UAS and a reporter gene separated by an FRT cassette contain
ing the C02 gene. GAL4 activates the expression of only C02. A mild heat shock activates
flippase, which excises the FRTcassette. This enables the expression of the reporter gene in
the cell and its progeny. E) MARCM system: A ubiquitous tublin promoter drives constitutive
expression of yeast-derived GALBO, which suppresses expression of the UAS-linked reporter
gene even in the presence of CAL4. The tublin-CALBO and the reporter gene are put in the
homologous chromosome in trans and the FRT sequence is put in the locus close to the
centromere of each chromosome. Upon mild heat shock, trans recombination between two
chromosomes occurs in some of the cells during mitosis. One of the daughter cell becomes
homozygous for the UAS-reporter. Because GALBO no longer exists in the genome of this
cell and its progeny, the cells are visualised by the reporter.

analysis combined with yeast-derived GAL4-UAS29-31 and flippase-FRT systerns'<" and can be
categorised into two groups.

cis-Recombination Systems
Flippase is the enzyme that induces recombination between two sequences called the Hippase

recognition targets (FRTs). The first group oftechniques label cellsby inducingcis-recombination
between two FRT sequences on the same chromosome. First, a gene or a stop-codon sequence
is placed between the two FRTs. This "FRT cassette" is then put between a reporter gene and a
promoter of a ubiquitous house-keeping gene, e.g., actin or tublin. Because of the inserted FRT
cassette, the ubiquitous promoter cannot drive the expression of the reporter gene. By inducing
the expression offlippase transiently during development, e.g., by putting the flippase gene under
the heat-shock promoter and giving temporal heat shock to the transgenic animals, recombina
tion between the two FRTs would occur in some cells. This removes the FRT cassette (flip-out
or Fl.Peout) and connect the ubiquitous promoter and the reporter gene directly. The reporter
gene would be expressed specifically in these cells as well as in their progeny. If the recombination
occurs in the GMC or in the postmitotic cells, single or a few scattered cells would be labelled. If
the recombination occurs in the neuroblast, on the other hand, a group of clonally related cells
can be visualised.

Such system was first developed by putting the lacZ gene after the FRT cassette." An improved
version featured GAL4 instead oflacZ,which can activate the expression ofdiverse types ofreporter
genes to visualise different aspects ofthe labelled cells (FRT-GAL4, or FLP-out GAL4 system, Fig.
2C).36 Because GAL4 can activate multiple UAS targets, genes that affect the function or develop
ment of the cells-so called effector genes-can be expressed simultaneously with the reporter
genes, enabling the functional analyses of the expressed genes using this system.

Another approach is to put the FRT cassette between the UAS and the reporter gene (the
UAS-FLP-out system, Fig. 20).37 This system can be combined with a wide variety of promot
er-GAL4lines and GAL4 enhancer-trap strains currently available, in which GAL4 is expressed
specificallyin particular cells.Dependingon whether the recombination occurred in the neuroblast
or in the postrnitotic cells, the UAS-FLP-out system visualizes a clonally related subset or the
morphology of the single cells out ofthe GAL4-expressing cell population.1

5,38
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Figure 3, viewed on previous page. Clonal units in the mushroom body. A-F) A clone labelled
in larvae just after hatching and visualised at the end of the larval stage (A-C) and another
clone visualised in the adult (D-F), respectively (modified from ref. 36). (FLP-out-GAL4 clones
visualised with UAS-tau reporter. UAS-tau and UAS-GFP reporters label essentially similar
structures, except that Tau labels dendritic arborisations more weakly and occasionally causes
mild disturbance of the neural function.) Optical sections at different levels were taken with
Nomarski optics and montaged. Frontal, horizontal and rear views of the same clone was
visualized by rotating the specimen. MBNB: mushroom body neuroblasts, CB: cell bodies,
ca: calyx, ped: pedunculus. G) Four-fold labelling pattern of enhancer-trap strains labelling
subsets of the MB Kenyon cells. (Modified from ref. 36, UAS-tau reporter). H) Cross section
of the calyx in the larval brain, showing areas of arborisations of each of the four clonal units.
(Modified from ref. 42, ©200S National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A., MARCM clone with
UAS-GFP reporter.) I) Cross section of the calyx in the adult brain, showing areas of arbori
sations of each of the four clonal units. (Data by Nobuaki Karl Tanaka. MARCM clone with
UAS-GFP reporter.) J: Scheme of the four-fold clonal units in the MB.

Note on the name of the lobes: The names of the lobes have been changed drastically
during the last few years of the last century. The terms of the a and ~ lobes originated from
the study of the bee brain'" to refer to the vertical and medial lobes. The y lobe derived from
the study of sphinx moth." These terms are adopted to describe the fly MB.2,62 Because of
the apparent structural similarity, vertical and medial lobes in the larval MB had also been
called as larval a and ~ lobes."

Analysis of clones and GAL4 enhancer-trap strains revealed a characteristic subdivision of
the a lobe and defined it as the a' lobe, but failed to recognisethe corresponding subdivision in
the ~ lobe." The latter subdivision was identified by the comparison of labelling pattern of vari
ous antibodies and named as the Wlobe.' Until this period, it was not known that the neurons
innervating the y lobe have no vertical branches. Though such unbranched neurons had been
observed in Golgi impregnatedsamples, the non-existenceof the branch could not be determined
conclusively because Golgi labelling may not always label all the branches of a neuron.

Finally, systematic flippase-mediated single-cell analysesrevealed that the neurons contrib
uting to the y lobe, a'/~' lobes and a/~ lobes are generated in this order and that the vertical
and medial lobes of the larval MB is contributed exclusively by the neurons that compose
the adult y lobe as a result of reorganization." The larval vertical and medial lobes, therefore,
have nothing to do with the neurons of the adult alp lobes.

To avoid confusion, it is better not to use the term a/~ lobes for the larval MB but to use
the generic term vertical/medial lobes instead. Also, the adult vertical lobe should not gener
ally be called the a lobe, as it actually consists of a and a' lobes each of which is likely to
have rather different functions.

The vertical and medial lobes are sometimes called dorsal and horizontal lobes, respec
tively. In various insects, however, the vertical lobe does not project dorsally but anteriorly or
anterodorsally. The medial lobe projects medially (towards the midline) in all insect species,
but the inclination of the lobe may not always be horizontal. Thus, the combination of "ver
tical" and "medial" seems more appropriate when considering cross-species compatibility.
A-G, J reproduced with permission of the Company of Biologists.

trans-Recombination Systems
One ofthe classicmethods for analysing lineage-associated cells is to induce somatic recombina

tion by irradiating the animals with X ray or y ray. Recombined cells can be identified by putting
a marker gene in one ofthe chromosomes. As a more controllable and easy-to-use approach, FRT
was put into the chromosome to induce flippase-dependent trans-recombination.34 The lack of
convenient reporter systems for detecting the neurons that experienced recombination has made
it difficult to apply this technique for brain research. The mosaic analysis with a repressible cell
marker (MARCM) system solved this problem." The MARCM system features GAL80, which
works antagonistically to GAL4 (Fig. 2£). GAL80 suppresses expression of the VAS-linked re
porter gene even in the presence ofGAL4. Flippase-induced somatic recombination between the
FRT sequences removes GAL80 gene in one of the daughter cells. VAS-linked reporter/effecter
genes will be expressed specifically in this cell and its progeny.
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An advantage ofthe MARCM system is that it can be combined with the somatic recombina
tion analysis of recessive mutations, so that only the cells that are homozygous for the mutation
can be visualised. This has been proven as highly effective tool for studying cell-autonomous roles
ofvarious genes during development.

Clonal Unit Architecture in the Adult Brain

Clonal Units in the Mushroom Body
The correlation between cell lineage and adult neural circuits was first identified in the MB.

Although most neuroblasts proliferate at two separated periods in Drosophila, there are five neu
roblasts that proliferate continuously throughout neurogenesis," By administrating bromodeoxy
uridine (BrdU) to larvae just after hatching, it is possible to label the nuclei ofthese proliferating
neuroblasts and their progeny. One neuroblast lies in the anteriorlateral area of the larval brain
and its progeny is distributed in the lateral side ofthe AL in the adult. The other four neuroblasts
lie in the posterior dorsal area ofthe larval brain and their progeny are found lying above the MB
calyx. Though BrdU can visualise only the nuclei ofthe labelled cells, their positions on the calyx
strongly suggested that they are the MB Kenyon cells.

A more direct evidence came later with the advanced genetic analysis using £lippase-mediated
cis- or trans-recombination analyses, which enabled visualisation ofneurites ofthe clonally related
cells.36•39 When clones are labelled early during development and visualised in a late larval stage,
a single neuroblast, a few large GMCs and many small neurons are labelled (Fig. 3A-C). They in
nervate only within the MB neuropile. The cell bodies of the clonally related progeny remain in
a tightly bound cluster in the adult brain, indicating that the cells do not migrate long distances
from their place of origin. All the fibres deriving from this cluster innervate the MB, with no
projection to other brain areas (Fig. 3D-F). Thus, these clones are indeed dedicated to the neural
circuit ofthe MB.

There should be four different cionally-related populations each deriving from one ofthe four
neuroblasts. Are they different from each other? The clusters ofcell bodies are observed in four
areas of the rind above the calyx and neurites from these clusters form four large bundles that
run around the lower part of the calyx. The fibres from each cluster contribute to all the known
components ofthe MB: the calyx, pedunculus and the a'/~', a/~ and y lobes. Thus, concerning
the area ofprojection, the neurons offour clones are essentially identical.

The four-fold structure ofthe MB is further confirmed by the observation ofGAL4 enhanc
er-trap strains. There are many GAL4 strains that label various subsets of the Kenyon cells, sug
gesting that the MB should consist of a heterogeneous population ofneurons concerning their
gene expression patterns.36•4OThese strains all label neurons in each ofthe four clusters, indicating
that each clone essentially contains an identical repertoire ofKenyon cells.The four-fold pattern is
most evident in the strains that label Kenyon cells innervating the a/f3lobes, which are generated
latest during development" (top panel ofFig. 3G). The four bundles ofclonally related neurons
are clearly labelled at the level ofthe calyx. The bundles deriving from the two medial clusters and
two lateral clusters (1,2 and 3, 4 in Fig. 3G, respectively) are fused in the middle level ofthe calyx.
The two merged bundles further merge at the anterior end ofthe pedunculus. The neurites from
each clonal cluster are intermingled completely in the lobe area. The four bundles are discernible
but are less clear in the strains that label a variety ofKenyon cells (middle panel ofFig. 3G). The
discrete pattern is more ambiguous in the strains that label neurons projecting only to the y lobe,
because their neurites run near the surface ofthe pedunculus (bottom panel ofFig. 3G).

There are, however, certain differences between the four clones concerning the types ofinfor
mation they receive. The MB receives olfactory signals from the antennallobe, which is conveyed
by the antennallobe projection neurons (AL PNs). Many of them are uniglomerular, sending
signals from one particular glomerulus of the AL to the MB (see Chapter by V Rodrigues and
T Hummel). In larvae, terminals of these AL PNs form small glomerular structures in the calyx
called microglomeruliv" (see also Chapter by R Stocker). Their positions are reproducible among
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individuals, showing that olfactory information from particular glomeruli in the larval AL is
transmitted to distinct subregions ofthe calyx.The arborisations ofthe Kenyon cellsofeach clone
occupy different, but partially overlapping, areas ofthe calyx (Fig. 3H).42 Thus, each clone should
receive a different repertoire ofolfactory information.

Because ofthe much larger number ofAL PNs and the number ofglomeruli in the adult AL,
there are numerous very small microglomeruli in the calyxofthe adult MB, making their mapping
more complex (see Chapter by P Laissue and L Vosshall). Nevertheless, AL PNs from particular
AL glomerulus terminate in specific concentric zones in the calyx." The Kenyon cellsofeach clone
again arborise in distinct areas ofthe calyx (Fig. 31),4.44 suggesting that there may also be differences
in the repertoire ofolfactory information each clone would receive. For example, the two"outer"
clones (1 and 4 in Fig. 31) may have fewer interaction with the projection neurons that terminate
in the central area ofthe calyx than do the two "inner" clones (2 and 3 ofFig. 31).

Observations in the MB suggest that there are clonally-related unit structures in the adult brain.
Progeny ofa single neuroblast may contain a functionally heterogeneous population ofneurons.
Yet, they all innervate only a limited area ofthe brain and form a distinct neural circuit structure.
There are four such clonal units in the Drosophila MB, which are essentially identical regarding
their morphology and biochemical diversity but slightly different in the projection pattern in
their input areas (Fig. 3J).

Clonal UnitArchitecture in the Central Complex
Clonal unit is not a unique feature ofthe MB. They are also observed in the central complex,

the neuropile that lies at the centre of the cerebrum-Y and is supposed to play important roles
in motor coordination control, visual memory, etc.464 8 The structure of the central complex is
much more complex than the MB (Fig. 4A). It consists offour major components, the ellipsoid
body (eb), fan-shaped body (fb),protocerebral bridge (pb) and noduli (no).4S Whereas the cell
bodies of the MB Kenyon cells are all confined in a small area just around the MB calyx, those
that contribute to the central complex are distributed in various parts of the brain. Nevertheless,
lineage-dependent cell labelling experiments revealed that several clones contribute specifically to
the central complex, each forming distinct building units ofits neural circuits.

The ellipsoid body is a round structure that forms the anteriormost part ofthe central complex.
There is a pair ofclonal units with their cell bodies in the anterior brain above the aimpr area of
the cerebrum, dorsolateral to the AL (EB-A1, Fig. 4A,B). A bundle ofneurites projects beneath
the medial lobe ofthe MB and forms the primary arborisation in the vmpr part ofthe cerebrum,
forming the structure called the lateral triangle (ltr). From the ltr, some fibres project dorsally to
reach the asmpr and aimpr and others project to the ellipsoid body from its central hole to form
the ring neurons ofthis neuropile.

The fan-shaped body consists ofan array ofradial projections and tangential neurons that arbo
rise at its various dorsoventrallevels. One ofthe clonal units that form these tangential components
have the cell body cluster in the dorsolateral area ofthe cerebrum, posterior to the LH (FB-DL1,
Fig. 4A,C). The neurons form primary arborisations near the dorsal surface ofthe cerebrum above
the LH and secondary arborisations in the msmpr and mslpr. The fibre bundle bifurcates, enters
the fan-shaped bodyfrom its anterior side at two levels (Fig.4C) and forms extensive branches that
span tangentially. There are also other clonal units that form tangential arborisations in different
levels of the fan-shaped body (not shown here).

The radial component of the fan-shaped body is formed by four clonal units per hemisphere
(FB-P1-4, Fig. 4A,D). A row ofeight cell body clusters lies in the posterior brain right behind the
fan-shaped body, flanked by the calycesofthe MB. The neurites form primary arborisation in the
protocerebral bridge and enter the inferior part of the fan-shaped body from its posterior side.
They form two bundles that run radially in the fan-shaped body and terminate in the nodulus of
the contralateral hemisphere.

The protocerebral bridge is divided into eight sections per hemisphere. Similarly, the radial
component of the fan-shaped body is organized in eight radial structures called the staves.2.4S
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Figure 4. Clonal units in the central complex. A) Scheme of the central complex and three
major types of clonally related components. There are also several other clonal units that
contribute to the central complex. pb: protocerebral bridge, fb : fan-shaped body, no: nodulus ,
eb: ellipsoid body, Itr : lateral triangle. B-D) Examplesof clonal units contributing to the central
complex. See legend to Figure 1 for neuropile regions. FLP-out-GAL4 clones visualised with
UAS-tau reporter in the adult brain. Top and bottom photo graphs of each figure show the
montage of optical sections of the same clone in frontal and horizontal view, respectively.
Clonal units: EB-A1 (ellipsoid body -anterior 1, B), FB-DLl (fan-shaped body dorsolateral 1, C)
and FB-Pl-4 (fan-shaped body posterior 1-4, D). E)Arborisation areas of the four FB-Pclonal
units (Data by Mariko Kamiya). Confocal sections at the level of the protocerebral bridge
(top panel), fan-shaped body and nodulus (middle panel) and the schema of the projection
pattern (bottom panel). (M ARCM clone with UAS-GFP reporter in the mid pupal brain 48 h
after puparium formation, when the neuropile structure is already essentially the same as in
the adult. )

Neurite sofeach FB-P clonal unit arborise in two section softhe protocerebral bridge (Fig.4E. top
panel ) and contribute to two staves of the fan-shaped body (Fig. 4D. bottom panel). Collateral
fibres deriving from these staves arbori se in two areas ofthe fan-shaped body,one in the ipsilateral
and the other in the contralateral side (Fig.4E. middle panel). Whereas the arbori sation ofeach
clonal unit is segregated in the protocerebral bridge , there is a significantly overlap between their
arbo risations in the fan-shaped body. In the nodulus, fibres ofall the four clonal units converge
and arbori se in the entire area ofits neuropile (Fig. 4E. bottom panel ).
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Clonal UnitArchitecture in Other Brain Areas
Compared to the MB and the central complex, borders between neural circuits in the rest of

the central brain are much more obscure. Nevertheless, clonally related neurons innervate only
limited areas ofthese neuropiles and form distinct unit structures.

Projection neurons from the antennallobe innervate the MB calyx, the LH and several other
areas of the brain.P:" GAL4 enhancer-trap strains such as GH146, NP22S and NPS288 label
many ofthese neurons.4,49.50 The cell bodies ofthese neurons form at least four clusters around the
AL.The anterior dorsal cluster (AL-DAI, Fig. SA) and a lateral cluster (AL-Ll, not shown here)
consists ofthe neurons that innervate via the inner antennocerebral tract (iACT). The cell cluster
that lies ventral to the AL (AL-VI, not shown here) consists of the neurons of the middle ACT
(mACT) pathway. There is yet another clone in the lateral area of the AL, which consists of the
neurons that do not seem to be labelled in these GAL4 strains (AL-L2, Fig. SB). Neurons ofthis
clonal unit project not only to the MB and calyx but also to the SOG and the plpr.

In the MB, neurons other than the Kenyon cells also innervate its neuropile. An example of
such clonal unit, MB-Al (Fig. SC), has the cell bodies in the anterior brain just in front of the
MB vertical lobe.l"Neurons of this clone mainly innervate the distal area of the medial lobe and
project also to the neuropiles other than the MB in the aimpr and vmpr areas.

Neurons in the LH, which receives olfactory information from the AL like the MB Kenyon
cells, are also organized in a clonally related manner. Several clonal units contribute to the neu
ropile ofthe LH.Their cell bodies form clusters in the LCBR. Some clones (e.g., LH-l, Fig. SO)
consist oflocal neurons that arborise only in the LH. The neurites ofother clones (e.g., LH-2 and
3, Fig. SE,F) arborise in the LH and project further to other areas ofthe protocerebral neuropiles.
Depending on the clonal units, the neurites project to the LH either from inside (LH-2,3) or
from outside (LH-l).

The superior lateral and superior medial protocerebrum occupies the dorsalmost area of the
cerebrum. Because neural connections between these neuropiles and the neuropiles ofthe sensory
and motor pathways are still essentially unknown, the function ofthe neural circuits in these areas
are yet to be determined. These neuropiles are also contributed by many clonal units. Short ofthe
knowledge ofdetermining neural structure in these areas, these clonal units are tentatively named
according to the neuropile region (Fig. 1H-N) in which they arborise most extensively. Some clonal
units, e.g., PSLPR-l and MSLPR-l (Fig. SG,H), arborise only in a small region of the neuropile.
They tend to have simple structures, with a single bundle of neurites and arborisation in one or
only a few areas. Other clones, like MSLPR-2 and MSMPR-l (Fig. SI,J), arborise in multiple areas.
The structure of these clonal units are more complex, with bifurcation or trifurcation of neurite
bundles and extensive projections that span a long distance in the brain.

The ventrolateral part ofthe cerebrum (vlpr and plpr) is occupied by the neuropiles that exten
sively receive axons ofthe visual projection neurons, which connect the optic lobe and the central
brain.P These areas are also formed by various clonal units, whose cell bodies lie in the LCBR
or in the anterior lateral area of the cerebrum. Some clonal units form circuits that connect the
correspondingneuropiles ofboth hemispheres (e.g., VLPR-l, Fig. 5K), whereas others connect a
variety ofneuropile areas of the cerebrum (e.g., VLPR-2, Fig. 5L).

Formation ofthe Clonal Units During Development
The observations presented above suggest that a significant portion of the adult brain is com

posed in a cell lineage-dependent manner (Fig. 2B). Though the progeny of a single neuroblast
are not as tightly packed as in the larval brain, they still form a cluster. Neurites deriving from this
cluster form tight bundles and innervate distinct areas of the brain.

How, then, is such clonal unit architecture in the adult brain composed during neurogenesis ?
When the clones are visualised in late larval or early pupal brains, the progeny of a neuroblast
form a tightly packed cluster, which sends a bundle ofneurites towards the neuropile (Fig. 6A,B).
The bundle either projects to a single target or bifurcates when it enters the neuropile to inner
vate different areas of the brain.V The formation of the adult clonal units should depend on this
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Figure 6, viewed on previous page. Formation of clonal units in the larval brain. A, B)
Clonal units in late larvae. FLP-out-GAL4 clones visualised with UAS-tau (A, montage of
optical sections) and UAS-CFP (B, 3D-stereograph of confocal sections). C-F) Distribution
of cell-adhesion molecules in the larval brain visualised with antibodies. Overall brain (top
panel) and blow-up view (bottom panel) showing the area indicated with dashed squares
in the top panel. Clonal-unit dependent distribution of Fasciclin II (Fasll, C), Fasciclin III (D)
and Connectin (E) and pan-clonal distribution of DE-cadherin (F). H) Distribution of Fasll
visualised with anti-Fasll antibody in the cluster of clonal cell bodies. I) Over-expression of
Fasll in all the neurons (using elav-CAL4C155 driver, 11) and in the MARCM clones (12). J)
Effect of the homozygous mutation of Fasll in the MARCM clones. Two examples are shown.
K) Distribution of Fasll (visualised with anti-Fasll antibody) and glial processes (visualised
with UAS-CFP driven with glia-specific repo-GAL4 driver).

clonal cluster formation in larvae. Because formation of the lineage-dependent structure in the
larval brain is comprehensively described in the Chapter by V Hartenstein et al, here we discuss
this issue only briefly.

One ofthe candidate mechanisms that promote bindingofthe clonally related cell bodies and
neurites depends on homophilic cell adhesion molecules (CAMs). Ifsuch CAMs are expressed in
the clonally related neurons, they would facilitate adhesion ofthe cells and fibre bundles.51-53

According to their expression patterns, the homophilic CAMs can be classified into two types.
The first type is expressed only in a small subset of the clones. This includes Fasciclin II (Fas II),
Fasciclin III (Fas III) and Connectin (Fig. 6C-E). Interestingly, whereas the expression patterns of
these CAMs are associated with the clonal units in the developing brain, they are not related with
the clonal units in the adult. This suggests that intra-clonal cell-cell adhesion would be mediated
by these CAMs during the formation ofcertain clones.

The other group is expressed in most of the developing clonal units: this category includes
CAMs like DE-cadherin (DE-cad) and Neurotactin (Fig. 6F). The role ofsuch pan-clonal CAMs
during development has been studied using the ectopic expression ofthe dominant negative form
of DE-cad, which affected the organisation of the developing clonal clusters. 54 Although the
observed abnormality was not severe, the function ofDE-cad at least seems to be involved in the
correct formation ofthe clonal architecture.

The role ofthe clone-specific CAMs, on the other hand, is not yet clear.When the distribution
ofone such CAM, Fas II, isvisualised together with the clonal cluster, the protein isobserved only
on the cell surface that is flanked by other siblings in the same clone but not on the outer surface of
the cell body cluster (Fig. 6H). To determine whether Fas II is concentrated because ofthe homo
philic interaction with the same molecule ofthe neighbouring cells,we over-expressed Fasll so that
cells in the neighbouring clones express the same protein. Even in this case, Fasll is concentrated
only along the cell border within each clone but not along the cell border between clones (Fig.
612, 13). Ectopic expression of Fasll in all the neurons, which should negate the clone-specific
role of this molecule, affect neither the organised distribution of the clonal cell clusters nor the
projection patterns ofneurites (Fig. 611). Moreover, the formation of the clonal cell cluster and
neurite bundles is not disturbed even when the function of Fasll is removed by inducingfizsII
mutant clones using the MARCM system (Fig. 6J). Thus, removal ofjust one clone-specific CAM
does not affect the formation and maintenance ofthe clonal architecture in the larval brain. It is
possible that pan-clonal and clone-specific CAMs might function cooperatively to facilitate the
clone-specific cell-cell adhesion.

Another factor that would be important for the organisation of the clonal unit is the cell
body glial cells, which send processes between neural cell bodies.F The region of the rind near
the surface ofthe larval brain is characterised by the glial processes that form large nest-like holes
(Fig. 6Kl).55 Because each glial nest houses a neuroblast and its progeny, the surface ofthe clonal
cluster is flanked by the glial sheath. This organisation explains why Fasll is accumulated only in
the intraclonal border of the cell bodies (Fig. 6K3). Because glial cells do not express Fasll, the
glial sheath physically separates the cellsofthe Fasll-expressing clones even when they are flanked
with each other.
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In the deeper level ofthe rind, glial processes invade borders between neural cell bodies ofthe
clones. Though FasII is still distributed along the intraclonal cell border, neighbouring cell bodies
are separated by the invaded glial processes (Fig. 6K4).In the adult, all the neural cell body in the
rind are each surrounded by extensive glial processes (Fig. 1F, G). Thus, the glial nest seems to be
a transiently structure formed due to the time required for the extension ofglial processes during
larval neurogenesis. Although glial cellscontinue invadingall the space between neural cellbodies,
a temporal delay is inevitable between the period when neurons are newly formed by the GMC and
the time when glial cellsoutside ofthe clonal cluster send processes between them (Fig. 61(2). This
delay results in the glial nest architecture in the larval brain. Clone-specific CAMs may stabilise the
clusteringofsibling neurons during this time lag. Since the cell clusters are buttressed by the sheath
ofthe glial nest and because pan-clonal CAMs may function redundantly, over-expression or lack
ofa particular clone-specific CAM would not lead to significantly abnormal phenotypes.

Functional Importance ofthe Clonal Units
Because many areas of the brain neuropile are formed by the combination of clonal units,

they seem to be the fundamental building blocks of the adult fly neural circuits. There would be
several advantages by organising the brain in such a clone dependent manner. Unlike in the simple
nervous system ofearly embryos, neural fibres in the postembryonic brain must find their paths
through the three-dimensional space filled with tangled fibres ofother neurons. Ifeach neuron
differentiates and sends its neurite independently, a large variety ofattracting and repulsive signals
would be required for providing positional cues for these neurons (Fig. 7Al).s6 Because neural
fibres innervating different targets would criss-cross with each other, systems for avoiding unnec
essary cross-talk between these signals would be inevitable. Ifneurons ofthe same cluster, on the
other hand, form fascicles to project to only distinct areas of the brain, the guidance system for
the follower neurons should be much simpler (Fig. 7A2). Path finding ofindividual neurons will
be required only in the area near the target. Projection towards an additional target is a matter of
locating the branching point in the one-dimensional space along the neurite bundle. Even in such
clones, the first neuron (the so called pioneer neuron) has to extend its fibre without the help of
a pre-exiting fascicle. As this occurs in relatively early embryos, when the brain neuropile is still
simpler and the distance between the cell body and the target is much shorter than in the adult,
path finding would be relatively easy.

Although flippase-mediated labelling visualises clonal units so clearly,few molecular markers
such as antibodies and enhancer-trap strains label neurons of a single clonal unit. Rather, they
tend to label small subsets ofneurons scattered in many clonal units. This suggests that, although
neurons ofeach clonal unit are relatively homogeneous regarding their overall projection patterns,
they are rather heterogeneous concerning properties like gene expression patterns. They are also
heterogeneous in the precise arborisations within the target areas. These suggest that a single
clonal unit would be a versatile functional unit in which a variety ofcomplicated computation is
possible. Organising the brain by the composition ofsuch units might have been an economical
way for developing complicated neural circuits during evolution. Just like duplication and sub
sequent modification ofgenes added new functions to the genome, addition ofnew clonal units
by the formation ofadditional neuroblasts might be a convenient way of incremental evolution
ofthe brain (Fig. 7B). The loss ofcertain clonal units might also have occurred during evolution.
Consideringthat there are severalclonal units contributingoverlappingly to the same circuit module
ofthe brain (discussed later), such loss ofclonal units may not have jeopardised the architecture
and function ofthe brain.

Whereas some clonal units consist of several hundreds of neurons, some have less than SO
neurons. Such significant differences in cell number may affect the computational capacity ofthe
circuits formed by that clonal unit. Because different insect species rely on very different sensory
signals depending on their habitats and life styles, computational requirements for the evolution
ary comparable clonal units might vary. Not only duplication or removal ofclonal units but also
the change in the cell numbers of clones might have been important during evolution. Though
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Figure 7. Clonal unit architecture of the brain. A) Comparison of possible path-finding mecha
nisms between clone-independent (left) and clone-dependent (right) organisation of the brain.
S) Hypothetical scheme of incremental complication of neural circuits. C) Possible factors that
affect the diversity of neurons within each clone. 0) Scheme of the arborisation area of each
clonal unit Each clone innervates segregated areas of the neuropile (01), or, Several clones
innervate highly overlapping areas to form functional modules of the brain (02).

visualisation ofthe clonal units in the adult brain iscurrently possible only in Drosophila, compara
tive study ofclonal units across insect taxa in the future would provide important insights on the
functional composition ofthe brain.

As for the heterogeneity within each clonal unit, there would be two candidate control factors
(Fig.7C).The first factor is the order and timingofcellgeneration. Duringembryonic development,
neuroblasts change their gene expression pattern drastically and neurons that are made at each time
point are characteristically affected by this.l~.57In the postembryonic stages,expression patterns of
the neuroblasts do not seem to change so quickly. Nevertheless, specific projection patterns ofthe
adult neurons in the target area, such as the arborisation ofAL-PNs in the AL and the LH and
that ofthe MB Kenyon cells in the lobes, are dependent on the birth date ofeach neuron during
larval stage.41

•
49 A BTB zinc-finger protein gene has been identified that governs neuronal temporal

identity during postembryonic fly brain development." Expression levels ofthis molecule in the
clonal neurons are reduced gradually depending on their birth timing. Temporal gradient in the
activity ofsuch genes may specify cell fate in an extended neuronal lineage.

Other factors would control the differences between the two sibling neurons made by each
of the GMCs. Proteins such as Numb are distributed unevenly between the two daughter cells,
activating the Notch signalling pathway in only one ofthem . This difference between sibling cells
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ofthe olfactory sensory neurons made by the same precursor causesclusteringofprojection targets
in the AL.59 Similar differences between sister cells,each ofwhich comprises a "hemilineage", may
occur within the clonal units of the brain (Fig. 7C).

The concept ofthe adult brain made by the building blocks ofclonal units may give the impres
sion that each clone occupies specific and discrete areas ofthe brain neuropile (Fig. 7D1).Indeed,
3D reconstruction ofclonal units yields images ofcionallyrelated neuronal fibres that appear to fill
particular areas of the brain. This, however, might be a too simplistic view. Because the diameter
ofneural fibres is much smaller than the resolution ofthe optical microscopes, dense arborisation
is visualized as a solid structure even when only a fraction of the volume is occupied by the visu
alised fibres. Volume- and surface-rendering algorithms ofthe 3D reconstruction software further
remove fine detail of the visualised fibres, oversimplifying the projection pattern in the area. For
the neurons of each clonal unit to communicate with neurons ofother units, their arborisations
have to be spatially colocalised and therefore intermingled. Thus, clonal units should in principle
contribute to significantly overlapping areas of the brain (Fig. 7D2). Interestingly, the degree of
overlap appears to be larger in the arborisation areas that are distal from the cell body clusters.
Both in the MB and FB-P clones, arborisations ofeach clone occupy distinct areas in the calyxand
protocerebral bridge but overlap completely in the lobes and nodulli (Figs. 3J,4E).

The degree ofoverlapbetween specificsetsofclonal units ismuch larger than the overlapwith the
rest ofthe clones. In another word, several clonal units contribute together to form distinct neural
circuit units, to which other clones contribute only marginally. In these cases, the neural circuit
formed by each clonal unit may be too small and simple to represent an independent functional unit.
The neural circuits in the brain are therefore organised in a hierarchical manner. Neurons deriving
from several cell lineages form a "clan~ which together contribute to the formation ofa functional
module of the brain circuit. The four clonal units of the MB, several clonal units around the AL
that all arborise in the AL and form the complete set ofACT pathways, clones in the anterior and
posterior brain that together compose the central complex neuropile, are examples ofsuch clans.
The clan might therefore be as important as lineage for understanding the functional dynamics of
the brain, just like a clan ofpeople, who belong to a number oftightly-associated lineages, behaved
as a functional group in the dynamics of the ancient human society (Fig. 7D2).

Conclusion
Complicated neural circuits in the brain are composed by the combination ofrelatively simple

clonal units. A group ofclonal units together form a functional module ofthe brain. Developmental
mechanisms that form such lineage- and clan-dependent structures are not yet fully understood.
Guidance molecules and interactions between neurites of the same clone and between those of
the neighbouring clones would play important roles in this process. More detailed analysis ofthe
arborisation patterns and gene expression patterns of the neurons of each clonal unit would be
required. Analysis oftemporal aspects, not only about the order ofneuron formation within each
clone but also about the timing ofproliferation and neurite extension among clones of the same
clan, would also further our understanding about the process of the neural circuit formation.
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